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Richard P. Howard
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
THE MORMON-RLDS BOUNDARY,
1852-1991:
WALLS TO WINDOWS
Richard P. Howard
Editors' Note: W. Grant McMurray, secretary to the First Presidency of the
RIDS Church gave the following introduction and tribute to Richard
Howard at the Presidential Banquet, 1 June 1991, at Pomona College,
Claremont, California. It is reproduced here in full, not only because it
so memorably captures some of the more distinctive elements of the
California conference but because it also clarifies the historical record
about Richard Howard's personal contributions in transforming some
walls between the two churches to windows.
W. GRANT MCMURRAY:
In 1980 when Jan Shipps was president of the Mormon History
Association, the annual meeting convened in Canandaigua, New York;
and Jan was assigned the bridal suite in the luxury hotel where we were
housed. From this command center, she oversaw the activities of the
conference and administered the business of the association. The room
was so large, as I recall, that it could have housed the Tanner Lecture,
with a concurrent ping-pong tournament in the bathroom. There was
a huge round bed in the center of the room, site of the MHA Council
meeting. And I vaguely seem to remember that the bathtub was sup-
ported by a brace of oxen.
While this was undoubtedly the high-water mark in MHA presi-
dential accommodations, similar suites have been reserved for many of
the others who have occupied this high and exalted office, the pinnacle
of achievement in the Mormon History Association.
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When Richard and Barbara Howard arrived at Pomona College on
Wednesday, they were escorted to this year's presidential suite located
directly behind the reception desk in the Walker Dormitory. When the
door swung open, the first thing to greet their eyes was a generous
collection of sweat socks and athletic supporters scattered around on
the floor. This was perhaps not as disconcerting as the presence in the
room of a young man and young lady enjoying an afternoon of un-
scheduled diversion, much to the surprise of the Pomona College con-
ference planners. After some discreet inquiry, it was determined that
these were not budding young Mormon history scholars, though it was
later speculated that they may have had something to do with the bus
tours.
At any rate, the couple was ejected from the room, efforts were
made to pick up the socks and other items of clothing, and the fumigators
were summoned. Throughout this entire experience, Barbara was at-
tempting to maintain her public composure, but she kept whispering
to Dick, "Tell them this just won't do, Dick. Tell them! Tell them!"
As I reflected on this little drama of MHA presidential accommo-
dations, it struck me that it was an apt metaphor, summarizing in a
nutshell Richard Howard's near-thirty-year career in the field of RLDS
history. Equipped with a dormitory budget in a Sheraton/Hilton/Ramada
Inn world, Richard Howard has spent a career picking up a century or
so of dirty laundry, interrupting the casual and idyllic assumptions of
people occupying rooms for which they had neither paid the price nor
understood the rules, all the while urged on by friends standing well
in the background saying, "You tell 'em, Dick! You tell 'em!"
Richard Howard was educated at Graceland College, the University
of Kansas, the University of California—Berkeley, American University,
St. Paul School of Theology, and in the American Studies graduate pro-
gram at the University of Kansas in Lawrence. In addition, he was an
honor student in the Temple School course taught by Paul Edwards,
"What to Do When the Mormon Missionaries Come to Your Door."
Perhaps even more significantly, Dick was educated in the little
white RLDS churches on the Midwestern plains, the spartan cabins and
open-air tabernacles of Church camps and reunion grounds, and in the
kitchens and living-rooms of thousands of Church members where he
has endeavored over the years to intersect his historical scholarship
with the vexing questions and spiritual inquiries of the people who
form his faith community.
Appointed Assistant RLDS Church Historian in 1962, Dick suc-
ceeded his friend and mentor, Charles Davies, in 1965 and has served
as Church Historian for more than a quarter-century. These have been
tumultuous, growing, changing years for the RLDS Church; and Dick's
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scholarship, integrity, and communication skills have joined to make
him a significant player in that process of appraisal and search for iden-
tity—for a place to stand within both the Latter Day Saint tradition and
the larger Christian world. As such, he has had to walk that very narrow
line between faith and study, between scholarship and spiritual sensi-
bilities. He has had to dance delicately through the labyrinth and mine-
fields of Church bureaucracy and politics, sometimes doing so deftly,
as if in ballet slippers, sometimes as if in galoshes.
Dick's stewardship of the historical task has included a long-stand-
ing commitment to the interchange of ideas across the brotherhood
and sisterhood of Latter Day Saint scholars. He attended his first MHA
meeting in 1970, just a few years after its founding. There he received
the Mormon History Association's "Best Book Award'' for his path-
breaking work, Restoration Scriptures: A Study of Their Textual De-
velopment (Independence: Herald Publishing House, 1969).
The John Whitmer Historical Association, which also encouraged
interfaith dialogue, was birthed in Dick's living room and has also grown
to become an important presence in the community which embraces
Latter Day Saint history.
But at its core, Dick's most lasting contribution is one that will
overshadow his past and forthcoming books, his hundreds of published
articles, even the countless classes that have been graced with his dis-
tinguished teaching. His most enduring impact will undoubtedly come
from heart-to-heart, mind-to-mind, soul-to-soul personal encounters. He
has generously given of himself, made transparent his feelings, enlivened
with wit and spontaneity, and joined openly and freely in intellectual
journeys, sometimes venturing into the darkest corners of institutional
history or even those of individual souls. As such, he has cast his lot
with truth-seekers, bolstered with pastoral sensitivity and support.
This evening, Richard Howard completes a year as president of the
Mormon History Association, culminating a pilgrimage of both personal,
institutional, and intellectual significance. It is out of that framework—
and within it—that he speaks to us tonight. Not only because of my
boundless admiration for him, but also because he is numbered among
my dearest friends, I take great personal pride in introducing the pres-
ident of the Mormon History Association, Richard Howard.
IN 1963, SHORTLYAFTERlbeganmyfull-timevocationinthe fieldofhistory
for the RLDS Church, I was enjoying some much-needed quiet time for
research in my office one Saturday morning. A knock came at the door. I
usually ignored such distractions, but the knock persisted. Finally, I opened
the door to confront an LDS Mormon with fire in his eyes. He held up a
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well-marked copy of Elbert A. Smith's Differences That Persist and de-
manded, "When will you people ever stop lying about my church?" I replied,
"Well, give us until 1991. That's when I'll be president of the Mormon
History Association."
No, what I actually did—surprisingly—was to disregard my natural
inclination to answer fire with fire. I invited the man into my office for, as
I told him firmly, "no more than five minutes." About ninety minutes later,
he departed. Out of the candor born of his anger and my concern, something
precious had emerged, a solid respect and the beginnings of a friendship
that we both knew would mature through the years. We have often met
and renewed our comradeship at MHA and JWHA meetings. It does my
heart good to see him and his wife here tonight. The wall that once stood
between us has become a window of understanding and empathy.
In more recent years, as I have thought of that Saturday morning
conversation, it has seemed to me to capture the feeling in a song I love
by Judy Small and Pat Humphries, which Judy, an Australian folksinger,
performs. It is entitled "Walls and Windows."
Did you sing your children lullabies,
To calm their fears at night?
Did you hold them gently till they went to sleep?
Did you plant in them the seeds of hope
For new and better lives?
Did you make them promises you couldn't keep?
Chorus
And do you think of me as enemy,
And could you call me friend?
Or will you let our differences
Destroy us in the end?
The wall that stands between us
Could be a window too.
When I look into the mirror I see you.
0 may we live to see the day
When walls of words and fear,
No longer stand between the truth and dreams.
When walls of windows rise into the darkness,
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And we dare to look into the mirror, and see peace.1
Judy Small's song addresses an aspect of the human predicament in
every time and place. Every tribe has either sung lullabies or told stories
to its young, in one form or another, to calm fears and to plant seeds of
hope for the tomorrows, to build better lives, and to voice promises made
long ago but never fully kept or realized. Just as surely as we tell our stories
and sing our lullabies, we build comforting walls around our children and
ourselves, to keep enemies both real and imagined from intruding and
destroying us all. The walls become central to our reality, giving us an
equanimity that is at once reassuring and destructive to our ultimate ful-
fillment.
A CENTURY OF WALL-BUILDING
More often than not, the walls cannot be justified without an enemy—
clearly visible, dangerously present. So it was with early Mormonism in its
nineteenth-century cultural setting of proliferating religious sects and de-
nominations. Walls of words—promising salvation, threatening damnation,
creating doctrine—made the American psychological landscape into a maze
with enemies around every corner but closed off from one another by
barriers to peace and good will. No wonder the Saints so readily slipped
into the wall-building mode! They were automatically excluded by the walls
of contending religious factions. They had to reach across those boundaries
with strong and persuasive words to bring their converts "out of Babylon"
and into a place of safety within Zion's walls.
What Leonard Arrington once called the "centrifugal tendency of Mor-
monism"—its fracturing into schisms behind walls of presumed exclusive
righteousness — came to be a chief distinction of Latter Day Saintism through-
out its brief span of years. The emergence of the Danites at Far West,
Missouri, in 1838 illustrates the walls Church leaders were willing to build
to separate the faithful from those who were not. The Expositor tragedy
at Nauvoo, which resulted in the deaths of Joseph and Hyrum Smith in June
1844, vividly revealed two parties to a controversy, feverishly building walls
of protection and conformity. And after the demise of Nauvoo, the splitting
of the Church into various competing factions continued the wall-building
process. Robert Flanders's description of the early Reorganization as a "dis-
1
 Words by Judy Small and Pat Humphries. Music by Judy Small. Copyright ® Larrikin Music
Publishing Pty. Ltd., Sydney, New South Wells, for the World. Used by permission.
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senting sect of Mormonism" points to yet another case of sectarian wall-
building in American history.2 The birth of the Reorganization in southern
Wisconsin, beginning in 1851, left behind records of consciously crafted
walls.
Take, for example, the initial measures passed by the first conference
of elders who formed the Reorganization in June 1852. Of the nine reso-
lutions passed, three of them juxtaposed the Reorganization in defensive
wariness for generations against Utah Mormonism:
RESOLVED, that this conference regard the pretensions of Brigham Young,
James J. Strang, James Colin Brewster, and William Smith and Joseph Wood's
joint claims to the leadership of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, as an assumption of power, in violation of the law of God, and con-
sequently we disclaim all connection and fellowship with them.
RESOLVED, that the successor of Joseph Smith, Junior, as the Presiding High
Priest in the Melchisedec Priesthood, must of necessity be the seed of Joseph
Smith, Junior, in fulfillment of the law and promises of God.
RESOLVED, that the whole law of the Church of Jesus Christ is contained in
the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine and Covenants.3
These and several other resolutions of that conference embodied the
RIDS conviction that the Restoration initiated by Joseph Smith, Jr., had
suffered a nearly mortal blow from the forces of apostasy. Those early RLDS
interim leaders were now re-birthing the Church, purging Latter Day Sain-
tism of the evils they saw. That same June 1852 conference committed
RLDS elders to communicate to all the scattered Saints the sentiments
contained in those nine resolutions. The RLDS Church's first official pub-
lication promoted the principle of lineal descent in prophetic succession.4
The October 1852 RLDS conference called for publication of two thousand
copies. During final editing, a four-page treatise condemning polygamy was
added, responding to the LDS Church's public endorsement of plural mar-
riage at a special conference in Salt Lake City that August. By early 1853,
then, RLDS elders were trying hard to find—and reclaim to their vision of
the true faith—the scattered Saints in Wisconsin and Illinois.
2
 Seminar on Church History, RLDS Joint Council of the First Presidency, Council of Twelve,
and Presiding Bishopric, autumn 1967, Independence; notes in my possession.
3
 Minutes of the June 1852 conference, RLDS Church Conference Minute Book, Book A, 2 -
3; Library-Archives of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Independence,
Missouri (hereafter cited as RLDS Church Archives).
4
 The conference authorized a committee of three to write this document, A Word of Con-
solation to the Scattered Saints, published injanesville, Wisconsin, early in 1853, RLDS Church
Archives.
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During the next several decades, RLDS missionaries expanded their
frontiers westward, confronting the Mormon enemy head-on but finding
themselves on the horns of a dilemma. They exerted themselves sacrificially
to convince Mormons that they, the RLDS missionaries, represented the
only viable form of Latter Day Saintism. Yet Brigham Young's Mormonism
was clearly the historical continuation and amplification of Nauvoo Mor-
monism. And most Utah Mormons accepted their own version of the Res-
toration, equally unquestioningly and fervently, plural marriage included.
There was another subtle nuance to the RLDS missionaries' dilemma. Prot-
estants for the most part could not accept RLDS Mormonism, because they
thought "Latter Day Saint" meant only one thing: Utah polygamists. This
need for a distinct definition led RLDS people down a tortuous road. They
sought to convince Mormons that the RLDS were the true Mormons, to be
sure. But they also tried to persuade Protestants that they were not Mor-
mons, but rather Christian Saints, holding more in common with their
Protestant neighbors than "apostate" Mormonism could ever attain. For
RLDS Mormons, then, "Mormon" came to symbolize plural marriage, doc-
trinal aberration, and an identity vexingly mistaken in the larger religious
community.
RLDS missionary R. G. Eccles, writing to Elder William H. Kelley in
1860, for example, bemoaned "Mormon" as a stumbling-block to his mis-
sionary activity among other Christians:
Many are already believing and have gone so far as to say if ever they
become church members they will be Latter Day Saints. But oh my! That
horrid name Mormon is a stickler to them, and it follows me wherever I go
no matter how I may deny the name. It is a name I wont own for if we are
Mormons then the Christians are Jews and the Episcopalians, Baptists. No sir,
let it remain in Utah where they are pleased to claim it and let us bear but
one name, the name of Saints.5
Another RLDS missionary, E. C. Shelley, at work in Miami, Florida, in
the early twentieth century, complained of the same problem to President
Frederick M. Smith:
I am convinced that some preachers have not learned much yet. I called
on one to ask for the use of a house. "No!" we could not have it. Certainly
we were Mormons. He knew. O yes, he had read the Book of Mormon. He
said the book told how it was found in a bean barrel, and told all about Joe
5
 R. G. Eccles (Mapleton, Blue Earth County, Minnesota), letter to William H. Kelley (Milton,
Dodge County, Minnesota), 7 November I860, William H. Kelley Papers, RLDS Church Archives.
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Smith, Brigham Young etc. And "Certainly that is where they got their authority
for polygamy." We happened to be prepared and did our best to leave him
a wiser man than we found him.6
A frequent tactic of RLDS leaders in dealing with the Mormon question
was to publicize the wall between themselves and their Mormon antagonists.
They wrote formal, official statements to government officials marking the
distance between the RLDS and LDS versions of Mormonism. Their occa-
sional "memorials" to the U.S. Congress, authorized by general conferences,
pointed up the illegality of Mormon polygamy and emphasized that polyg-
amy was anathema to RLDS beliefs and moral standards.7 As the Congress
considered anti-polygamy statutes, Joseph Smith III and other top RLDS
leaders testified before Congressional hearing committees and visited with
individual Congressmen, lending their support to the strictest possible meas-
ures to end plural marriage in Utah Territory.8
Some RLDS members tried to secure Joseph Smith Ill's appointment
as Utah territorial governor; Joseph quashed the attempt. Instead, he and
Church secretary Henry A. Stebbins wrote to President Rutherford B. Hayes,
recommending that Phineas Cadwell, veteran RLDS elder and Iowa legis-
lator, be appointed to that post.9 Nothing came of this proposal, but the
fact of the letter demonstrates the pervasive presence of the wall between
the two churches at that time. It also suggests that RLDS leaders were willing
to use any available political power to attack Utah Mormonism.
6E. C. Shelley, letter, to President F. M. Smith, 24 July 1919; P13, F1352, RLDS Church
Archives.
7
 See "The Declaration of Loyalty to the Government of the United States, by the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints," The True Latter Day Saints' Herald 3, no. 11 (May 1863):
201-2; "Memorial To Congress From A Committee of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, On the Claims and Faith of the Church," The True Latter Day Saints'Herald
17, no. 11 (1 June 1870): 321-27.
8
 Joseph Smith Ill's first visit to Washington, D.C., was in mid-1866 to confer with Congressman
James M. Ashley, chair of the House Committee on Territories. Smith excoriated Congress for
failing to enforce existing anti-polygamy laws against the Utah Mormons. He also attributed the
inception of polygamy to Brigham Young and the Mormons in Utah and quoted official, publicly
stated beliefs of 1844 to disassociate his father, Joseph Smith, Jr., from polygamy's origins. See
Mary Audentia Smith Anderson, ed., "The Memoirs of President Joseph Smith III (1832-1914),"
Saints Herald %2 (16 July 1935): 912-13.
9
 Joseph Smith III and Henry A. Stebbins (Piano, Illinois), letter to President Rutherford B.
Hayes (Washington, D.C.), 16 August 1878, Joseph Smith III Letterbook 1:424-26, RLDS Church
Archives. See Roger D. \mnms, Joseph Smith III Pragmatic Prophet (Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1988), 251-55, for a thorough discussion of this proposed appointment.
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This same willingness lay behind the so-called Kirtland Temple Suit
of 1879, an attempt to secure title to property once owned by the original
LDS movement. The litigation established RLDS Church ownership of the
Kirtland Temple. Even more important, Judge L. S. Sherman of Ohio's Lake
County Court of Common Pleas ruled that the RLDS Church was the le-
gitimate successor to the original church as presided over by Joseph Smith,
Jr. (at least in terms of its faithfulness to pre-1844 publicly taught doctrine
and practice).
The RLDS people rejoiced in this double victory. The remarks of
Apostle Zenas Gurley, Jr., to the 1883 General Conference indicate the
general exultation at the acquisition of the temple and, even more tellingly,
his sincere repugnance at Utah Mormonism and earnest desire to make the
wall higher and thicker:
The object of this grand old building [Kirtland Temple] was a good one.
The intentions of its builders and promoters, however, have never been carried
out. There has been a departure from that spirit that moved the erection of
these walls. If our intentions be in harmony with the intent of the original
builders of this Church, we will be upheld. I stand as a professor of principles.
The dissenters from the original faith of our Church, people in Utah, men and
women, have practiced the meanest things that ever disgraced the world. I
am very sorry that such a thing exists as polygamy, and that we are ever
brought into connection with that curse as black as Egyptian darkness. Do
not take stock in any religion that does not love the nation. I shall pray for
an administration that separates us from that terrible curse in Utah, and shall
support that political party that brings it about. Only recently we presented
to Secretary Frelinghuysen an epitome of our faith, for the purpose of our
Church getting divorced from the black, filthy crew whose headquarters are
in Salt Lake City. If we succeed in this, every infidel and skeptic, even, will
bid us Godspeed in our work. The doctrines of the Utah Mormons are the
diabolical isms of the nineteenth century. I would rather my child would die
an infidel than be a Utah Mormon, whose doctrine drags souls down to hell.
God is the God of liberty, truth, justice and hope. The people will uphold us
in our work. We bid Godspeed to every man and woman who is good and
right, without regard to politics or religion. We hope the public and the
government will draw the distinction between us and the Utah Mormons. We
have no interests in common with the Utah Church, these full-blooded apos-
tates, whose practices are viler than the vilest. That we are true and loyal to
our government is part of our faith. No man or woman is a Saint who violates
the law of the land and the community. When such men claim to be Latter-
day Saints, they are but latter-day devils.10
Heartened by the Kirtland litigation success, some RLDS people urged
10
 RIDS Conference Minutes, Saints'Herald 30, no. 17 (28 April 1883): 258-59.
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the leadership to attempt to secure legal title to all the properties that had
been owned by the original church. In 1891 the RLDS Church began a legal
action to wrest title to a portion of the Independence Temple Lot from the
Church of Christ (Temple Lot). Overshadowing the importance of the
property issue was the same question: which church was the true successor
to original Mormonism? A parade of witnesses from the Church of Christ,
the RLDS Church, and the LDS Church gave depositions and presented
arguments, attempting to resolve that issue. RLDS members' joy knew no
bounds when Judge John F. Phillips of Missouri's western district U.S. Circuit
Court ruled in their favor on both the ownership and succession issues.
Their glee was tempered somewhat, however, when the Church of Christ
(Temple Lot) successfully appealed the decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals.
The court ruled that the RLDS Church had waited too long to lay claim to
the property, which the Church of Christ had purchased and improved long
before the legal action commenced. But for the better part of the next
century, a large array of RLDS missionary books and pamphlets cited Judge
Phillips's opinion on the church succession issue.11
Nearly everywhere the LDS Church confronted the RLDS Church, it
built a wall of studied silence. When RLDS elders or missionaries openly
challenged Mormon elders on street corners or in public meetings, the
Mormon representatives would usually ignore the interruption as long as
possible, and either close the meeting or leave. The crowd usually dispersed,
leaving the RLDS representatives alone. This calculated response had two
effects. It minimized the RLDS presence and influence in Mormon areas,
and it infuriated and frustrated RLDS missionaries. To be ignored was even
worse than to debate the hated Mormon elders—and lose the debate!
Sometimes, however, the bitterness of an RLDS attack could not be
ignored. Lyman O. Littlefield, a Mormon in Logan, Utah, read Zenas H. Gurley,
11
 The most widely published RLDS apology is Inez Smith Davis, The Story of the Church
(1934; reprint ed., Independence: Herald Publishing House, 1985). Russell F. Ralston's Fun-
damental Differences Between the Reorganized Church and the Church in Utah (I960; enlarged
ed., Independence: Herald House, 1963) is the most definitive RLDS apology on various doctrinal
disputes and gives much attention to the polygamy question. The last RLDS book-length treat-
ment in this genre is Aleah G. Koury's The Truth and the Evidence: A Comparison between
Doctrines of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Independence: Herald House, 1965). The most definitive and
oft-published pamphlet of this type is Elbert A. Smith's Differences That Persist Between the
RLDS Church and the Utah Mormon Church (Independence: various editions from the early
1940s through the late 1950s).
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Jr.'s, denunciation of Utah Mormons at the 1883 RLDS General Conference,
held in the Kirtland Temple, and wrote a response dated 27 April 1883
that was published in Logan's Utah Journal. He attacks the RLDS Church
as an apostate minority faction led by those who feel free to denounce and
deny the doctrines of Church founder Joseph Smith, Jr. He chides them for
failing to build even one temple and belittles them for being able to occupy
only an old temple that long ago fulfilled its purpose, and was but a shadow
of the past. Littlefield maintains that only the Utah Mormons—the majority—
are the true representatives of the glorious religion founded by Joseph, Jr.
He condemns the RLDS Church for trying to court favor with the govern-
ment so as to discredit Utah Mormonism, gladly divorcing Utah Mormonism
from any and all arrogant factions which have strayed so far from the true
faith of Mormonism.12
SOFTENING THE WALL THROUGH POSTIVE CHRISTIAN WITNESS
During the lifetimes of the two Josephs—Joseph Smith III and Joseph
Fielding Smith, descendants of the martyr brothers and heroically dedicated
to maintaining their respective traditions—the walls stood thick and strong.
The two parties in the wall-building enterprise talked past one another,
persistently and with considerable ill will. It looked as if the RLDS and LDS
would forever be separated by a common wall of enmity, silence, and
distance.
But even as early as the 1890s, subtle and indirect intimations of cracks
in the wall emerged in the person of E. L. Kelley, RLDS Presiding Bishop
and a lawyer. Ironically, he had acted as legal counsel for the RLDS court
actions at Kirtland in 1880 and the Temple Lot case in 1891. Many RLDS
people, as well as non-RLDS inquirers, wrote to Kelley on various Mormon
12L. 0. Littlefield, Logan, Utah, "An Open Letter," Utah Journal, 27 April 1883; reprinted in
The Saints'Herald 30, no. 32 (11 August 1883): 513-16. This letter prompted a fiery exchange
between Littlefield and Joseph Smith III, most of which the Herald published. The controversy
also evoked responses from several Herald readers as well. Despite the general policy of ignoring
aggressive RLDS tactics, several publications from highly placed officials have built the wall
from the Utah side. See Joseph Fielding Smith, Origin of the "Reorganized" Church and the
Question of Succession (Salt Lake City: Skelton Publishing Co., 1907,65 pp.; reprinted in 1909,
1929, and 1951); Joseph Fielding Smith, The Reorganized Church vs Salvation for the Dead
(Independence: Press of Zion's Printing and Publishing, 1905); A. Milton Musser, Race Suicide,
Infanticide, Prolicide, Leprocide Vs. Children: Letters to Messrs. Joseph Smith [III] and William
H. Kelley (N.p.: n.pub., n.d.) and, most recently, Alvin R. Dyer, The Fallacy (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book Company, 1964).
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questions because he knew the issues well but still regarded the conflicts
with a modicum of detachment. His advice was practical and sound, spring-
ing from an inner compassion and a pragmatic Christian vision of humanity
generally. To his many correspondents, his approach suggested new pos-
sibilities of more fruitful engagement with the outside world. RLDS mis-
sionary F. C. Smith, struggling to get a gospel foothold in New Hope, Virginia,
wrote Kelley in January 1897, frustrated because he had been mistaken for
a Utah Mormon. The label immediately threw up a wall of hatred in the
minds of his intended audience, who took forceful measures to stop his
missionary work. He confessed that he and his family feared violence, he
found it impossible to preach in New Hope, and he asked Kelley what to
do.
Kelley advised Smith to write a full statement of his difficulties for
both the county sheriff and the state governor, asking for protection from
unlawful persecution, as well as the right to preach the gospel as freely as
any other Christian representative. Kelley also urged Smith to de-emphasize
LDS-RLDS differences, to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ, and teach the
rights and duties of citizenship in a society that guaranteed freedom of
religion. "Do not make bold assertions, for that is not the work of the true
preacher," counseled Kelley, "but be careful in opening new places. Then
first of all teach persons the rights and duties of citizenship of the States,
as you teach them also the gospel If you preach a whole year and teach
men good citizenship, how to respect others and their rights and do not
baptize a single one, you have made a success."13
Such ecumenical advice showed the beginnings of a broader self-
definition. Shared Christian activities, often at the local level, helped RLDS
people diffuse their chronic preoccupation with Mormon issues. The branch
in San Bernardino, California, for example, was regularly involved with other
Christian churches by the early 1900s. During much of the time George
D. Wixom served as pastor of the San Bernardino Branch, he was also mayor
of San Bernardino. He and several other priesthood members taught Bible
classes in the local Baptist Church, preached in Baptist, Presbyterian, and
YMCA settings, and arranged for visiting RLDS apostles and missionaries to
speak to local high school assemblies and community service organizations.
13
 E. L. Kelley (Lamoni, Iowa), letter to F. C. Smith (New Hope, Virginia) 8 January 1897, E.
L. Kelley Papers, RLDS Church Archives. Smith's letter is not extant, but its substance can be
reconstructed from Kelley's reply.
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On 14 May 1916, Company K of the California National Guard unanimously
voted to attend Mayor Wixom's RLDS branch for the company's annual
church meeting. It was a festive occasion, complete with orchestral music,
bugle blowing, hymn singing ("Redeemer of Israel"), and a sermon by Pastor/
Mayor Wixom. The United States had not yet entered World War I, but
Wixom expressed the view of a growing number of Americans that the
Stars and Stripes "stood for something broader than merely protection for
its own citizens; it stands for freedom and protection of an ever widening
cosmopolitan population who seek freedom and liberty, material and re-
ligious."14 Similar types of ecumenically focused activity among RLDS people,
beginning particularly in the early twentieth century, softened the wall of
hostile RLDS judgment against the Mormons and other religions generally.
FROM WALLS TO WINDOWS, THE 1960S-PRESENT
In 1961 when I began working during summers as an assistant to the
Church Historian at RLDS headquarters, the policy of the research Library
and Archives since the late 1940s had been to exclude Mormon researchers,
Mormon missionaries, and, by the late 1950s, Presbyterian minister Wesley
Walters. Fawn Brodie had been allowed open access to library and archival
holdings when researching her Joseph Smith biography, No Man Knows
My History, published in 1945. The book was viewed as "an atrocity" by
RLDS leaders, who became warier of a free and open access policy. Several
research applications from BYU professors and students were routinely
denied. Although I disagreed with such an exclusionary policy and ques-
tioned it often, it was not until 1965, when I became acting historian, that
I was in a position to reverse it. The earliest Mormon researchers welcomed
under the new policy were, first, Chad Flake and, later, Robert Matthews.
Even Wesley Walters later did significant research in RLDS Archives. Most
of our archival materials had not been catalogued prior to 1965, so acces-
sibility expanded to keep pace with accessioning and processing. But for
the first time since the Fawn Brodie episode, a window opened up in the
wall.
In 1967 I made my first trip as RLDS Church Historian to Salt Lake
City where I met Earl Olson, then Church Archivist, Donald Schmidt, Church
Librarian, and Joseph Fielding Smith, LDS Church Historian. LDS officials
14
 Southern California District Minute Book, No. 28, 1876-1921, San Bernardino Branch
Records, pp. 258-59, RLDS Church Archives.
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gave me an extensive tour of the library and archives, assuring me of research
privileges under existing policies. The next year, in 1968, Earl Olson and
I met in Denver and drafted a proposal for the First Presidencies of our
respective churches to exchange microfilm copies of valuable primary ma-
terials from the pre-1844 period. The RLDS Presidency ratified the trans-
action within three weeks. The actual exchange occurred in November
1974, after prolonged consideration by Mormon officials. That exchange
was the first of many smaller but significant exchanges that have taken place
since and probably will continue in the future.
Other official windows in the century-old wall have opened at historic
sites, where properties have been bought, sold, and exchanged. The goal
has been to consolidate the real estate and historical holdings of both
churches. The most recent of these have involved exchanges of properties
and considerations so that the RLDS Church could develop and protect the
integrity of its current temple site while the LDS Church improved its
holdings in Nauvoo. The negotiations were long and at times uncertain, but
ultimately both parties felt that they benefitted from the agreements reached.
In relation to the RLDS temple building project, several General Au-
thorities from both churches gathered at Independence in 1973 for a briefing
on the Temple Site Master Plan developed by RLDS leaders. Their openness
in sharing views and the usefulness of the information augured well for the
future cordiality between the two churches. I must observe, however, that
when President Wallace B. Smith wrote to Ezra Taft Benson offering to
share new information with him about the temple developments, President
Benson wrote back—politely but showing little interest in the project.
In my travels in the field, many RLDS people tell me what cordial and
delightful experiences they are having with Mormon missionaries. There
was a time when the very sight of these youthful ambassadors offended
RLDS people. Horror stories of conflict and hostility once abounded. Now
there are increasingly frequent stories at the grass-roots level of missionaries
and RLDS families forming lasting friendships and trusting relationships.
RLDS people do not often convert to Mormonism—nor vice versa—but the
reports of friendship and good will of recent years make me rejoice.15
I have noticed through the years a heightened cordiality between
15
 See, for example, Jan Hawman's account of her friendly experiences with Mormon mis-
sionaries near Middletown, Maryland, in her article, "Our Common Heritage," Saints Herald
133, no. 10 (October 1986): 435-36.
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Mormon visitors to our official historical sites and RLDS docents guiding
them through. Where once tension and animosity prevailed— sometimes
marked by hostile verbal exchanges—more often than not both parties are
experiencing the pleasures of friendliness and openness to one another.
One RLDS member told me recently, "I no longer sign other peoples' names
and addresses to the guest books in Mormon visitors' centers. I sign my
own, and look forward to the missionaries' visits." One more window is
opening in the old wall of alienation!
It is in the field of history that we have created many new windows
in the wall. Time will not permit the mention of very many, but each of
you that has been involved in the Mormon History Association and the John
Whitmer Historical Association (JWHA) can recall this creative process.
The first and last name that must be mentioned in this connection is that
of Leonard Arrington. Prime mover in the birth of the MHA in 1965, he
reached out to bring RLDS historians into the action. Robert Flanders, Alma
Blair, and Paul Edwards16 were three of his earliest RLDS colleagues in
promoting deeper common LDS-RLDS historical understandings. Over a
dozen other RLDS have served on the MHA Council through the years. The
level of trust and loyalty that has emerged from these relationships defies
adequate measure.
My own first exposure to MHA was in 1970, when I received the MHA
Book award. This was also my first meeting with Leonard Arrington. He
came through to me powerfully as a rare combination of scholar and friend,
a man with more questions than answers, one who instinctively reached
out to find the best in others and to evoke from them their most promising
talents and ideas. Many vivid images remain of the compelling impact of
Leonard Arrington on all of us, as we have learned together to replace walls
of stony mistrust with walls of windows. One of the choicest was a joint
16
 Edwards later served on the MHA Council and as president for 1976-77. He teamed with
LDS scholar Douglas D. Alder in 1978 to write the first non-defensive, ecumenical treatise on
the differences between the two churches. See "Common Beginnings, Divergent Beliefs," Dia-
logue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 11, no. 1 (Spring 1978): 18-28. It is difficult to imagine
how RLDS officials could have appointed Steven L. Shields to write the Church's most recent
book on RLDS-LDS differences without this remarkable Alder/Edwards achievement as necessary
background. See Steven L. Shields, Latter Day Saint Beliefs: A Comparison Between the RLDS
Church and the LDS Church (Independence: Herald Publishing House, 1986). Written for a
general audience by an RLDS minister formerly of the LDS persuasion, the book is non-defensive;
Shields chose brevity, simplicity, and straightforwardness over scholarly depth and theological
sophistication.
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award given to Leonard and me in 1973, which we humorously tore in half,
each taking home a partial sheet of paper. This must have been Leonard's
idea, since my serious, even somber, approach to life is well known.
In the fall of 1972 a meeting convened in Independence to lay the
groundwork for the formation of an RLDS historical association. By the end
of the year, the John Whitmer Historical Association was up and running—
or at least toddling. It held its first annual meeting in September 1973, at
Nauvoo.17 Windows of RLDS-LDS friendship and trust continued to open
wider, as the JWHA board of directors included Mormons from the beginning
to the present.
The strong and illuminating array of insights that have come to both
historical associations through the professional work of Jan Shipps cannot
be overlooked. She took her turn as president of MHA and has lent her
professionalism in many ways to JWHA's development. I once jokingly
referred to her as our mutual den-mother, consistently and graciously on
the scene, keeping us honest, encouraging LDS and RLDS scholars to be
open to the ideas and insights of one another.
In 1968 Stan Kimball organized and convened a symposium on the
Mormons in Illinois, at Southern Illinois University. He gathered several
historians from both churches to give papers. I remember feeling a deep
sense of at-homeness there, a feeling shared by several fellow RLDS members
attending.181 remember Wesley Walters, smiling broadly as he dispensed
to each of us his latest pamphlet, "New Light on Mormon Origins." An issue
of Dialogue devoted largely to the SIU symposium essays resulted, and the
idea of joint LDS-RLDS historical publications was born.19
17
 The experiences of Alma Blair, Paul Edwards, Robert Flanders, and William Russell working
in the MHA proved beneficial in the founding of the JWHA. Flanders was the first JWHA president,
and Jan Shipps opened the first conference with her penetrating inquiry on Mormonism's first
prophet, "The Prophet Puzzle: Suggestions Leading Toward a More Comprehensive Interpre-
tation of Joseph Smith," Journal of Mormon History, 1 (1974): 3-20.
18
 Among them were Ruth and Dick Wildermuth, of Piano, Illinois. Ruth at that time, and for
many years afterward, was district historian for the RLDS Northeast Illinois District. The Wild-
ermuths have been instrumental in developing the interpretive program and serving as docents
at the RLDS Church's historic site, the old stone church building, in Piano. They have shared
widely the historical insights gleaned from their participation in MHA and JWHA through the
years.
19
 See Dialogue: A Journal ofMormon Thought 5 no. 1 (Spring 1970): 9-75, for Kimball's
introduction, three LDS essays, and two RLDS papers: T. Edgar Lyon, "The Current Restoration
of Nauvoo, Illinois," Leonard Arrington and John Haupt, "The Missouri and Illinois Mormons
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Five years later came the first book-length publication, a collection of
thirteen essays by seven LDS and six RLDS authors, edited by Alma Blair,
Paul Edwards, and Mark McKiernan.20 The book proved so popular in RLDS
circles that the RLDS publishing division, Herald House, in Independence,
Missouri, bought the copyright and published several printings during the
1970s and 1980s. Several of its essays have since been re-issued in RLDS
Temple School history course books. I have used these papers in a wide
range of settings and find RLDS students growing in their appreciation for
Mormon writers. Where once anything written by a Mormon was suspect
in RLDS circles, today new windows of understanding have opened.21
WRITING TO/FOR EACH OTHER
New windows in the wall opened in the early 1970s, when the RLDS
launched Courage. A Journal of History, Thought, and Action. Although
most of the articles appearing in Courage came from RLDS authors, its
readers came into direct contact with LDS Mormon authors and insights
through its book reviews. A dozen such reviews featured Mormon historical
writings published between 1970 and 1972.22
This process of mutual communication broadened and accelerated as
the John Whitmer Historical Association Journal began publication in
1980. In the next ten years, it published sixty-one articles, twenty-two from
LDS authors. Reviews of sixty-four books written by LDS authors appeared
in t h e / M M Journal, thirty-nine reviews by RLDS writers, fifteen by LDS
writers, and ten by non-Restoration reviewers. Twenty-three books by RLDS
authors were reviewed, twelve by RLDS people, eight by LDS reviewers,
and three by non-Restoration reviewers. This sort of cross-fertilization
in Ante-Bellum Fiction," Richard L. Bushman, "The Historians and Mormon Nauvoo," Robert
B. Flanders, "The Kingdom of God in Illinois: Politics in Utopia," and Richard P. Howard, "The
Reorganized Church in Illinois, 1852-82: Search for Identity."
20
 The Restoration: Essays in Mormon History (Lawrence, Kansas: Coronado Press, 1973).
21
 This type of publication has continued, with Dan Vogel's compilation of fifteen essays,
mostly by LDS and RLDS writers, The Word of God: Essays on Mormon Scripture (Salt Lake
City: Signature Books, 1990).
22
 Courage featured a broad spectrum of perspective and opinion. Its prime movers and
editors were Paul M. Edwards, William D. Russell, and Roy Muir of Graceland College. The
MHA gave Courage a special citation of merit at its 1974 meeting, for its unique and valuable
contribution to historical literature on the Mormon movement. Alma R. Blair, professor of
history at Graceland, also received an MHA award for his excellence in teaching Church history
and his splendid film on Nauvoo.
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among LDS and RLDS writers and reviewers promises to open new walls
of windows into the future. A final indication of growing rapport in recent
years has been the frequent review of books on Mormon history by LDS
authors appearing in the Saints Herald. The idea is flourishing in RLDS
circles by now that Mormon scholarship has much to offer an RLDS audience.
CONCLUSION
Where once the LDS and RLDS churches were content to build a wall
of hostility and exclusiveness and silence, now much of that wall has become
as an illuminating window. No pane is perfect. I know that we do not see
each other with perfect clarity or without some haze or distortion. But I
think it is true that as you and I look into the increasingly transparent
window, we see, in the images of friends on the other side of the glass,
images of ourselves—our mutual hopes and dreams and hurts. For, as surely
as we have broken bread together in this place tonight, we can echo the
words of one of old who, were he here with us, might say something like
this: The wall of hostility has been broken apart. We have found oneness
in a great cause, and we have found that there is neither Jew nor gentile,
neither male nor female, neither bond nor free, neither "Brighamite" nor
"Josephite." For we are all one in the hope of the gospel. And our vision
of what that means is so varied and many-faceted that we can find only
strength and new insights in that diversity. We can celebrate —and live in
the hope stirred within us—by the words of Judy Small:
And do you think of me as enemy,
And could you call me friend?
Or will you let our differences
Destroy us in the end?
The wall that stands between us
Could be a window, too.
When I look into the mirror I see you.
O may we live to see the day
When walls of words and fear,
No longer stand between the truth and dreams.
When walls of windows rise into the darkness,
And we dare to look into the mirror, and see peace.
SENIORITY IN THE TWELVE:
THE 1875 REALIGNMENT
OF ORSON PRATT
Gary James Bergera
SNOW HAD FALLEN intermittently all week in Salt Lake City; but on Saturday,
10 April 1875, the sky was blue with only high clouds. For the tenth time
since Tuesday, members of the Great Basin-based Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints filled the New Tabernacle to capacity for sessions of
their forty-fifth semiannual general conference.1
During the afternoon session, George Q. Cannon, the up-and-coming
forty-eight-year-old assistant counselor to aging Church president Brigham
Young, read the names of the twenty-six general Church officers, from the
First Presidency to the First Council of the Seventy, for the sustaining vote
of the members present. These twenty-six were routinely and unanimously
endorsed "by the uplifted hand of over ten thousand Saints present."2
The previous October, members had, equally routinely and equally
unanimously, manifested their support for the Church's officers, including
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City, Utah (hereafter LDS Church Archives). All sources cited throughout this essay currently
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its second-ranking Quorum of the Twelve Apostles. However, at that Oc-
tober reading, Orson Hyde and Orson Pratt had been sustained as the most
senior members of the quorum; now in April, they were ranked third and
fourth, behind John Taylor and Wilford Woodruff.3 No public explanation
was offered for this readjustment before or after the voting; Pratt addressed
the conference on Sunday without alluding to it; and there is no record
that conference attendees exhibited either surprise or questions.4 However,
the non-Mormon Salt Lake Tribune remarked sarcastically, "Orson Hyde,
who has been President of the Twelve Apostles for nearly thirty years, has
been degraded by his dread master to third man in the apostolic ranks;
John Taylor is promoted to the primacy. As Brigham confers his favors upon
men who have committed the most crimes for the Church, the irreverent
outsider is left to the conclusion that the malignant John Taylor has earned
his elevation by his greater infamy."5
This reassignment of seniority in the quorum brought real conse-
quences, for both Hyde and Pratt outlived Brigham Young. Thus, Hyde
would very probably have succeeded to the presidency of the Church in
1877, followed, when he died the next year, by Pratt. Instead, first Taylor,
then Woodruff occupied that position. What motivated this demotion for
both Pratt and Hyde?
Apparently before the conference session began, the Twelve had been
reminded that Hyde and Pratt had years before been "out of the Church"
for a period of time but had then returned and been reordained to their
positions after Taylor and Woodruff who, as a result, now "stood ahead of
them in the Quorum."6 And although George Cannon referred to the change
less than two months after Brigham Young's death in mid-1877/ an au-
3
 George A. Smith, serving since October 1868 as first counselor in the First Presidency,
would have also been placed before Hyde and Pratt had he retained his position in the Twelve
for the vote.
4
 About six weeks later, members of Hyde's family discussed the action with Brigham Young,
although the content of their discussion and its outcome, if any, are not known. Brigham Young,
Jr., Journal, 23 June 1875, LDS Church Archives.
5
 "City Jottings," Salt Lake Tribune, 13 April 1875, [4]. By "crimes," the writer probably
meant plural marriage.
6
 Wilford Woodruff, Wilford Woodruff's Journal, edited by Scott G. Kenney, 9 vols. (Midvale,
Utah: Signature Books, 1983-85), 7:224.
7Journal of Discourses, 26 vols. (Liverpool: Latter-day Saints' BookDepot, 1855-86), 19:234-
35 (hereafter cited as JD).
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thoritative explanation waited for six years, until both Hyde and Pratt were
dead.
On 7 October 1881, four days after Pratt's death, John Taylor, who
had been presiding over the Church for four years, delivered a sermon to
the Church's priesthood holders on "Succession in the Priesthood." Relying
on Brigham Young's retrospective manuscript history and the memories of
several eyewitnesses including himself, Taylor explained that because Hyde
and Pratt, "cut off' or "dropped" from the quorum in 1839 and 1842, had
later repented and been reordained to the apostleship, both men's seniority
depended on the date of their reordination, not their initial calling.8
The next year, George Q. Cannon, then Taylor's influential counselor,
likewise reported publicly that both Hyde and Pratt had "lost their standing"
for some time as apostles, thus forfeiting their rights to seniority.9 Subsequent
LDS writers adopted Taylor's and Cannon's explanation without analyzing
the realignment. Finally, in 1969, the twenty-third edition of Joseph Fielding
Smith's semi-official Essentials in Church History, which nearly fifty years
earlier had reported euphemistically that Pratt had been "handled for his
fellowship" now spelled out that Pratt had been "excommunicated," "re-
baptized," "[re]ordained," and realigned in his quorum as a consequence.10
Because of Smith's standing as an apostle, as LDS Church historian, and later
as Church president, his history—while not the first to narrate the "official"
version of these events—has become the standard, authoritative explanation
for both men's demotion.11
8
 John Taylor, Succession in the Priesthood (Salt Lake City: n.p., 1881), 18-20.
9JD 23:364; see also 24:275-76.
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 Essentials in Church History (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1969), 575.
11
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Under scrutiny, however, Orson Pratt's 1842 excommunication is
more complex than the accepted explanation.12 Available evidence suggests
that if he was excommunicated, it was not legal; furthermore, the action
seems intended, not to deprive him permanently of his membership in
Nothing: The Life of John Taylor, Militant Mormon (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co,
1976), 11; Richard S. Van Wagoner and Steven C. Walker, A Book of Mormons (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books, 1982), 211-12; Wilburn D. Talbot, The Acts of the Modern Apostles (Salt Lake
City: Randall Book, 1985), 371 (yet cf. p. 145); Breck England, The Life and Thought of Orson
Pratt (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1985), 81; and David J. Whittaker, "Pratt, Orson,"
in Encyclopedia of Mormonism, edited by Daniel H. Ludlow (New York: Macmillan, 1991),
3:1114-15. I know of only two books published since 1970 that are tentative about Pratt's
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City: Signature Books, 1986), 30.
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zealous Saints to their non-Mormon neighbors in Missouri (see Stephen C. LeSueur, The 1838
Mormon War in Missouri [Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1987]). At the time Hyde
wrote unequivocally, "I have left the Church called Latter Day Saints for conscience sake, fully
believing that God is not with them, and is not the mover of their schemes and projects" (in
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restored to the Priesthood... in full fellowship by a full vote of the Council" (Scott H. Faulring,
An American Prophet's Record: The Diaries and Journals of Joseph Smith [Salt Lake City:
Signature Books in association with Smith Research Associates, 1987], 237; Woodruff 1:340-
41; see also Minutes, 5 October 1839, Joseph Smith Papers). Ironically, the man chosen to
replace Hyde had died in late January without having been ordained to apostolic office. In
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been suggested (see Howard H. Barron, Orson Hyde [Bountiful, Utah: Horizon Publishers, 1977],
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either the Church or the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, but as a temporary
disciplinary device to quell his disagreements with Joseph Smith and other
Church leaders over the secret practice of plural marriage in Nauvoo. When
Pratt stopped resisting, he was reinstated. Thus, restructuring the Quorum
of the Twelve thirty-three years later cannot be adequately explained by
Pratt's excommunication and reinstatement alone.13
Like other controversial events, attempts to understand Pratt's excom-
munication, reinstatement, and ex post facto realignment are hindered by
conflicting reports of what happened, a tendency to interpret mid-nine-
teenth-century terms and events in the light of later definitions and practices,
and the lack of or inaccessibility to possibly crucial documents. The fol-
lowing discussion represents a tentative analysis and some conservative
conclusions that, I believe, can be generally supported by the available
sources.
NAUVOO POLYGAMY
According to John Taylor's 1881 account, the story began sometime
in early 1842 after the "introduction of the Celestial Order of Marriage."14
13
 After Taylor's Succession in the Priesthood (1881), the earliest attempt to chronicle Pratt's
and Hyde's realignment grew out of Taylor's plan in late 1883 to begin a new "Book of the
Law of the Lord," the revival of a special history kept by Joseph Smith. Responding to Taylor's
request for recommendations, Elder Franklin D. Richards, later Church historian, wrote, "Here
would seem to be the proper place for a complete and accurate statement of the reasons why
you were, at that time, President of the Twelve Apostles instead of Elders Orson Hyde and
Orson Pratt, both of whom were then alive; and the former had been sustained and published
as the President of the Twelve for a number of years" (Richards to Taylor, 26 December 1883,
LDS Church Archives; see an allusion to an investigation by Richards and Wilford Woodruff in
early 1883 in Woodruff 8:225). The "Book of the Law of the Lord" is kept in the First Presidency
vault and is closed to researchers.
14
 Taylor, Succession in the Priesthood, 18. The best introduction to the Mormon practice
of plural marriage is Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, However, Pratt and Joseph Smith had
two earlier altercations. The first case was a disagreement over the pronunciation of a Hebrew
word in 1835 (HC 2:356; England, Orson Pratt, 44). In the second, Pratt apparently co-signed
a letter addressed to the Church's bishop in Kirtland, Ohio, in mid-1837 charging Smith with
"lying & misrepresentation—also for extortion—and for speaking disrespectfully against his
brethren behind their backs" (in Elden J. Watson, comp. and ed., The Orson Pratt Journals
[Salt Lake City: Editor, 1975], 531; England, Orson Pratt, 50-51; Taylor, Succession in the
Priesthood, 13). Pratt shortly afterwards reported publicly that his actions had been based on
hearsay and that he had no personal knowledge of any wrongdoing by Smith (see Mary Fielding
to Mercy Fielding Thompson, 8 July 1837, LDS Church Archives). During that period, criticisms
of Smith's involvement in real estate speculation and the ill-fated Kirtland Safety Society Anti-
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Two and a half years earlier, in August 1839, Pratt, then twenty-eight and
among the first group of apostles chosen by Joseph Smith, had gone to
England with other apostles.15 During Pratt's sixteen-month absence, Smith
began secretly marrying additional wives as part of the "restoration of all
things." Smith's first recorded polygynous marriage, or sealing, was to Louisa
Beaman in early April 1841.16 By mid-August 1842 he had married at least
another twelve women in addition to his first wife, Emma Hale. Five had
living husbands who were away on missions, were non-Mormons, or from
whom they were estranged; but Smith considered void all contracts not
sanctioned by priesthood authority.17 Although it has been argued that these
"celestial" marriages were to be consummated only in the next life, he was
sexually intimate with several of his plural wives, including one or two
already married women.18 Rumors of the prophet's unconventional marital
arrangements would probably not have distinguished marriages for time
from those for eternity nor have stressed that existing marriages were invalid
according to the new laws of God.
Upon his return to Nauvoo in mid-July 1841, Orson Pratt began ped-
dling a number of religious pamphlets he had printed abroad and conducted
a few sporadic classes in elementary mathematics under the auspices of the
fledgling University of Nauvoo. By November he had been elected to the
city council, where he joined other Church leaders. At both locales, he
encountered the charismatic newcomer to Mormonism and opportunist
John C. Bennett. Arrived in Nauvoo the previous summer, Bennett had
Banking Company were comparatively common. Smith made no known reference to either
event, nor, later, did Brigham Young. Thus, neither seemed related to Pratt's relationship with
either Church president.
15
 See James B. Allen and Malcolm R. Thorp, "The Mission of the Twelve to England, 1840-
41: Mormon Apostles and the Working Class," Brigham Young University Studies 15 (Summer
1975): 499-526. One of Pratt's converts on this mission, Marian Ross, would become his plural
wife in 1847.
16
 Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 7, gives the date as 6 April 1842, Andrew F. Ehat as
the day before ("Joseph Smith's Introduction of Temple Ordinances and the 1844 Mormon
Succession Question," [MA. thesis, Brigham Young University, 1982], 102).
17
 Danel W. Bachman, "A Study of the Mormon Practice of Plural Marriage before the Death
of Joseph Smith" (MA. thesis, Purdue University, 1975), 333-36. These women and the dates
of their sealing to Joseph Smith are Zina Huntington Jacobs, 27 October 1841; Prescinda
Huntington Buell, 11 December 1841; Mary Elizabeth Rollins Lightner, February 1842; Marinda
Johnson Hyde, February 1842; and Patty Bartlett Sessions, 9 March 1842. For Smith's attitude
toward civil marriages, see pp. 124-36.
18
 Ibid., 136-42.
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become chancellor of the university, mayor of the city, and assistant pres-
ident and intimate confidant to Joseph Smith. Ambitious and sophisticated,
Bennett had used his political and oratorical skills to ingratiate himself to
Smith and, presumably, to most Church members. He had helped supervise
draining the swamp lands adjoining Nauvoo and had successfully steered
the far-reaching Nauvoo city charter through the Illinois legislature. Im-
pressed with Bennett's talents and show of friendship, Smith and other
Church leaders, for a time, willingly overlooked his equally dramatic short-
comings.
Pratt left no contemporary account of his first impressions of Bennett,
but the issue of polygamy quickly became paramount. It is difficult to
determine the extent of Orson Pratt's knowledge of polygamy before mid-
1842.19 Joseph Smith reportedly taught the new doctrine to many of the
apostles following their return from England, for both Brigham Young and
Heber C. Kimball married additional wives before August 1842 with Smith's
permission.20 John Bennett also seems to have been aware of Smith's teach-
ings. After his disaffection, he published specific details only an insider would
have known.21 Meanwhile, rumors of polygamy were surfacing in meetings
of Nauvoo's Female Relief Society.22 Pratt's calling should have brought him
into Smith's inner circle;23 but it seems clear that for at least nine months,
he was unaware that plural marriage had been reestablished among some
of the Saints as part of the "restoration of all things." When he finally did
learn of the new doctrine and its place in the Church, it was apparently
19
 In 1878, Pratt reported that he had learned from an associate, probably before 1838, that
Joseph Smith had "made known ... as early as 1831, that plural marriage was a correct prin-
ciple ... but that the time had not come to teach or practice it in the Church but that the time
would come" ("Report of Elders Orson Pratt and Joseph F. Smith," Millennial Star 40 [16
December 1878]:788; also "Orson Pratt's Testimony," in Historical Record 6 [May 1887]: 230).
If Pratt's recollection is accurate, his behavior in 1842 nonetheless suggests that he was un-
prepared for its practice among the Saints.
20
 England, The Life and Thought of Orson Pratt, 76-77; Ehat, "Joseph Smith's Introduction
of Temple Ordinances," 102; Arrington, Brigham Young, 420; Stanley B. Kimball, Heber C.
Kimball: Mormon Patriarch and Pioneer (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1981), 311.
21
 England, The Life and Thought of Orson Pratt, 77, believes that Bennett was "fully aware"
of Smith's new doctrine. Bennett's anti-Mormon writings, which first appeared in the Sangamo
Journal, are most accessible in The History of the Saints; Or an Expose of Joe Smith and
Mormonism (Boston: Leland and Whiting, 1842), especially p. 256.
22
 Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 47-59.
23
 England, The Life and Thought of Orson Pratt, 76-77.
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not from Smith or from his colleagues in the Twelve but from his wife of
nearly six years, Sarah Marinda Bates.
ORSON PRATT'S DILEMMA
According to Sarah Pratt's third-person 1884 reminiscence,24 Smith,
accompanied by Bennett, invited her to become his plural wife in the fall
of 1840. Orson was in England; and she, then twenty-three, was alone in
Nauvoo "dependent for means of support as well as companionship." Smith
"appeared much interested in her affairs and brought Dr. John C. Bennett
once or twice with him when he called." Initially, the prophet's "calls were
made upon her in her home where she was living with another family,"
then, following her move to "a little house by herself," Smith's "attentions
became more frequent." One time he even told her that his own wife Emma
"had become jealous of her." Sarah immediately assured Emma "of the folly
of such an idea" and stressed that she was "thoroughly bound up in her
husband... and had no thought for any one else."
A short time later, Smith called again on Sarah and told her "he knew
she must be lonely now that her husband was away, and that it was not at
all necessary that it should be so. She needed the company of some man,"
he continued, "and he would stay with her when she wished it; that there
was no sin in it as long as she kept it to herself; that the sin was wholly in
making it known herself to her husband or any one else." Indignant, she
rejected Smith's proposal, telling him "she loved her husband most devot-
edly." Reportedly, Smith, fearing exposure, threatened that "if she told of
it he had it in his power to ruin her character."
Deeply troubled by the "insult" from "one who was almost as a god
to her" and ignoring Smith's warning, Sarah confided in an older friend, "in
whose virtue and faithfulness as a wife... she had implicit confidence," fully
expecting "to receive her hearty sympathy." Much to Sarah's surprise, her
"old and tried friend" said, "You must think nothing of that; why I myself
have been his mistress for the past four years."25 Soon afterwards Sarah "saw
24
 No author given, "Workings of Mormonism related by Mrs. Orson Pratt, Salt Lake City,
1884," LDS Church Archives. Although no doubt reflecting Sarah's beliefs, as well as being
accurate in most of its details that can be checked, this document should be used with caution.
It is retrospective; Sarah Pratt by 1884 was a critic of Mormonism; the chronology of the last
three paragraphs is confused; and the anonymous author misidentifies Sarah twice as "Mrs.
Orson Hyde."
25
 If true, this would date this woman's plural union with Smith to 1837 or 1838, three or
four years before his sealing to Louisa Beaman.
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for herself, with her eyes now opened, that there were houses whose back
doors [Smith] entered on the sly, guarded as he was by Bennett." In fact,
Bennett himself "would tell [her] to watch Smith's entrance and exit here
and there," while other women "would admit to her their intercourse with
[Smith] and offer her opportunities of convincing herself that what they
said was true."26 Orson returned home in July 1841. Almost a year later in
April or early May 1842, Joseph Smith, according to Bennett's newspaper
account published only weeks later on 15 July 1842, again renewed his
invitation to Sarah, also attempting to kiss her.27 Sarah had apparently kept
silent about Smith's earlier advances but, furious, now complained to Orson,
who confronted Smith. He denied the story, evidently insisting that the real
culprit was Bennett, a charge Bennett hotly denied. By this time, Bennett
had become both an embarrassment to Church leaders and an easy target
because of his own attempts to arrange sexual liaisons for himself without
Smith's permission.28 Faced with having to choose between his wife and
Smith, Pratt sided with Sarah.
Although Sarah's account is not without its problems, it seems probable
that its main point is accurate—that Orson Pratt first learned about the
practice of polygamy from Sarah in the context of her anger at Joseph Smith.
Perhaps since returning to Nauvoo, Pratt had also heard that Smith had
made polygamous proposals to other apostles' wives. With Heber C. Kimball
and John Taylor, Smith first approached the husbands, asking that they give
him their wives. Then when they responded reluctantly but positively, Smith
proclaimed that he had only been testing their loyalty.29 In a third case,
however, involving Orson and Nancy Hyde, Smith married Nancy in Feb-
ruary 1842 while Orson was on a mission to Palestine.30
The usual explanation of these cases is that Joseph Smith was "testing"
26
 Two years later, W. Wyl quoted Sarah as saying that Bennett "knew that Joseph had his
plans set on me; Joseph made no secret of them before Bennett, and went so far in his impudence
as to make propositions to me in the presence of Bennett, his bosom friend." Bennett, being
"of a sarcastic turn of mind used to come and tell me about Joseph to tease and irritate me"
{Mormon Portraits [Salt Lake City: Tribune Printing and Publishing Co., 1886], 61).
27
 Bennett, History of the Saints, 231.
28
 "If Bennett had not moved together so fast all would have been well now, as I look at
things with them," observed Oliver Olney, writing in Nauvoo in the early 1840s (in Lawrence
Foster, Religion and Sexuality. Three American Communal Experiments of the Nineteenth
Century [New York: Oxford University Press, 1981], 316).
29
 Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 37.
30
 Ibid., 224.
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his associates' faithfulness. Counselor in the First Presidency Jedediah M.
Grant explained in 1854 after the Mormon practice of plural marriage had
been publicly announced:
When the family organization was revealed from heaven—the patriarchal order
of God, and Joseph began, on the right and on the left to add to his family,
what a quaking there was in Israel. Says one brother to another, "Joseph says
all covenants are done away, and none are binding but the new covenants;
now suppose Joseph should come and say he wanted your wife, what would
you say to that?" "I would tell him to go to hell." This was the spirit of many
in the early days of this Church Did the Prophet Joseph want every man's
wife he asked for? He did not but in that thing was the grand thread of the
Priesthood developed. The grand object in view was to try the people of God,
to see what was in them.31
If Grant's memory is correct, then Pratt was not alone in his angry
response nor in accepting his wife's version rather than Smith's. Certainly,
he would be more inclined to see such an invitation as an attempt on his
wife's virtue if he knew of other clandestine proposals, especially those
Smith had consummated.32
Within a few weeks, on 15 June 1842, came the first public indication
of Pratt's difficulties with Smith. When the Twelve announced Bennett's
excommunication/disfellowshipment for courting women while he was still
married to his first wife, Pratt's name was conspicuously absent from the
published document.33 Bennett claimed that Pratt refused to sign the an-
31JD 2:13-14.
32
 Rachel Ridgway Ivins, Sarah M. Kimball, Jane Law, and Nancy Rigdon also rejected Joseph
Smith's overtures. Kimball and Law had living husbands. See Ronald W. Walker, "Rachel R.
Grant: The Continuing Legacy of the Feminine Ideal," Dialogue: AJournal of Mormon Thought
15 (Autumn 1982): 109; Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 30-32, 40-41, 63-66.
33
 "Notice [dated 11 May 1842]," Times and Seasons 3 (15 June 1842): 830; see also William
Clayton's mention of Bennett's excommunication in George D. Smith, ed., An Intimate Chron-
icle: The Journals of William Clayton (Salt Lake City: Signature Books in association with Smith
Research Associates, 1991), 533. Three of the apostles whose names appeared on the statement
were out of town at the time: Lyman Wight, William Smith, and John E. Page. Bennett alleged
that he had formally withdrawn from Mormonism prior to this notice but that Church authorities
had antedated the notice to make it appear he had been disciplined first (Bennett, History of
the Saints, 41). Smith had, in fact, been informed of Bennett's marital status twice, once in late
1840 and again about ten months later (see "To The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
And To All The Honorable Part of Community," Times and Seasons 3 [1 July 1842]: 839-40).
Bennett's separation had occurred when his wife had returned to her home to comfort her
grieving father after the death of her mother. When Bennett found work in Illinois, she refused
to join him. Their subsequent divorce, in late 1842, stipulated that she had deserted him (see
Frederick C. Waite to Ralph V. Chamberlin, 15 May 1948, Special Collections, Harold B. Lee
Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah; hereafter Lee Library).
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nouncement because "he knew nothing against me."34 The absent signature
certainly seems deliberate: Pratt's name had appeared with those of the
other apostles the previous month on a flyer. Two months later, it would
be included among the other apostles' on a general notice. If he believed
Joseph Smith's charge that Bennett, not himself, had actually made advances
to Sarah, it seems probable that he would have sustained the action against
Bennett.
From this point, Pratt was in open disagreement with Smith as the
Church attempted to discredit Bennett. Pratt evidently stopped associating
socially with members of the Twelve, refused to join the Freemasons, and
held back on becoming a member of the elite endowment council, or Holy
Order.35 In the meantime, a deeply embittered Bennett, offended by Smith's
treatment of him, left Nauvoo and began publishing in the nearby Sangamo
Journal a lurid expose of life among the Mormons.36 Never before had Smith
and his Church been subject to such an overt and explicit attack on their
privacy. In the 15 July 1842 issue, Bennett gave his account of Joseph
Smith's proposals to Sarah Pratt. "Sister Pratt," Bennett quoted Smith as
saying, "the Lord has given you to me as one of my spiritual wives. I have
the blessings of Jacob granted me, as God granted holy men of old, and as
I have long looked upon you with favor, and an earnest desire of connubial
bliss, I hope you will not repulse or deny me." "I care not for the blessings
of Jacob," Sarah countered, "I have one good husband, and that is enough
for me." "Sister Pratt," Smith later replied, "I hope you will not expose me;
for if I suffer, all must suffer; so do not expose me. Will you promise me
that you will not do it?" "If you will never insult me again," she promised,
"I will not expose you, unless strong circumstances should require it."37
Smith responded to the growing controversy by not only attacking
Bennett but Sarah and Orson as well, reportedly going so far as to publicly
brand Sarah a " [whore?] from her mother's breast."38 "The man who
34
 Bennett, History of the Saints, 41.
35
 Hebe r C. Kimball t o Parley P. Pratt, 17 June 1842, typescript, Prat t Papers, Lee Library;
Brigham Young t o Parley P. Pratt, 17 July 1842, typescript, Pratt Papers, Lee Library. The
originals of these t w o le t ters are in t h e LDS Church Archives.
36
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37
 In Bennett, History of the Saints, 229- 31; italics in the original.
38
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Religious Studies Research Center, 1980), 127-29.
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promises to keep a secret and does not keep it (and reveals truths that
were to remain hidden)," Smith later told the assembled Nauvoo City Coun-
cil in January 1844, "is a liar and not to be trusted. When a man becomes
a traitor to his friends or country... who is innocent, it is right to cut off
his influence."39 These statements help explain Smith's attitude toward the
Pratts in the summer of 1842.
Clearly pained over the public exposure, as well as the terrible con-
clusions he must draw from believing either his wife or his prophet, Pratt
tried to capture his conflicting emotions on paper. Seated in the Church's
printing office on the evening of 14 July 1842 and in the presence of George
W. Thatcher, and perhaps others, Pratt, racked with doubt, wrote:
I am a ruined man! My future prospects are blasted! The testimony upon both
sides seems to be equal: The one in direct contradiction to the other—how
to decide I know not neither does it matter for let it be either way my temporal
happiness is gone in this world if the testimonies of my wife and others are
true then I have been deceived for twelve years past—my hopes are blasted
and gone as it were in a moment—my long toils and labors have been in vain.
If on the other hand the other testimonies are true then my family are ruined
forever. Where then is my hope in this world? It is gone—gone not to be
recovered!! Oh God, why is it thus with me! My sorrows are greater than I
can bear! Where I am henceforth it matters not.40
Reportedly, William Felshaw found the document the following morn-
ing lying on Munson Street east of Heber C. Kimball's house. When word
spread throughout the city that the distraught apostle was missing, Smith
ordered an immediate search for him, then delivered a stinging public attack
on Bennett.41 A visibly shaken Pratt returned to town that night, presumably
accompanied by members of the search party. Ebenezer Robinson, publisher
of the Church's Times and Seasons periodical, later recalled:
I remember well the excitement which existed at the time, as a large number
of the citizens turned out to go in search for him, fearing that he had committed
suicide. He was found some 5 miles below Nauvoo, sitting on a rock, on the
bank of the Mississippi river, without a hat. He recovered from his insanity,
39
 Nauvoo City Council Minutes, 2 January 1844, LDS C h u r c h Archives.
40
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but at the next conference, when the vote was called to sustain Joseph Smith
as President of the Church, he alone voted, No. He could not at that time
conscientiously sustain him in that position.42
Two days later, Brigham Young wrote to Pratt's older brother, Parley,
then on a mission in England. After noting that Bennett had been "turned
out of the Church," he wrote,
Br Orson Pratt is in trubble in consequence of his wife, hir feelings are so
rought up that he dos not know whether his wife is wrong, or whether Josephs
testimony and others are wrong and due Ly and he decived for 12 years or
not; he is all but crazy about matters, you may aske what the matter is
concirning Sister P. —it is enoph, and doct. J. C. Bennett could tell all about
himself & hir enoph of that - w e will not let Br Orson goe away from
us he is to good a man to have a woman destroy him.43
INCREASING PRESSURES
As an avowed enemy of the Church, Bennett could be officially con-
demned and distanced. However, Orson and Sarah could not be dismissed
as readily. One week to the day after Pratt's alleged suicide attempt, Smith
convened a public meeting to counter Bennett's charges. Pratt voted against
a resolution attesting to Smith's good character—one of only two or three
negative votes out of a thousand. Annoyed, Smith demanded, "Have you
personally a knowledge of any immoral act in me toward the female sex,
or in any other way?" According to the Times and Seasons account, Pratt
responded, "Personally, toward the female sex, I have not."44 "We do not
know what course will be pursued by Mr. Pratt," the Sangamo Journal,
which had been serializing Bennett's exposes, editorialized on 29 July. "If
he sinks under the denunciations and schemes of Joe Smith—if he fails to
defend the reputation of himself and of the woman he has vowed to protect
before high heaven—he will fix a stain upon his character which he can
never wash out, and carry to the grave the pangs caused by 'the gnawings
of the worm that never dies.' "
Less than a week later, Smith lashed out at Pratt and other "apostates"
as he addressed a Monday morning meeting of the Saints:
42
 "Items of Personal History of the Editor," The Return 2 (November 1890), 11. Going
bareheaded in the summer was not a nineteenth-century norm for reasons of practicality and
comfort. Thus, Pratt's hatlessness suggests that he may have lost his headgear in the river or
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Orson Pratt has attempted to destroy himself and caused all the city almost
to go in search of him.45... 0. Pratt and others of the same class caused trouble
by telling stories to people who would betray me, and they must believe
those stories because his Wife told him so! I will live to trample on their ashes
with the souls [sic] of my feet. I prophecy in the name of Jesus Christ that
such shall not prosper, they shall be cut down in their plans I have the
whole plan of the kingdom before me, and no other person has. And as to all
that Orson Pratt, Sidney Rigdon, or George W. Robinson can do to prevent
me, I can kick them off my heels, as many as you can name, I know what will
become of them.... To the Apostates and enemies, I will give a lashing every
opportunity and I will curse them.46
The Church's next development was to discredit Sarah by publicly
identifying her as Bennett's paramour, arranging in late August for the
publication of three sensational statements.47 In the first statement, Stephen
H. Goddard announced that he and his wife "went over several times late
in the evening while she [Sarah Pratt] lived in the house of Dr. Foster [as
a boarder during Pratt's mission to England], and were most sure to find
Dr. Bennett and your wife together, as it were, man and wife."48 In the
second statement, his wife, Zeruiah N. Goddard, alleged, "On one occasion
I cam suddenly into the room where Mrs. Pratt and the Dr. [Bennett] were,
she was lying on the bed and the Dr. was taking his hands out of her bosom;
he was in the habit of sitting on the bed where Mrs. Pratt was lying, and
45
 Pratt's descendants "feel that Orson Pratt did not get so depressed as to attempt to take
his own life and that Joseph Smith is in error as far as this particular statement is concerned"
(Watson, Orson Pratt Journals, 525 note 92).
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lying down over her."49 The third statement, written by Jacob B. Backenstos,
sheriff of Hancock County, "accused Doctor John C. Bennett, with having
an illicit intercourse with Mrs. Orson Pratt, and some others" and further
claimed that Bennett had told him "she [Sarah Pratt] made a first rate go."50
Yet as Richard Van Wagoner has shown, the specific charges in each of
these defamatory affidavits do not stand up to reasonable scrutiny,51 and
their intended effects may have backfired. When the Pratts still did not join
in the denunciation of Bennett, Smith applied more direct pressure.
Sometime after 8 August 1842, Orson Pratt was visited by fellow
apostles Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball, and George A. Smith. All three
knew of Joseph Smith's plural marriages; Young and Kimball had already
joined the "patriarchal order." Unfortunately, none of the three recount
this visit in their diaries, Young's manuscript history was not compiled until
1856, and the official History of the Church, both manuscript and published,
does not mention the "visit" at all.52
According to Young's later history, the three apostles "spent several
days laboring with Elder Orson Pratt, whose mind became so darkened by
the influence and statements of his wife, that he came out in rebellion
against Joseph, refusing to believe his testimony or obey his counsel." Pratt
stubbornly refused to yield, preferring to "believe his wife [instead of] the
Prophet." At one point, though it is not clear when, Joseph Smith told Pratt
"if he did believe his wife and follow her suggestions, he would go to hell."
Young, Kimball, and George A. Smith subsequently "reported to the Prophet
that we had labored with bro. Orson diligently in a spirit of meekness,
49
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forbearance and long-suffering." Joseph Smith then "requested us to ordain
bro. Amasa Lyman53 in bro. Orson's stead. After receiving these instructions,"
Young continued, "we met bro. Orson near my house and continued to
labor with him. He said to us, there is brother Amasa Lyman in your house,
brother Young; he has been long in the ministry, go in and ordain him in
my stead." Finally, on 20 August, the three apostles "cut [Pratt] off from
the church, and according to the Prophet's direction,... ordained bro.
Amasa Lyman in his stead."54
It is not clear from Young's history whether Joseph Smith personally
called for the action against Pratt, if Amasa Lyman's ordination merely
preempted Pratt's right to office, or the extent, if any, to which Joseph
Smith, in hiding at the time from Missouri state officials but also courting
other potential plural wives, was involved in the proceedings.55 Significantly,
no action is reported against Sarah Pratt. Soon afterwards, some 380 men,
including Lyman, Young, Kimball, and George A. Smith, were called on a
mission to preach against the charges of John C. Bennett.56 It is possible to
speculate that Smith wanted Pratt to go on the same mission; if Pratt had
refused, such resistance would certainly have intensified his differences
with Smith.
While Pratt apparently acceded to his punishment, not functioning
actively in his office, he seems not to have considered himself cut off from
the Church, in a strict sense. Not quite two weeks later, he responded to
public allegations that he had left Nauvoo and Mormonism by publishing
this statement in The Wasp:
Neither have I renounced the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
but believe that its doctrine... is pure and according to the scriptures of
eternal truth, and merits the candid investigation of all lovers of righteous-
ness. ... The lustre of truth cannot be dimmed by the shadows of error and
falsehood. Neither will the petty difficulties existing among its votaries weaken
its influence or destroy its power. Its course is onward to accomplish the
53
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purposes of its great Author in relation to the happiness and salvation of the
human family.57
On 1 October 1842, again in response to Bennett's allegations that
Pratt and Sarah were preparing to leave Mormonism, Orson published a
second, more emphatic, statement: "We intend to make NAUVOO OUR
RESIDENCE, AND MORMONISM OUR MOTTO."58 He had evidently been
able to successfully separate human frailties from the divine mission of the
Church in his own mind; but of his exact emotional and mental state during
this trying period, Pratt remained silent, recording only, "I remained in
Nauvoo about one year, during a portion of which I had the charge of a
mathematical school. "59
ORSON PRATT'S RECONCILIATION
So matters stood for the rest of the fall and beginning of winter in
1842. Then, in January 1843, Sidney Rigdon, a member of the First Presi-
dency and deeply troubled over Smith's proposal of plural marriage to his
unmarried daughter Nancy, received a letter from Bennett addressed jointly
to him and Pratt, asking for their support in Bennett's battle against Mor-
monism. It seems unlikely that Bennett would have tried to enlist their aid
if he was guilty of improprieties with Rigdon's daughter or Pratt's wife —
unless, of course, either or both had conspired with Bennett to conceal the
truth. Apparently uncertain what to do with the letter, Rigdon gave it to
Pratt, who immediately turned it over to Smith.60 By this time, Pratt had
apparently decided that Bennett could not be trusted, especially since many
of the rumors regarding his and Sarah's "disaffection" could be traced to
Bennett. Pratt's action confirmed to Joseph Smith that Pratt had "had no
correspondence with Bennett, and had no fellowship for his works of dark-
ness."61 Five days later, on 20 January 1843, Smith, Pratt, and other Church
officials met at Brigham Young's residence to reconsider Orson's standing.
Sarah was not present.
Unlike Pratt's excommunication, four accounts of his reinstatement
exist—the official minutes, Joseph Smith's diary, Wilford Woodruffs diary,
57
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and Brigham Young's manuscript history.62 According to the minutes, Smith
announced that Pratt was "still a member" of the quorum and had not been
"legally cut off' because a majority, or quorum, of apostles had not been
present when action was taken against him.63 Since ordination to office did
not require a quorum majority, Amasa Lyman remained an apostle.64 Pratt
said that "he had rather die than go to preach in any other standing than
he had before." "Let him have the same calling that Paul had," Smith pro-
nounced. "Let him have the keys to the Jews. [F]irst unto the Gentiles, then
unto the Jews." He explained that "Orson by transgression laid himself
liable to have another ordained in his stead" (emphasis mine). Brigham
Young commented that "all he had against Orson was when he came home
he loved his wife better than David," a possible allusion to the Old Testament
story of Uriah who loved King David more than he loved his own wife
Bathsheba (2 Sam. 11-12). If true, Young may have been suggesting that
Pratt (Uriah) should have remained loyal to Joseph Smith (King David),
even if Smith had in fact been sexually intimate with Sarah (Bathsheba).65
At this point, the minutes continue, Joseph Smith again told Pratt that
62
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his wife "had lied about me. I never made the offer which she said I did."
Turning to the Twelve, he added, "I will not advise you to break up you[r]
family—unless it were asked of me. then I would council you to [get] a bill
[of divorce] from you[r] wife & marry a virtuous woman & raise a new
family but if you do not do it [I] shall never throw it in your teeth Orson,"
Smith promised, "I prophesy in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ that it
will not be 6 months before you learn things which will make you glad you
have not left us Orson the latter part of your life shall be made joyful
thru the former."
An hour later Orson and Sarah both were rebaptized—even though
Sarah had not been officially disciplined —as a manifestation of their recom-
mitment to the Church, a relatively common practice in Nauvoo at the
time. In the same meeting, Orson "received the priesthood & the same
power & authority as in former days."66 Smith evidently considered the
matter closed, declaring at a general conference less than three months
later, on 6 April, "I do not know any thing against the Twelve. If I did I
would present them for trial."67 Orson received his temple endowments
that December and his second anointing the following January. Sarah, how-
ever, was unable or unwilling to participate in either rite until after Smith's
death in mid-1844.68
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CONTEXT AND ORGANIZATIONAL AMBIGUITIES
The actions taken against Orson Pratt in August 1842 and in January
1843 underscore the still evolving role and function of the Church's dis-
ciplinary tribunals and punishments. In the early 1830s, most cases involving
charges of misconduct against members had been argued before a court of
elders, usually called a bishop's council, or a group of high priests. With
the organization of a stake high council in 1834 in Ohio, however, juris-
dictional lines shifted; and tribunals convened by stake high councils began
to take the place of elders' and high priests' courts.69 In 1838, as an example
of jurisdictional ambiguity, the presiding bishop of the Church argued that
charges against the stake presidency in Missouri should be brought before
the entire stake, not the high council only. The high council, although
divided, overruled him. Shortly afterwards, the high council excommuni-
cated two members of the Missouri stake presidency and later excommun-
icated the president, over his objection that the council did not have au-
thority to do so. When this proposal was put to a vote of the general
congregation, one member abstained, explaining that he doubted the coun-
cil had such authority, and was disfellowshipped "for speaking against the
authorities of the Church." Joseph Smith subsequently approved the high
council's actions.70
Lines of proper authority were equally ambiguous in the related case
against Oliver Cowdery. Cowdery, assistant president to Smith and coun-
selor to the First Presidency, was tried in April 1838 for his membership
in the Church before a joint bishop's council and high council, a meeting
which Smith attended but did not conduct.71 Only three months earlier, a
revelation had specified that the First Presidency could be tried by a stake
high council but that its decision would be valid only within that stake. For
a ruling against the First Presidency to be binding throughout the Church,
it must be made by either a majority of the stake high councils of the Church
or by a majority of the general membership of the Church.72 Smith's con-
69
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currence with Cowdery's excommunication can be variously explained: he
may have felt that Cowdery was not a formal member of the First Presidency
and that the recent revelation did not apply; that the joint council met all
the requirements of the revelation since the majority of the Church was
now in Missouri; or that he was willing to suspend the rules in Cowdery's
case.
By the early 1840s, more and more cases were being heard by the
Nauvoo Stake high council; and the argument could be made that it, not
the Twelve, would have been the appropriate council to try Pratt, partic-
ularly if excommunication from the Church were a possibility. The Twelve,
it is possible to argue, may have had authority only to strip Pratt of quorum
membership. In fact, prior to Pratt's case, the Twelve acting as a solitary
priesthood quorum had never disciplined one of its members. However,
by this time Joseph Smith apparently believed that some extraordinary cases
could—and should — be determined by the Twelve alone. Four months after
Pratt's reinstatement when Brigham Young recommended that a particular
case be turned over to the high council, Smith ruled that a stake high council
was to try only those cases that concerned the stake directly.73 This is not
a completely satisfactory answer in Pratt's case, since the charges against
him centered on his activities in Nauvoo.74
And what of Joseph Smith's assurance to Orson Pratt that Sarah had
lied? It is, of course, possible that Smith was lying, since he had not yet
introduced everyone at the meeting to the secret teachings on marriage-
most notably his own older brother and official Church patriarch, Hyrum—
and he felt he could not risk exposure.75 It is more likely, however, that
73
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Smith was telling the literal truth: He had not made the precise proposal
to Sarah Pratt that she and Bennett were accusing him of. Although this
scenario is speculative, Smith probably told Orson Pratt sometime after
August 1842 but before late January 1843 that he had in fact invited Sarah
to become his plural wife during Pratt's absence to England but only to
"test" her virtue.
Negative evidence also weakens the accusations of an affair between
Sarah and Bennett. As Richard Van Wagoner has pointed out, Sarah's name
was not mentioned in any of the Nauvoo high council meetings that in-
vestigated polygamy and specifically investigated reports of Bennett's mis-
behavior. Nor was any disciplinary action of any kind ever initiated against
her. Joseph Smith received a revelation in January 1841, while Bennett was
supposedly involved with Sarah, praising Bennett: "I have seen the work
which he [Bennett] hath done, which I accept if he continue, and will crown
him with blessings and great glory" (D&C 124:17), and Smith appointed
Bennett assistant Church president three months later in April. Finally, no
record of the time links Sarah's name with Bennett until after Orson had
confronted Smith.76 Whatever the truth, the following year Pratt wrote to
a cousin that "J. C. Bennett has published lies concerning myself & family
& the people with which I am connected. His book I have read with the
greatest disgust. No candid honest man can or will believe it. He has dis-
graced himself in [the] eyes of all civilized society who will despise his very
name."77 Thirty-five years later, and only three years before his death, Orson
Pratt publicly declared that he (Pratt), had "got his information from a
wicked source, from those disaffected, but as soon as he learned the truth
he was satisfied."78
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Was Orson Pratt in fact excommunicated? The record is not clear. The
original notes and subsequent drafts D-l and D-2, based on those rough
notes, of Joseph Smith's "Manuscript History of the Church," as well as the
first published versions, based on these rough and final drafts, in the Deseret
News and the Millennial Star, all describe Pratt as being "cut off." This
term usually meant "excommunicated" but could also refer to the lesser
punishment of "disfellowshipment" in the nineteenth century, although it
usually did not describe being dropped from a position or priesthood quo-
rum.79 These same sources also agree that Smith subsequently pronounced
the action illegal during the reinstatement meeting. The earliest of the official
histories and hence the most contemporary—the original rough notes —
was composed by apostle and Church historian Willard Richards, probably
in December 1845. It records that Pratt had been
cut off from the Quorum ["of the Twelve" added interlinearly] for neglect of
duty, and Amasa Lyman had been ordained an apostle in his place. I [Joseph
Smith] told the council that there was not a quorum present when Orson
Pratt's case came up before, that he was still a member that he had not been
cut off legally, and that I would find some other place for Amasa Lyman ["to
which the council agreed" added interlinearly]. President [Brigham] Young
said there were but three present when Amasa was ordained. I [Joseph Smith]
told them that was legal when no more could be had.80
The earlier of the two manuscript accounts based on the rough notes,
Book D-l, was recorded primarily by Church scribe Thomas Bullock, evi-
dently with some involvement from George A. Smith, before 15 January
1846.81 The second manuscript version (D-2) is an edited version of Book
D-l, made under George A. Smith's direction in the mid-1850s; by then he
was Church historian.82 To Thomas Bullock's sentence in D-l, George A.
tattooed "the mark of the beast" on the abdomens of the women he seduced and that when
Pratt found this mark on his wife, he knew Smith had been telling the truth (Nels B. Lundwall
to T. Edgar Lyon, 9 April 1947, microfilm, Lundwall Papers, Special Collections, Lee Library).
See also England, The Life and Thought of Orson Pratt, 78, who attributes this story to "Pratt
family legend." Presumably, however, Pratt would have found the mark almost immediately
and been reconciled with Smith much sooner.
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Smith added two words: Pratt was disciplined "for disobedience." However,
the later Book D-2, again in George A. Smith's handwriting, and the two
published versions read simply, like the original notes, "for neglect of duty."
Although "disobedience" could mean that Pratt was unwilling to give his
wife to Joseph, it more likely means that he was unwilling to immediately
accept Smith's account of his relationship with Sarah. Similarly, "neglect of
duty" probably means that Pratt was unwilling or unable to function as a
member of the Twelve during the months before action was taken against
him. Like Willard Richards in the original rough notes, Bullock in Book D-
1 wrote that Pratt "was still a member that he had not been cut off legally."
This sentence was then crossed out in D-l but appears verbatim in Book
D-2 and in the two earliest published versions. Finally, all five accounts
agree that Pratt's reinstatement returned him to his "former office and
standing" in the Twelve.
The discrepancy between "disobedience" versus "neglect of duty"
suggests that a participant like George A. Smith did not understand the
meaning or implications of the events at the time. Thus, prior to the pub-
lication of Joseph Smith's history in 1856, if not after, General Authorities
and historians, including eyewitnesses, viewed Pratt's excommunication as
illegal and his reinstatement to the quorum as complete, including his
seniority. Thus, at most, the 1842 action against Pratt was a temporary
suspension from his quorum. If he had been excommunicated or disfellow-
shipped, the record would have undoubtedly been less ambiguous.
Some fifty years later, Church president Lorenzo Snow commissioned
B. H. Roberts, under the immediate supervision of Apostle Anthon H. Lund,
to reedit Joseph Smith's History of the Church for publication beginning
in 1902.83 Roberts's edition made no mention of the 1842 excommunication;
but when he came to the 1843 reinstatement, Roberts favored the account
in Book D-l over the rough notes, writing that Pratt had previously been
"cut off' for "disobedience." However, Roberts ignored (and perhaps even
crossed out in the original) the observation that Joseph Smith considered
Pratt still to be a member because he had not been "cut off" legally and
reported only that Pratt had been reordained to his "former office," not
"former office and standing."84 Twenty-three years later, in the seventh and
final volume, Roberts acknowledged in a footnote that Joseph Smith had
83
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declared the action against Pratt "illegal" (7:295). Evidently, the intervening
two decades had brought additional materials or insights to bear upon
Roberts's discussion.
By not drawing attention to the different versions of the reinstatement
in 1909, Roberts, who had published a biography of John Taylor seventeen
years earlier, may have hoped to harmonize the different accounts with the
1875 demotion as well as to avoid questions about the established pattern
of succession, which he had also defended in a book.85 In Roberts's eyes,
the unnecessary public analysis of Pratt's reinstatement, especially to his
"former office and standing," would not only have raised questions about
Taylor's succession but could have jeopardized the entire succession pro-
cess. At the same time, Roberts, known for his objectivity, conscientiously
acknowledged the basic facts surrounding Pratt's excommunication, rein-
statement, and realignment. Unfortunately, Roberts's belated admission in
the 1932 seventh volume could not offset the impact of his earlier editing
of the "official" account of Pratt's 1843 reinstatement in the 1909 fifth
volume. This version's appearance in the Church's official history, coupled
with Joseph Fielding Smith's embrace of it, probably more than any other
factor, legitimized post-1875 interpretations of Pratt's excommunication,
reinstatement, and realignment.
Following his 1843 reinstatement, Orson Pratt received a new Church
assignment to New York. His brother, Parley, who arrived in Nauvoo from
England only days after Orson's rebaptism, had been kept abreast of his
sibling's struggles. He later wrote to a non-Mormon cousin:
Bro. Orson Pratt is in the church and always has been & has the confidence
of Joseph Smith and all good men who know him. ... As to Bennett or his
book I consider it a little stooping to mention it. It is beneath contempt &
would disgrace the society of bell & the Devil. But it will answer the end of
its creation viz: to delude those who have rejected that pure & glorious record
the book of Mormon. There is not such a thing named among the saints as
he represents [i.e., spiritual wifery]. & his book or name is scarcely mentioned.
& never except with perfect disgust, his object was vengeance on those who
exposed his iniquity.86
Orson Pratt returned to Nauvoo from the east coast shortly after Joseph
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and Hyrum Smith's violent deaths in late June 1844. Before the year's end,
he married his first plural wife, twenty-year-old Charlotte Bishop, with
Sarah's permission; Sarah gave birth to a daughter who died nine months
later; Orson and Sarah were sealed by Brigham Young for time and eternity,
apparently in recognition of Sarah's support of plural marriage; Orson mar-
ried his second plural wife, eighteen-year-old Adelia Ann Bishop, the sister
of his first plural wife; and Sarah was finally voted into the Holy Order. Early
the next year, Orson took his third plural wife, twenty-five-year-old Mary
Ann Merrill, before leaving his families for another Church mission to New
York in the summer and fall of 1845.
Before Orson departed from Nauvoo in February 1846 with the main
body of the Saints on their exodus to the West, Orson and Parley Pratt
quarreled bitterly, causing an estrangement that separated them for the next
several years. In late November 1844, Parley had secretly married his first
plural wife, Belinda Marden. He did not tell his first wife, Mary Ann Frost
Pratt, for fear she would oppose the ordinance. Thirteen months later,
Belinda gave birth. Orson Pratt, who did not know Belinda was Parley's
plural wife, had discovered his brother and Belinda together when he re-
placed Parley in New York. He may have communicated his belief that his
brother was committing adultery to Sarah, or Sarah may have suspected
the baby's paternity on her own. In any case, Sarah told Mary Ann what she
believed. Mary Ann was furious at her husband's duplicity. Parley confronted
Sarah in the Nauvoo Temple on 11 January 1846, accusing her of "influencing
his wife against him, and of ruining and breaking up his family," as well as
of "being an apostate, and of speaking against the heads of the Church and
against him." Orson, incensed at the insults, intervened to defend Sarah;
and the two men quarreled so loudly that other Saints in the temple at the
time evicted them from the building.87
Parley did not defend himself by telling the truth about the sealing
arrangement, for the next morning, Orson, still unaware that the liaison
was not irregular, wrote a heated letter to acting Church president Brigham
Young explaining his actions, defending his wife, and criticizing his brother:
With all the light and knowledge that he [Parley] has received concerning
the law of the priesthood [plural marriage], and with all the counsels that he
has received from our quorum, if he feels at liberty go into the city of New
87
 Orson Pratt to Brigham Young, 12 January 1846, Brigham Young Papers, LDS Church
Archives.
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York or elsewhere and seduce girls or females and sleep and have connexion
with them contrary to the law of God, and the sacred counsels of his brethren,
it is something that does not concern me as an individual. And if my quorum
and the church can fellowship him, I shall find no fault with him, but leave
it between him, the church, and God. But when it comes to that, that my
wife cannot come into this holy & consecrated temple to enjoy the meetings
and society of the saints, without being attacked by his false accusations and
hellish lies, and that too in the presence of a large assembly, I feel as though
it was too much to be borne. Where is there a person, that was present last
evening, that heard my wife say the least things against him or his family... And
yet she was accused by him, before that respectable company, in the most
impudent and malicious manner of whispering against him all over the temple.
Under these circumstances, brethren, I verily supposed that I had a perfect
right to say a few words in defense of my much injured family. I therefore
accused him of false accusations and lying. It was my belief at that time, that
there was no place nor circumstances, in heaven, on earth, or in hell, too
sacred to defend the cause of my innocent family when they were publicly
attacked in so unjust and insulting manner.
Now with regard to confession; After I learned that it was my duty to stand
and hear my family abused in the highest degree without the least provocation,
and yet not open my mouth in her defense, I immediately confessed my fault
to the counsel, but my confession was rejected. Now brethren, I stand ready
and willing to make any further confessions to the council, necessary to my
restoration from banishment to the enjoyment of your meetings, which you
in your wisdom may dictate.88
Evidently Young viewed Pratt's letter as sufficient confession, and he
may have soothed Orson's injured feelings by explaining that he had per-
sonally sealed Parley and Belinda. The same day Young read Pratt's letter,
Orson and Sarah received their second anointings, the highest ordinance
in the Church, and Pratt married his fourth plural wife, Sarah Louise Chan-
dler.
For the remaining thirty-four years of his life, Pratt devoted himself
wholly to his Church, including the public and published defense of po-
lygamy. He was one of the first pioneers to enter the Great Salt Lake Valley,
crossed the Atlantic Ocean sixteen times on Church missions, served seven
terms in the Utah territorial legislature and was elected speaker of the house,
and prepared new editions of the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Cov-
enants, arranging them into chapters and verses, with footnotes and ref-
erences. Despite his initial opposition to the formation of a new First Pres-
idency in late 1847 as unnecessary, given the effective leadership provided
88
 Ibid.
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by the Twelve, as well as his subsequent protracted doctrinal disagreements
with Brigham Young, Pratt remained firmly committed to the Church and
its teachings, even at the expense of his own families' welfare.89
GEORGE A. SMITH'S ROLE
Given George A. Smith's understanding as late as 1856 that Pratt had
been fully restored to his place in the quorum, how then did the concept
of realignment—with its effect of demoting Pratt and Orson Hyde—occur?
As early as October 1856, Brigham Young complained that Hyde did not
deserve to serve as president of the quorum, and in May 1867 he predicted
that Pratt would not be "enabled to do any good."90 Before this point,
however, Young expressed no dissatisfaction with either Hyde's or Pratt's
positions in the quorum; and it seems likely that he, who had succeeded
Joseph Smith as president of the Church for the majority of Mormons
because he was senior apostle, would have envisaged a similar process of
accession for his successor. In April 1861, he explained at general confer-
ence that seniority among the Twelve depended on an apostle's chrono-
89
 O n Pratt 's views about the need for a First Pres idency, see "Minutes of Councils , Meetings,
& Journey o n a mission to the Saints o n the Po t t awa tomie Sands," N o v e m b e r - D e c e m b e r 1847,
Brigham Young Papers. Pratt and o thers w h o o p p o s e d the format ion of a n e w First Pres idency
soon changed their minds and vo ted unanimous ly to appoint Brigham Young pres iden t of the
Church and to allow him to select two counselors. It is doubtful that Young resented Pratt's
resistance during these few weeks, since Pratt was not alone in his views and no later record
exists of any comment Young ever made on these meetings. More controversial were their
doctrinal disagreements. See my "The Orson Pratt/Brigham Young Controversies: Conflict with
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"Sarah M. Pratt," 69-99-
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 Woodruff 4:477; 6:341. T. Edgar Lyon asserts that Pratt's seniority was first debated during
a secret meeting of the Twelve sometime between 1860 and 1868. According to him, Brigham
Young opposed Pratt's demotion because he did not believe Pratt had ever been "officially
excommunicated" but eventually capitulated to a majority of apostles who felt that Pratt was
unsuited to be president of their quorum ("Orson Pratt," 160-62). Lyon's conclusion was based
on T. B. H. Stenhouse's The Rocky Mountain Saints (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1873),
494, which he reinterpreted, and on information supplied by one of Pratt's daughters-in-law.
Using available contemporary sources, however, I have been unable to verify that such a meeting
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logical age.91 Six months later, he corrected himself: seniority depended
instead on the date of one's ordination. Young noted that "he spoke of it
now, because the time would come when a dispute might arise about it."92
As a consequence, John Taylor, who had been ordained an apostle three
months before Wilford Woodruff but who was twenty months younger, was
realigned to precede Woodruff. Pratt, whose position was unaffected by the
change, remained second to Hyde, then president of the Twelve. Every six
months to one year thereafter, each member of the quorum in order of
seniority, along with other presiding authorities, was resustained in his
position by the general Church membership.
Still, Young had not forgotten Pratt's resistance in Nauvoo, especially
when the two disagreed on doctrinal interpretations. As early as 1853, Young
had butted heads with Pratt over a variety of Church teachings, particularly
the origin of human spirits and the nature of God; and on more than one
occasion, Pratt was reminded that he was withstanding Brigham Young just
as he had earlier withstood Joseph Smith.93 "Wild," "uncertain," "contra-
dictory," and "at heart an infidel" were among Young's descriptions of Pratt.94
91
 See Durham and Heath, Succession in the Church, 65-66. Young's explanation agrees with
Joseph Smith's earlier instructions. Less than three months after the Twelve was first organized
in 1835, Smith wrote: "It will be the duty of the twelve when in council to take their seats
together according to their ages" (Remarks, 2 May 1835, in "A record of the transactions of
the Twelve apostles"). Not quite four years later, the First Presidency instructed Brigham Young
to "appoint the oldest of the Twelve who were firs[t] appointed, to be the President of your
Quorum" (Sidney Rigdon, Joseph Smith, Hyrum Smith to Heber C. Kimball and Brigham Young,
16 January 1839).
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 Journal History, 7 October 1861, LDS Church Archives. See also John Taylor's discussion
in Succession in the Priesthood, 2, 16-17. By this time, Young had ordained two of his own
sons to the apostleship and would later ordain two others; only one of the four would ever be
admitted to the Quorum of the Twelve. Basing seniority either on chronological age or the
date of one's ordination, Young clearly envisioned that one of his sons would one day succeed
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into the quorum. This refinement resolved a dispute about the seniority of Brigham Young, Jr.,
who had been ordained an apostle four and a half years before he became a member of the
Twelve. See Durham and Heath, Succession in the Church, 111-16.
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 See, for example , Woodruff 5 :427,6 :249, and Minutes of the School of the Prophets , Provo,
Utah, 20 Ju ly 1868, LDS C h u r c h Archives.
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The earliest reference suggesting that Young would move to limit
Pratt's future in the Church may be a conference address Young delivered
in St. George on 5 May 1867. Young, condemning what he viewed as the
false teachings of Pratt and another apostle, said, "Orson Pratt... would
have been Cut off from the Church long ago had it not been for
me Neither of those brethren will be enabled to do any good."95
According to John Taylor's recollection in 1881, George A. Smith, who
was called as Brigham Young's first counselor in 1868, initially drew Taylor's
and presumably Brigham Young's attention to the question of seniority in
the mid-1860s, a period when doctrinal disputes between Young and Pratt
were at their height.96 As Taylor recalled the incident, Smith felt that the
question might become serious since Taylor "stood before them [Hyde and
Pratt] in the quorum" if seniority were reckoned by ordination. Taylor
answered that he was aware of the "correctness" of Smith's position, "and
had been for years," but had chosen not to bring up "a question of that
kind." He added that he "personally cared nothing about the matter, and
moreover, entertain[ed] a very high esteem for both the parties named."
Still, he agreed, at least in retrospect, that "complications might hereafter
arise, unless the matters were adjusted." Taylor's comment indicates again
that the method of succession to the presidency of the Church—as separate
from the presidency of the quorum-had not been completely established
at the time.
From Taylor's account, George A. Smith's role in the 1875 realignment
was significant, perhaps pivotal. As one of Smith's biographers has observed,
"It was principally due to George A.'s advice, it appears, that President
Young rearranged the seniority of the Quorum of the Twelve."97 Smith had
95
 Woodruff 6:341. Although it is possible to read Young 's s t a t emen t as a v o w that Prat t
would not succeed to the presidency, I believe that it more likely expresses Young's frustration
with Pratt's theological speculations. The context of the speech suggests that Amasa Lyman was
the second apostle. The previous day Lyman had been dropped from the quorum for denying
the atonement of Jesus Christ; he would be excommunicated the following October. However,
Young may instead have meant Orson Hyde, since he went on to criticize in this discourse the
idea that resurrection included a literal rebirthing. Hyde is associated with this belief, called
the "baby resurrection," but Lyman and Pratt are not.
96
 Taylor, Succession in the Priesthood, 16-17. Perhaps this Smith-Taylor conversation was
what T. Edgar Lyon's informant had in mind. See note 90.
97
 C. Kent Dunford, "The Contributions of George A. Smith to the Establishment of the Mormon
Society in the Territory of Utah" (Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University, 1970), 284-85. George
A. Smith's son, John Henry Smith, reported in 1893 that he was present once when "the question
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been present at both Pratt's 1842 suspension from the quorum and his
1843 reinstatement, had been appointed Church Historian and General
Church Recorder in 1854, a position he held for sixteen years, and was "a
devoted friend and brother" to Brigham Young. Reportedly, Young de-
pended on Smith, "perhaps more than any other, 'to bear off the burden of
the Kingdom.' "98 Smith did not effect the 1875 realignment single-handedly;
but by virtually all accounts, he pursued what he regarded as a serious error
with more determination than anyone else.
If George A. Smith felt strongly about the situation, however, it is
unclear why he did not edit Joseph Smith's manuscript history of the Church
differently in the 1850s when he had official charge of the mammoth project.
He could have clarified the situation by making Pratt's suspension a legal
excommunication and his reordination less than a full return to his former
standing and seniority. Perhaps Smith was unwilling to rewrite the record
to that extent, had been told not to tamper with the ruling, or been informed
that his interpretation was wrong. Or—more likely—perhaps by 1856 he
had not yet concluded that Joseph Smith had committed an error in labeling
Pratt's excommunication illegal.
A logical time to make the realignment would have been in October
1861 when Taylor and Woodruff traded places to reflect their ordination
dates. The fact that no change was made in Pratt's and Hyde's status suggests
that Brigham Young did not share George A. Smith's conviction. Possibly
Smith and others were reluctant to raise the subject more than once or
twice with their strong-willed president, or perhaps Young believed Pratt
and Hyde would die before him. In September 1874, however, Young
became "gravely ill" for the first time in twenty years because of an enlarged
prostate gland." With no guarantee that a subsequent attack would not be
fatal, it seems likely that Smith and perhaps others urged a resolution to
of moving Bro. Hyde and Orson Pratt back in the quorum came up" between his father and
Brigham Young. He remembered George A. Smith telling Brigham Young, "I have always coun-
selled against making this change, hoping that Brother Hyde might die and thus be spared that
humiliation, but seeing how sick you have been for some time I feared the consequences if
you should have died. I shall no longer oppose the move" (Anthon H. Lund, Journal, 16 April
1893). John Taylor's 1881 account (p. 16), however, places the responsibility for the realign-
ment squarely with George A. Smith.
98
 Preston Nibley, Brigham Young-The Man and His Work (Salt Lake City: Deseret News
Press, 1936), 516. See also Dunford, "The Contributions of George A. Smith."
99
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the question of Pratt's and Hyde's seniorities. By this time, Young had
apparently changed his mind about the need for clarified seniority, perhaps
fearing the consequences if the Church were led by Hyde or Pratt.100
The mechanics of the actual decision, its announcement to the quorum,
and the reaction of Hyde and Pratt remain unclear. But on 10 April 1875,
both apostles were demoted from first and second to third and fourth in
their quorum. There was no public comment on this action until shortly
after Young's death in late August 1877. On 8 October in general conference,
George Q. Cannon commented that Young had been "moved upon to place
[Taylor] ahead of two others, until by the unanimous voice of the Apostles
he was acknowledged the Senior Apostle, holding the oldest ordination
without interruption of any man among the Apostles." Cannon, however,
erroneously reported that the change had officially taken place in southern
Utah in June 1875.101
JOHN TAYLOR'S INFLUENCE
Cannon's misstatement was perpetuated four years later in John Tay-
lor's more official rendering of the 1875 realignment, which influenced the
accounts of subsequent writers.102 According to Taylor, "Brigham Young
ioo William G. Hartley, "The Priesthood Reorganization of 1877: Brigham Young's Last Achieve-
ment," Brigham Young University Studies 20 (Fall 1979): 5, agrees that Young's failing health
may have prompted the 1875 realignment. Hartley sees the realignment as the first step in a
churchwide reorganization of priesthood offices, quorums, and jurisdictions which occurred
two years later.
101JD 19:234-35. He did not name the "two others," because Pratt and Hyde were both alive.
See also 23:365, where Cannon repeats this mistake in chronology. Cannon tended to be more
certain about his recollection of these events in public than he was in private. Compare his
Journal of Discourses sermons to his comments in Moses Thatcher, Journal, general entry
entitled "The October Conference 1880," photocopy, Archives and Manuscripts, Lee Library.
102Writers who use the Taylor account include Arrington, Brigham Young, 376; Talbot, Acts
of the Modern Apostles, 146; and England, The Life and Thought of Orson Pratt, 271. Only
Joseph Fielding Smith, Essentials in Church History, 575, and D. Michael Quinn, "Organiza-
tional Development and Social Origins," 269, correctly report the realignment as occurring in
April 1875. (Quinn gives the date as April 7 rather than April 10.) George A. Smith's son, John
Henry Smith, later said that he 0ohn Henry) had privately asked Brigham Young in the spring
of 1874, "In the case of your death to whom should I look to lead the Church[?]" Young
reportedly answered, "To any one of the Council of the Apostles in the order of ordination,
bar[r]ing Orson Hyde and Orson Pratt, who had forfeited their right" (in Jean Bickmore White,
ed., Church, State, and Politics: The Diaries of John Henry Smith [Salt Lake City: Signature
Books in association with Smith Research Associates, 1991], 241). However, Abraham H. Cannon
recorded in his journal that George A. Smith told the Twelve that the change in seniority was
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brought up the subject of seniority, and stated that John Taylor was the
man that stood next to him; and that where he was not, John Taylor presides.
He also made the statement, that Brother Hyde and Brother Pratt were not
in their right positions in the Quorum."103 Young's entourage did tour
southern Utah settlements for ten days in June 1875, but no contemporary
account of the trip substantiates Cannon's and Taylor's reminiscence about
an announcement of a change in seniority.104 Still, both Cannon and Taylor
accompanied the party, and it is possible Young suggested that Taylor would
be his logical successor as either president of the Twelve or president of
the Church according to seniority. If so, it would not have been the first
official notice of the shift in seniority, as both Taylor and Cannon reported,
but merely a further comment on the realignment announced more than
two months earlier in April.
On the strength of the 1875 realignment, John Taylor, acting as senior
member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, assumed leadership of the
Church upon Young's death in August 1877.105 However, no First Presidency
was organized for the next three years; instead Taylor and the Twelve jointly
presided over the affairs of the Church. The apostles, many of whom believed
that Young had been too autocratic during his administration, ignoring their
role as governing Church authorities of equivalent if not identical rank,106
announced in St. George, apparently publicly (1 October 1890, Archives and Manuscripts, Lee
Library). John Henry Smith, who was twenty-six years old in April 1875, was probably confused
about the exact year of the realignment.
103
 Taylor, Succession in the Priesthood, 17.
104Journal History, 19 and 29 June 1875. Neither Pratt nor George A. Smith accompanied
the group south Qournal History, 25 and 27 June 1875). Brigham Young, Jr., who did, sum-
marized all of his father's public talks during this period, but his diary contains no reference
to an announcement by his father that John Taylor would become his successor. His closest
mention of the realignment is Brigham Young's public criticism of Orson Hyde on 22 June
1875 in Mt. Pleasant, Utah. Young stated that Hyde "was not fit to be an apostle... Bro Hyde
had not the spirit... [but] would lead the people to hell." Afterwards, Brigham Jr. recorded,
"Father had a long talk with bro Hyde and warned him to be careful."
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were reluctant to form a new First Presidency. George Q. Cannon recorded
his astonishment at discovering, four months after Young's death, that
some of my brethren... did have feelings concerning his course. They did
not approve of it, and felt oppressed, and yet they dared not exhibit their
feelings to him, he ruled with so strong and stiff a hand, and they felt that it
would be of no use. In a few words, the feeling seems to be that he transcended
the bounds of the authority which he legitimately held. I have been greatly
surprised to find so much dissatisfaction in such quarters.107
Nor was seniority held to be the only factor in forming a new First
Presidency. In October 1877, for example, Daniel H. Wells proposed that
Joseph F. Smith, one of the youngest members of the quorum and the son
of Hyrum Smith, be appointed Church president. The Twelve voted against
this proposal, though whether because of their general reluctance about
any First Presidency or because seniority was an important factor is not
clear.108 Wells, Brigham Young's former counselor and currently "counselor
to the Twelve," had spent his entire tenure in the Church hierarchy as a
member of the First Presidency, where his loyalties lay, and either ignored
of the LDS Church/Vowm^/ of Mormon History 1 [1974]: 26-31.) In fact, Brigham Young
based his own succession to the presidency of the Church on his standing as senior apostle.
"I am the pres of the 12—the head of the people," he noted shortly before the organization of
his own First Presidency in late 1847, "I am mouth—I will say as I please, do as I please." He
then explained that he felt toward the Twelve the "same as I do my pet young ones, that I
could put them in my pockets same as my Wives and Children... so that when I want to talk
with you, I put my hand in my pocket, take you out, and talk with you" ("Minutes of Councils,
Meetings, & Journey on a mission to the Saints on the Pottawatomie Sands," 16 and 17 November
1847). But once a First Presidency had been organized, Young believed, the primary mission
of the Twelve became the preaching of Mormonism to the world, not the direction of the affairs
of the church at home. He stressed, "The Twelve have no right to ask the Presidency why they
do this or that or why they tell the Twelve to do this or that ownly go & do as they are told"
(Woodruff 4:382; emphasis Woodruffs).
107
 George Q. Cannon, Journal, 17 January 1878, in Joseph J. Cannon, "George Q. Cannon-
Relations with Brigham Young," The Instructor 80 0une 1945): 259. See also the comment in
HeberJ. Grant, Letterbook, 8 September 1887, LDS Church Archives: Brigham Young "had not
counseled as much with the Council of the Apostles as with those persons with whom he was
surrounded."
108
 Richards, Journal, 3-4 October 1877. Wells evidently told the apostles that he had been
prompted by a vision (see JD 19:235, which does not refer to Wells or Smith by name). Twenty
years later, HeberJ. Grant recorded that Richards reflected, "When Bro Young died Counselor
Daniel H. Wells said that Joseph F. Smith should be chosen to be the President of the Church,
but the apostles did not accept of this and it was some time before there was a perfect union
so that the Presidency could be organized" (Grant, Journal, 4 October 1898, LDS Church
Archives).
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or was oblivious to the concerns of the Quorum of the Twelve. Taylor
repeatedly reassured his associates during this apostolic presidency that his
would be a different administration from Young's. In February 1878 he told
a group of Church authorities meeting in his office:
While Prest. Brigham Young was alive, there were some things in which
my views differed from his.... I [once] acknowledged that in my feelings that
I was not favorably disposed towards [one of his projects]; but I said Prest.
Young, if you will tell me that it is the mind and will of the Lord... I will
back you up to the utmost of my influence and ability; and I wish to say to
my brethren that I don't want them to be scared of one another, but let us
present our ideas to each other and adopt the best ones. Let us have free
intercourse one with another, and converse on doctrine and principle, and
upon all things in which the Kingdom of God is interested as pointed out in
the revelation I am always willing to swap bad ideas for good ones.109
Still, in 1879, the Twelve vetoed Taylor's call for a First Presidency
"as altogether uncalled for & unbefitting of the Church. The 12 ought first
[to] attain a full unity with each other & [the] people first."110
Taylor continued to push for the organization of a new presidency,
evidently convinced that a division of authority was not only decreed by
revelation but in the Church's best interests. Early the following October
1880, he shocked the quorum by insisting that a First Presidency "be or-
ganized during the present [general] Conference." While there seems to
have been a clear consensus that the most senior member of the quorum
automatically became quorum president and hence de facto leader of the
Church upon the death of the incumbent president, the apostles were not
all of the opinion that their most senior member became both quorum
109
 Minutes of a Meeting in the President's Office, 23 February 1878, L. John Nuttall Collection,
Archives and Manuscripts, Lee Library. See also Samuel W. Taylor, The Kingdom or Nothing,
159-74. The most serious confrontation between Young and Taylor occurred only months
before Young's death. In early April 1877 Young publicly excoriated Taylor for not supporting
his economic plans. "It looked for a time as though these two great men would separate in
anger," remembered Lorenzo Snow. Young prohibited Taylor from actively functioning in his
apostolic office, sarcastically instructing him to "return home and make wagons until he knew
what was right." Snow finally convinced Taylor to apologize. The two apostles were "cooly
received" at Young's house. But as soon as Taylor confessed, "Bro Brigham, if I have done or
said anything wrong I desire to make it right," the anger disappeared and they were reconciled
(Abraham H. Cannon, Journal, 9 April 1890).
110
 Richards, Journal, 6 September 1879. Given the Saints' millennialist beliefs at this time,
it is also possible that the Twelve expected the imminent return of Jesus Christ and felt little
urgency to reorganize a First Presidency.
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president and dejure Church president.111 For example, Orson Pratt, sur-
veying his colleagues following Taylor's announcement, decided that he
personally favored a younger man for the vacancy. Others, unprepared to
venture a preference, remained silent.112
At a second meeting of the Twelve the next day, 8 October 1880,
Wilford Woodruff concluded that Taylor "might, if he choose to claim it,
to be president of the Church, by virtue of his calling and position as the
Chief and oldest Apostle." Several other brethren agreed. The issue of timing,
however, was important. According to Moses Thatcher's account, "Many
of the brethren seemed unsettled," asking Taylor if he "had the mind of
the Lord on the matter." Taylor "declined" to answer, pointing out that "it
should be left with the Quorum of the Twelve to decide —it rested upon
them." Orson Pratt then admonished his quorum that they already had the
"will of the Lord" on the subject as found in the Doctrine and Covenants
and that "it only remains for us to do it." Apostles Woodruff, Charles C.
Rich, George Q. Cannon, Albert Carrington, and, to a lesser extent, Lorenzo
Snow and Franklin D. Richards concurred with Pratt.
However, Thatcher, who had replaced Hyde upon his death in 1879,
and Joseph F. Smith, also a junior member of the quorum, did not feel "any
necessity for such a move at this time." Smith added that "the Spirit had
not impressed on him that the organization at this time was either very
important or required." He asked if any of his associates recalled Brigham
Young having predicted once, "You think I have been hard in many things
but I want to say to you that the little finger of my successor will rest more
111
 Less than seven years later, Heber J. Grant mused, "I do not think it is absolutely necessary
that in case of the death of the President of the Church and the subsequent reorganization of
the First Presidency that the President of the Twelve Apostles should be made the President
of the Church" (Grant, Journal, 5 April 1887). George Q. Cannon also reportedly remarked
that while Brigham Young and John Taylor were presidents of the Twelve before becoming
Church presidents, "it did not follow that that principle would be carried out hereafter" (in
Wilford Woodruff to Heber J. Grant, 28 March 1887, Wilford Woodruff Papers, LDS Church
Archives). Finally, Lorenzo Snow told his associates in 1896 when he was president of the
Twelve that they "had the right and power to select a First Presidency either in or outside of
the Council of the Twelve" (Minutes of Quorum of Twelve Apostles, 29 September 1896, LDS
Church Archives).
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Mountain Saints, 661-64).
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heavily upon this people than my whole body has ever done." No one said
he had. Cannon commented that he "thought he had heard [Young] say
that 'John Taylor would be his successor,'" but Young's former counselor,
Daniel Wells, "said that he did not believe that any man ever heard President
Young say that,—for he knew, that he never thought so." Thatcher hoped
that Erastus Snow and Brigham Young, Jr., who were absent, would be
allowed to express their views. As for himself, he voiced his conviction that
"in the multitude of counselors there is safety." He was "sorry that I could
not feel like some of the brethren who had spoken; but I could not, and
the idea of a change —an organization of the most important quorum in the
Church at this time—brought with it, to me, feelings of apprehension." As
they had the previous day, the Twelve adjourned without reaching a de-
cision.113
Not surprisingly, given Taylor's "very anxious" desire, the subject was
again discussed the following afternoon, and, upon motion by Woodruff,
"Elder John Taylor was nominated and sustained as president by the vote
of all present."114 Taylor was then formally set apart as Church president
and immediately organized a new First Presidency, with George Q. Cannon
and Joseph F. Smith as his first and second counselors.115 Despite his earlier
call for a younger president, Pratt prominently advocated Taylor's appoint-
ment, announcing and defending the quorum's decision in general confer-
ence the next day. "Every time we [the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles]
thought upon the subject [of best organizing the Church]," he explained
113
 Ibid.; see also Woodruff 7:594.
114
 Thatcher, Journal, "The October Conference 1880"; Woodruff 7:595. Thatcher writes that
Charles C. Rich nominated Taylor to be president. However, both Wilford Woodruff (in ibid.)
andGeorgeQ. Cannon, in Joseph J. Cannon, "GeorgeQ. Cannon," 410-11, indicate that Woodruff
made the motion. Cannon adds that Taylor organized a new First Presidency on 8 October;
Thatcher and Woodruff date the organization to 9 October. Unfortunately, the Cannon diaries,
currently in the office vault of the First Presidency, are unavailable for clarification.
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 Ironically, within two years, members of the Twelve would complain that Taylor was
autocratic, oblivious to the Twelve, and a usurper of power. John Henry Smith, one of the
newest members of the quorum, commented in his journal: "I am satisfied that before another
President over our Church is sustained The Twelve apostles will be compeled to have an
understanding in relation to the duties of their respective quorums. The first President takes
the whole business in his hands" (in White, Church, State, and Politics, 85). Concerns about
the possible abuse of power by members of the First Presidency—particularly George Q.
Cannon-delayed reorganization of the First Presidency for nearly two years following Taylor's
death in 1887. See Thomas G. Alexander, Things in Heaven and Earth: The Life and Times of
Wilford Woodruff, a Mormon Prophet (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1991), 242-45.
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to the Saints, "we saw that one Council, the most important of all, was still
vacant. Could we ignore it? No. We therefore considered the propriety of
organizing it at the present Conference; and Brother John Taylor, by the
voice of his brethren, the Twelve, being the person holding the legal right
to that office, as the President of the Twelve Apostles, was selected to
occupy the position of the President of the whole Church."116 Taylor added
that afternoon,
Now let me refer with pride to my brethren of the Twelve here, which I
do by saying that while they as a quorum held the right by the vote of the
people to act in the capacity of the First Presidency, yet when they
found... that they had performed their work, they were willing to withdraw
from that Presidency, and put it in the position that God had directed, and
fall back into the place that they have always held, as the Twelve Apostles of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. I say it is with pride that I
refer to this action and the feeling that prompted it. I very much question
whether you could find the same personal exhibition of disinterested motives
and self-abnegation, and the like readiness to renounce place and position in
deference to principle, among the same number of men in any other place.117
CONCLUSION
Throughout the closing months of 1880 and much of 1881, Pratt
remained reasonably active, despite the increasing ravages of diabetes. Fi-
nally, on 3 October 1881, he died at the home of one of his wives in Salt
Lake City. Only fifteen days earlier he had delivered his last public sermon;
fourteen days earlier he had turned seventy. His epitaph, dictated shortly
before his death, read simply: "My body sleeps but a moment; but my
testimony lives and shall endure forever."118
If, as I have suggested, Pratt's demotion in the quorum was based on
the faulty assumption that he had been legally excommunicated in 1842,
how shall we interpret Pratt's acquiescence? It was, to be sure, a devastating
experience, no doubt the most painful of his life, to face a forced choice
between his wife and his prophet. It may have brought him to the brink of
suicide. That he decided to stay in the Church demonstrates his resolution,
but it exacted a tremendous price from him throughout his life. At the very
least, he was forced to conclude that his wife had misunderstood the Proph-
116
 JD 22:37; also Journal History, 10 October 1880.
117
 JD 22:40; Journal History, 10 October 1880.
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 Recorded by Joseph F. Smith, in "Life and Labors of Orson Pratt," The Contributor 12
(October 1891): 462.
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et's intentions, at the worst that she had lied to him about her involvement
with John C. Bennett. In many ways, Pratt was required to chose not only
between two people he loved but between his family and his Church. His
silence about both the wrenching circumstances and his difficult decision
is not surprising. Nor is the fact that he spent the remainder of his life
defending the Church and its controversial teachings; perhaps his apolo-
getics were directed as much to himself as to others.
Having sided with Joseph Smith, Pratt eventually accepted the inter-
pretation of others about what had actually happened, even though he still
considered himself a member of the Church at the height of his difficulties
in Nauvoo. Perhaps he was unwilling or unable to entertain any other
explanation for fear of what the ramifications would mean. By 1856, with
the compiling of Brigham Young's retrospective history, Pratt publicly an-
nounced that he had "been in the Church almost twenty-six years, lacking
about four months."119 Thus, despite Joseph Smith's own assurances that he
had not been "legally cut off" or dropped from the quorum, Pratt reinter-
preted his past to maintain his religious faith and fellowship, perhaps even
his psychological integrity.
Why was Pratt, together with Orson Hyde, demoted in 1875? Put
simply, it seems that certain Church leaders—Brigham Young and George
A. Smith, in particular—were unwilling to see Pratt become president,
probably because of his reluctance to side immediately with Joseph Smith
in Nauvoo and because of his protracted doctrinal disagreements with
Young.120 In both instances, Young found Pratt disobedient and disloyal to
the Lord's anointed—a condition that rendered Pratt unworthy of the pres-
idency. Reconstructing Pratt's Nauvoo suspension enabled Young and others
to reduce the likelihood that he would succeed to the presidency of his
quorum and ultimately of the Church. As Joseph F. Smith, then Church
president, explained to the Twelve in 1901, "No man in the quorum of
119JD 3:306.
120
 The legality of the action taken against Orson Hyde does not seem equally ambiguous.
Hyde left Mormonism, made public statements against Church leaders, and was suspended from
office by Joseph Smith (see note 12). Furthermore, Brigham Young found Hyde lackadaisical,
excessively interested in money, spiritually uninspiring, and doctrinally unsound. In October
1856, Young publicly chastised Hyde, saying that he "ought to be Cut off from the Quorum of
the Twelve & the Church. He is no more fit to stand at the Head of the Quorum of the Twelve
than a dog. His soul is entirely occupied with a few dimes & it is much more in his eyes than
God Heaven & Eternal Life. He is a stink in my norstrels" (Woodruff 4:477).
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Apostles who falters or rebels can ever attain to the presidency of the
Church. And because they faltered, Orson Pratt and Orson Hyde lost their
place of seniority in the quorum, and were consequently thrown out of the
line to the presidency."121 Ironically, even if Pratt had become president,
given his age and debility, his counselors would almost certainly have
exercised the real power.
Certainly Brigham Young, George A. Smith, and others could have
found other means—their belief in continuing revelation would have pro-
vided them with several viable options—of justifying the realignment,
though not without repercussions. Regardless, the traditional reason for
Pratt's demotion—that he had been formally excommunicated—does not
stand up well under examination. What I believe emerges from an informed
review of the relevant documents is that Pratt was not officially excom-
municated or even legally dropped from the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles
or the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; that his reinstatement
was little more than a common rebaptism; and that the causes underlying
his 1875 realignment must be accounted for by factors other than his
excommunication alone.
121
 Rudger Clawson, Diary, 24 October 1901, Special Collections, Marriott Library, University
of Utah, Salt Lake City. Apostle Moses Thatcher's explanation was blunt: Brigham Young "was
prejudiced against Orson Pratt" (in Abraham H. Cannon, Journal, 3 April 1895). Eleven years
earlier, Apostle Abraham H. Cannon, quotingjohn Henry Smith, had used the term "faithlessness"
in reference to Pratt and Hyde (Cannon, Journal, 1 October 1890).
THE JEWS, THE MORMONS,
AND THE HOLOCAUST
Douglas F. Tobler
IN THE BOOK OF MORMON, revered as scripture by members of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, an ancient prophet speaks in chastisement and
warning to the future readers of the book:
And what thank they [the Gentiles] the Jews for the Bible which they
receive from them? Yea, what do the Gentiles mean? Do they remember the
travails, and the labors, and the pains of the Jews, and their diligence unto
me, in bringing forth salvation unto the Gentiles?
O ye Gentiles, have ye remembered the Jews, mine ancient covenant
people? Nay; but ye have cursed them, and have hated them, and have not
sought to recover them. But behold, I will return all these things upon your
own heads; for I the Lord have not forgotten my people. (2 Ne. 29:4-5)
This scripture captures something of the unique positive relationship
which Mormons have had throughout their century and a half s existence
with Jews, but it also may be understood as prophetic for how gentiles —
Mormons included-have treated Jews. Unlike much of traditional Chris-
tianity, Mormons have no history of anti-Semitism. In fact, though they
blamed contemporary Jews for the crucifixion of Jesus and viewed later
persecutions as God's punishment, they also believed that the covenant
DOUGIAS F. TOBLER is professor of history at Brigham Young University and a consultant
on the Annual Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches. Quotations from sources
in the Historical Department Archives of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (hereafter
LDS Church Archives) are used by permission. This paper was originally delivered at an Inter-
national Scholars' Conference, "Remembering for the Future," on the theme of Jews and Chris-
tians during and after the Holocaust, 10-13 July 1988 in Oxford, England.
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with Abraham was still in force, identified themselves as the Josephite
portion of Israel—even if by adoption—and thus shared with Jews in both
the blessings and responsibilities of that Abrahamic covenant. In spite of
their sins and backsliding, so Mormons believe, God has not forgotten his
covenant people, the Jews; he will yet gather them back to Palestine and
Jerusalem, will help them fight their mortal battles after their return, and
finally will redeem them as they recognize Jesus as Messiah.1 One Mormon
scholar has called this Mormon view of the Jews, with its emphasis upon
the Jewish return to Palestine, a kind of "religious Zionism":
The Jewish return is neither a recent innovation nor a passing fancy in
LDS dogma but rather a quite fundamental teaching advanced for a century
and a half by nearly every possible level of ecclesiastical authority. Latter-day
Saint scripture is saturated with the idea For nearly a century and a half,
the idea of the Jewish return has been as sacred to Mormons as it has been
to Jews. From 1820 until 1967, hundreds of speeches, prayers, pamphlets and
books demonstrated the breadth and depth of the Latter-day Saints' belief
regarding this aspect of their gospel plan. According to them, the Lord has
chosen the family of Israel to effect his purposes on earth, and the two most
important clans in this family are currently the Jews and the Mormons.2
1
 Bruce R. McConkie, Mormon Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1958), 356-57, 359.
2
 Arnold H. Green, "A Survey of Latter-day Saint Proselyting Efforts to the Jewish People,"
(MA. thesis, Brigham Young University, 1967), 15, 137. In Appendix A Green lists forty-five
different statements from Latter-day Saint leaders and scholars from 1830 to 1958 on Mormon
religious Zionism. For example, before Orson Hyde and John E. Page departed on their 1840
mission to Palestine, Joseph Smith wrote: "The Jewish nation have been scattered abroad among
the Gentiles for a long period; and, in our estimation, the time of the commencement of their
return to the 'holy land' has already arrived." "Resolution presented to Orson Hyde and John
E. Page on their departure to Palestine," A Sketch of the Travels and Ministry of Orson Hyde
to Germany, Constantinople, and Jerusalem (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Office, 1869), iv.
In 1902 after the organization and development of the World Zionist Organization, John Ni-
cholson, wrote in the Improvement Era: "The attention of the Hebrew race must be directed
toward the land of their fathers, as an initiatory preparation for their gathering. This is already
in progress. It is a function of what is called the Zionist movement, inaugurated several years
ago, by Dr. [Theodor] Herzl, and has had a steady and rapid growth." "Gathering of the Jews,"
Improvement Era 5 (June 1902): 628-33.
Steven F. Epperson's doctoral dissertation, "Gathering and Restoration: Early Mormon Identity
and the Jewish People" (Temple University, 1988; forthcoming in March 1992 by Signature
Books), presents with unusual insight the complexity of Mormon theology on the Jews. Epperson
emphasizes and applauds the view of Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and Orson Hyde that God
was still aware of his ancient covenant with the Jews. Epperson argues that "themes connected
with God's covenant to Israel and the complex of events which confirmed and which will yet
authenticate that covenant predominate Joseph's later exegesis of text [of the Book of Mormon]."
Furthermore, "the absence of a Mormon mission to the Jewish people, coupled with Smith's
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Mormon philosemitism has not been just theological but practical as
well. Joseph Smith studied Hebrew under Jewish scholar Joshua Seixas, in
the Mormon city of Kirtland, Ohio. In 1840 he sent Apostle Orson Hyde
to dedicate the land of Palestine for the return of the Jews. "Let the land
become abundantly fruitful when possessed by its rightful heirs," Hyde had
prayed on 24 October 1841. "Incline them [the Jews] to gather in upon
this land according to thy word Inspire the hearts of Kings and the
powers of the earth to look with a friendly eye toward this place."3 Later
in the nineteenth century, a small but vigorous Jewish community grew up
in the Mormon "kingdom" of Utah. One Jewish scion and historian, Leon
L. Watters, described the harmony between the two groups as "a strange
phenomenon which made the contact of present-day [1952] Jews with the
Mormon people in Utah unique in the annals of history."4 Nineteenth-
century Mormons also viewed themselves, in light of their own unique half-
century of persecution in American society, as "cosufferers" with the Eu-
ropean Jews, whose fate they followed closely in the press.5 Mormons were
outspoken supporters of Zionism. For example, a startlingly high number
of LDS General Authorities dedicated Palestine for the return of the Jews.
In addition to Orson Hyde's 1841 visit, Lorenzo Snow, George Albert Smith,
and Albert Carrington rededicated the land in 1872, and Francis M. Lyman
and Sylvester Q. Cannon again performed this rite in 1902. David O. McKay,
a young apostle, and his companion Hugh J. Cannon, visited Palestine in
November 1921 as part of their tour of world missions that year. In 1927,
James E. Talmage dedicated it for a fourth time, with Apostle John A. Widtsoe
dedicating it for a fifth time in 19336
Mormons also considered the Balfour Declaration of 1917 a major
utter contempt for Christian missions to Jews, is a striking deviation from the nearly universal
enthusiasm accorded Jewish missions in the first half of the 19th century" (p. 73). Epperson
also claims that Joseph Smith and Orson Hyde both understood that God was not holding the
Jews of 1840, let alone later, responsible for the transgressions of those at the time of Jesus,
while in contrast, Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon, and Orson Pratt took a more traditional
Christian line: The Jews continued to be blamed for the crucifixion and required conversion
(pp. 72-73, 187-88, 120, 127-28, 222, 232-33).
3
 In Howard H. Barron, Orson Hyde: Missionary, Apostle, Colonizer (Bountiful, Utah: Horizon
Publishers, 1977), Appendix 3, 318.
4
 The Pioneer Jews of Utah (New York: American Jewish Historical Society, 1952), 8.
5
 Bruce A. Van Orden, "Mormons and Jews: Persecuted Israel," 1986. Photocopy of typescript
in my possession.
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 Green, "A Survey of Latter-day Saint Proselyting Efforts," 17-19, 140-41.
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step toward the realization of the Jewish return and therefore a highly
visible fulfillment of prophecy, both ancient and modern. In November
1917, just days before its proclamation, James E. Talmage, then an apostle,
wrote:
The day of deliverance for Israel is near at hand Great as has been the
chastisement of the covenant though recreant people, all though their cen-
turies of suffering they have been sustained by the Divine promise of recovery
and rehabilitation. Though despised of men, a large part of them gone from
the knowledge of the world, the people of Israel are not lost to their God,
who knows whither they have been led or driven But the Jews are promised
redemption, and the possession of the land given unto their fathers. Their
return to Palestine has already well begun; and one of the prospective results
of the world war is to be the clearing of the way for their speedy gathering.7
In 1918 as World War I drew to a close in the Middle East, an editorial
in the Millennial Star struck a triumphant note: "To the Latter-day Saints
the present movement among the Hebrews towards the Land of Promise
is of special interest; for it furnishes the world a proof of our claim that
Joseph Smith was a Prophet of God and it appears that the time for the
redemption of the country has come Great Britain has spoken and
pledged herself in behalf of the rehabilitation of the scattered race. Great
Britain did not take Palestine for herself, but for the Jewish people."8
After World War II and Israel's declaration of nationhood in 1948,
Mormons worked in the United States for the establishment of the state of
Israel. After over a half-century of life among the Mormons, Professor Louis
C. Zucker, an English scholar at the University of Utah who came to Utah
in 1928 and remained there for the rest of his life, recorded in 1981 that
the LDS Church gave "active help in the Jewish effort to bring a Jewish
state to birth in Palestine." President George Albert Smith, in January 1948,
"accepted Honorary Chairmanship of the huge luncheon meeting held in
honor of Dr. James McDonald, later the first American Minister to the State
of Israel," notes Zucker, who was presumably present. "The meeting was
sponsored by the local Zionist organization, but the guests were gentile
notables, which means many Mormons."9 In 1952, according to historian
7James E. Talmage, "The Tragedy of Israel," Improvement Era 21 (November 1917): 14-
15.
8
 "Gathering of the Jews," Millennial Star 80 (15 August 1918): 520-21.
9
 Louis Zucker, "A Jew in Zion," Sunstone 6, no. 5 (September-October 1981), 44; Jack
Goodman adds that Salt Lake City's "earliest Zionists were joined by Simon Rosenblatt and
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D. Michael Quinn, the "pro-Jewish and pro-Zionist" Church president David
O. McKay encouraged both Mormons and community members to purchase
thousands of dollars worth of bonds issued by the state of Israel "merely,"
as McKay wrote in his diary on 14 October 1952, "to show our sympathy
with the effort being made to establish the Jews in their homeland. "10
Nevertheless, in spite of this uniquely positive record, Mormons were,
like most of Christendom, ominously silent during 1933-45 when European
Jews moved rapidly from crisis to catastrophe and could have used any and
all, even Mormon, influence and moral support. Mormons were thus part
of the mass of Christian bystanders, European and American, who failed to
recognize in time that the fate of Germany's Jews was not merely an internal
German political matter but a universal mortal and moral attack by Hitler,
a visible manifestation of incarnate evil, and a revelation of Hitler's intentions
for the Church. Christians of every kind ought to have demanded action in
defense of endangered fellow beings, in keeping with the great command-
ment of both Judaism and Christianity to love one's neighbor as oneself.11
In this way, Mormons, too, failed to "remember [God's] ancient covenant
peoples."
The Mormon Church did not reach this unfortunate position of silent
young Joel Shapiro in approaching Mormon leader George Albert Smith, gaining meaningful
Latter-day Saint backing in the local Jewish effort to support a reborn Jewish state named Israel."
"Jews in Zion," in The Peoples of Utah, edited by Helen Papanikolas (Salt Lake City: Utah
Historical Society, 1976), 217.
10
 Emphasis McKay's; in Quinn,/. Reuben Clark The Church Years (Provo, Utah: BYU Press,
1983), 227, 228 note 31, 320.
11
 More Christians ought to have understood that a dictator and a regime that would persecute
or kill Jews would, as Martin Niemoller discovered, move on to other "kinds" of people, including
Christians. Otto Dov Kulka, in an essay entitled "Singularity and Its Relativization," quotes the
German church scholar Klaus Scholder who, in his "Judaism and Christian in the Ideology and
Politics of National Socialism," wrote these closing lines:
On July 11-12, 1944 in a lapidary phrase, Hitler declared: "The hardest blow that
humanity has had to bear is Christianity; Bolshevism is the illegitimate son of Christianity;
both were born of the Jews." For Hitler, the root of all evil was and remained Judaism.
Because of this, the Jews were the first to feel his hate and his will to annihilate. As time
went by, however, Christianity followed ever more closely behind, labeled as a Jewish
invention.
The Jewish and the Christian Questions in the Third Reich were thus much more
closely linked than the Christian Churches were willing to acknowledge. Only Hitler's
defeat in the war spared the Christians a violent realization of this fact. In Reworking
the Past: Hitler, the Holocaust, and the Historians' Debate, edited by Peter Baldwin
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1990), 164.
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bystander from any kind of theological or institutional anti-Semitism, al-
though isolated individual members, both in America and in Germany, may
have contracted a form of the disease from contemporary surroundings.
Mormon indifference stemmed primarily from an over-emphasis on the
transcendent nature of their message: they were more interested in assuring
eternal life than in dealing fully with the human problems in the here-and-
now. Their silence also derived from the traditional New Testament church-
state doctrine which they shared with other Christians, from their own
unique historical-political experiences, from their American vantage point,
and from their concern not to endanger the lives of their coreligionists in
Germany by criticizing the Hitler regime. Mormons were also few in number
and powerless; having had no ties with other Christian churches, they saw
themselves unable to make a difference. At the same time, Mormon leaders,
especially J. Reuben Clark, Jr., then first counselor in the First Presidency,
vigorously condemned the war—and all war—as evil and undoubtedly saw
the Holocaust as another element of that war, deriving from the same evil
source.
MORMON ATTITUDES TOWARD JEWS
Given Mormon-Jewish history, one might have expected something
different. The most visible expression of Mormon "religious Zionism" was
the repeated visits and rededications of the land of Palestine. Each returning
Church leader brought the Mormon community up-to-date through public
addresses on what was taking place there, referring specifically to the ful-
fillment of prophecy.12 During the same years when Mormon periodicals
and newspapers not only turned out a steady stream of news about the
Jewish settlements in Palestine and the progress of the Zionist Movement,
they also chronicled and sympathized with the miseries befalling European
Jews, especially the rise of modern anti-Semitism in Europe.13
12
 Green, "A Survey of Latter-day Saint Proselyting Efforts," 17-19, 140-41.
13
 For example, Der Stem, the German Mission periodical, featured in the single issue of June
1923 three related articles: a recent address by David 0. McKay lauding the return of the Jews
to Palestine and the Balfour Declaration ("Die Herzen der erleuchteten Juden kehren sich zu
Jesus, dem Heiligen in Israel"), an article on the 1841 Orson Hyde mission to Palestine and a
translation of his dedicatory prayer (Jean Wunderlich, "Die Mission Orson Hydes nach Palastina"
and "Die Versammlung Israels"), a longer article on Palestine under Zionist influence ("Die
Palastina im Zeichen des Zionismus"), and a translation of Church President Heber J. Grant's
April 1921 general conference comment warning the Saints against anti-Semitism ("Die Stellung
der Heiligen der Letzten Tage gegeniiber den Juden") Der Stern 55 (1 June 1923): 161-76.
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Closer to home, the relationship between Jews and Mormons in Utah
had continued to be good into the years following World War I. Louis
Zucker, reflecting in 1981 on the historic Jewish-Mormon experience in
"Zion," commented:
The Church has done the Jews deeds of kindness: in the early days, the
gift of the Jews' original cemetery incorporated now in the larger B'nai Israel
cemetery, and the loan of church buildings in Temple Square for High Holyday
worship before there was a synagogue-Brigham Young, the benefactor in
both ways; the brotherly hand extended in gratitude with a nice check to
Congregation Montefiore, seventy-five years ago [in 1906].14
Utah had startled the nation in 1916 by electing a native German-Jew,
Simon Bamberger, as its first non-Mormon governor. Jews had rarely
achieved such political recognition in states with much larger Jewish pop-
ulations. Bamberger had been nominated on the Democratic ticket by one
of the Mormon Church's hierarchy and a distinguished intellectual, B. H.
Roberts, who told his audience, "When our ancestors were back in early
Europe drinking vodka or its equivalent from the skulls of their enemies,
the ancestors of my candidate were in Syria and Palestine contributing to
literature, the arts and commerce."15 Bamberger was supported by numer-
ous other prominent Church leaders, although his Republican opponent,
Nephi Morris, was a well-known and respected Mormon.16
Five years later, while speaking in New Zealand as part of a year-long,
round-the-world tour of the Church's overseas missions in 1921, a mission
that also took him briefly to Palestine, Apostle David O. McKay, a member
of the Church's First Presidency during the Holocaust years, waxed almost
euphoric over the significance of the Balfour Declaration. His views are
typical of numerous expressions about Jews by Mormons from 1917 until
well into the 1920s: "Christmas, 1917, ought to have been, as it undoubtedly
was in many hearts, one of the most glorious celebrations of our Lord for
over 1600 years. What did it mean? It meant the door was open for the
return of the Jews to their own land. Isn't it a significant thing that the
Prime Minister of England said that the Holy Land should now be set apart
for the stricken Jew?"
He then offered a prophecy: "In a few months my companion [Hugh
14
 "A Jew in Zion," 44.
15
 "Bamberger Choice for Governor," Salt Lake Tribune, 19 August 1916,1.
16
 Frank Thomas Morn, "Simon Bamberger: A Jew in a Mormon Commonwealth" (M.A. thesis,
Brigham Young University, 1966), 117-20.
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J. Cannon] and I will stand on that same spot [where Apostle Orson Hyde
had stood in Palestine in the 1841] not many years ago, comparatively
speaking of the past It may be our privilege, and yours if you go there,
to go into a Jewish nation presided over by a Jew, a President of the Jewish
Republic, the first to preside over a Jewish nation since the Savior."17
In that same year, 1921, apparently in response to an outbreak of anti-
Semitism from a resurgent Ku Klux Klan contingent in the Mountain West,
Mormon Church President Heber J. Grant, who, like his predecessors, was
revered as a prophet, made the following declaration in the Church's World
Conference on 5 April. This statement has never been modified or rescinded;
thus it constitutes the most authoritative LDS declaration to the present. I
believe that it represented—and still represents—the conviction and sen-
timent of the overwhelming majority of Church members:
Some of you may be familiar with the agitation that is going on at the
present time, in the publications, against the Jewish people. There should be
no ill-will, and I am sure there is none, in the heart of any true Latter-day
Saint, toward the Jewish people— And let no Latter-day Saint be guilty of
taking any part in any crusade against these people. I believe in no other part
of the world is there as good a feeling in the hearts of mankind towards the
Jewish people as among the Latter-day Saints.18
Louis Zucker corroborated Grant's evaluation six decades later:
I know that anti-Semitism festers in varying degrees in some Mormons as
in other Gentiles and that anti-Semitic publications have been widely distrib-
uted from places in Utah.... So far as I am aware, I have not personally suffered
from anti-Semitism.... I have perceived no signs of anti- Semitism in any office,
school or government, where I was known, or known to be a Jew Perhaps
others have seen and heard anti-Semitic attitudes and remarks among Mormons
beyond my awareness. This may safely be said: there is probably no Christian-
Gentile culture which is less disposed to anti-Semitism than the Mormon
culture here in Zion.19
Zucker also recalled some specifics. At the time of Hitler's coming to
power in 1933, his fellow professors —mostly Mormon—at the University
of Utah thought him the best person to "present a paper attempting to
explain why the Nazis were oppressing the Jews." At about the same time,
17
 Catalogued under George S. Taylor, "Report of Sermons of Elder David 0. McKay. ... Huntly,
New Zealand, 23-25 April 1921," 9, mimeographed, LDS Church Archives.
18
 "Attitude of the Latter-day Saints Towards the Jews," Improvement Era 24 (June 1921):
747.
19
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he was invited by the editor of the Church-owned Deseret News, Joseph J.
Cannon, to write an editorial informing its readers about an upcoming World
Zionist Congress.20
Zucker and his wife were not lukewarm, nonobservant Jews, nor was
he one to gloss over differences. He was a convinced Zionist; none could
misunderstand his allegiance and commitment:
Mind you, my wife and I were not assimilated Jews. Our lifestyle and theirs
[the Mormons] diverged. We had our own Sabbath, our own holy days and
historical commemorations. I did not eat certain prohibited foods, the syn-
agogue was our church, we had our own symbols, we had interests and
concerns as son and daughter of the Jewish people, we had substantial knowl-
edge about Jewish matters that they did not have.... Could it be there would
not have been so much rapport between them and us had we been assimilated
Jews?21
Indeed, Zucker maintained in retrospect, it would have been "difficult
for us, if not impossible, to stay in Salt Lake City any longer than we had
to" if there had not been a vibrant Jewish community there.22 As a faithful,
believing Jew, Zucker bridled at the tendency of Mormons to "magnify
similarities" and "etherealize differences" between themselves and Jews, a
habit Mormons still indulge in. Then, as now, Mormons tended to be long
on sympathy and short on knowledge and understanding of what Jews were
and what they believe. He rightly contrasted such examples as the "Christ
idea, which seems to me to be heartcentral in Mormonism" and the "Talmud,
which, these two thousand years, almost, has been central to Judaism, its
heart and soul." "There is," he concluded, "simply no meeting ground
between the Mormon line of argument and the Pharisaic or Rabbinic de-
velopment of Scripture into the Talmud." And, then, presciently, for its
impact during the Holocaust years, Mormonism "speaks of Salvation in the
next world; the other speaks of Halauhah, the way, ethical conduct in human
relations."23
Zucker was not the only Jew in Utah to speak favorably of the Mormons
and their relationship with them. Frank Morn, Simon Bamberger's biogra-
pher, recorded Bamberger's warm relationship with the Utah community:
Although he was the first non-Mormon to be elected governor of Utah,
20
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21
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there was not a pronounced Mormon antagonism against him. In fact, the
Mormons considered him to be a friend and Bamberger campaigned claiming
that he had been endorsed by Church leadership (see Journal History of the
Church, 13 October 1916, 2). Senator Joseph L. Rawlins during the campaign
made public an incident that further brought the Mormon vote to the Jewish
candidate. When Rawlins was first elected to serve Utah as Senator, a movement
arose to disfranchise certain Mormons and escheat Church property. One of
the first letters Rawlins received in Washington was from Simon Bamberger
strongly protesting any such action (see Salt Lake Tribune, 7 September 1916,
4).24
In two separate interviews with me, Joseph Rosenblatt emphasized
how grateful his father, Nathan Rosenblatt, had always been for the blessing
of having come to Salt Lake City in 1881 and for the life he had found there.
If anything, this love for Salt Lake City and Utah was even more pronounced
in Joseph.25 Jack Goodman summarized the relationship by noting that
"Utah's Jews have happily been spared many of the abrasive and frustrating
problems that, in all too many American communities, have been rooted
in Anti-Semitism. Utahns have generally accepted Jews as neighbors, as
business associates, as fellow citizens and as the folks next door."26
Thus, on the eve of the Jewish crisis in Germany, here was a case
where Jews, a tiny minority and living in the only place in the world where
they were considered gentiles, had developed with a Christian religion a
compatible relationship that was basically satisfying to both. Mormons may,
indeed, have even had a better relationship with Jews than with other
Christian churches that had persecuted them so vigorously. Still, Mormons
were inclined, as Arnold Green has pointed out, to see their concern for
the Jewish destiny more as a confirmation of their own prophecies and less
as a recognition of Jews as fellow human beings and children of the same
God.27 A typical expression was Susa Young Gates's statement in the Relief
Society Magazine, "Our own promises, prophecies and glorious future
would be impossible of fulfillment without the redemption of Jerusalem
and the return of the Jews to that land."28
MORMON ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT
When Hitler and the Nazis came to power in 1933, the Mormon Church
had an estimated 700,000 members, mostly clustered in the American Moun-
24
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tain West. The dominant governing power of the Church rested in the First
Presidency, a triumvirate dominated by the president-prophet—viewed by
his people as God's mouthpiece on earth. In 1933, this office was held by
Heber J. Grant, a man with strong pro-Jewish sentiments, who had been
Church president since 1917. His counselors, J. Reuben Clark, Jr., and David
O. McKay, were also men of broad education and experience. Clark had
earlier made his reputation as a respected international lawyer and diplomat;
he had served as both Undersecretary of State and as American ambassador
to Mexico. He had had the most political experience of the three and played
a strong role where political decisions were concerned.
Ironically, he simultaneously harbored strong isolationist and even
pacifist tendencies. His biographer, D. Michael Quinn, saw these tendencies
intensifying over time:
Whereas he had previously opposed American alliances and foreign in-
tervention on the basis that they served no vital American interest, President
Clark came to oppose any alliance and intervention, even where vital American
interests were affected. Although he continued to affirm that wars of one kind
or another were inevitable, he no longer believed that there were any "just"
wars and was convinced that war was absolutely evil and irredeemably cor-
rupting. ... In his earlier life Reuben had ridiculed pacifists and had toyed
with the idea of jailing conscientious objectors against a U.S. war, but as a
member of the First Presidency he became an unmistakable pacifist and gave
what encouragement he could to conscientious objectors during wartime.29
President Clark's strong isolationist views may be seen in his confer-
ence talks in April 1937, October 1939, and, most vigorously, in a First
Presidency message delivered in October conference 1942 where he lashed
out at "wicked and designing men" who were attempting to establish "Com-
munism on the one side, o r . . . Nazism or Fascism on the other."30 This
October 1942 position may have reflected internal disagreements in the
First Presidency; for six months earlier in the April 1942 general conference,
David O. McKay, then second counselor, had defined "two conditions which
may justify a truly Christian man to enter—mind you, I say enter, but not
begin-a war: (1) An attempt to dominate and to deprive another of his
free agency, and, (2) Loyalty to his country. Possibly there is a third, viz.,
29J. Reuben Clark: The Church Years, 201.
30
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Defense of a weak nation that is being unjustly crushed by a strong, ruthless
one."31
Unlike Grant and McKay, Clark was "less enthusiastic" about Jews,
having had some unhappy experiences while living in the Eastern United
States, according to his son.32 Like many others at the time, Clark's anti-
Semitism was personal and political, not religious or racial. He thought, as
he told President Herbert Hoover, that Jews were "essentially revolutionary"
and was also concerned about the number of Jews in Roosevelt's New Deal
administration. Moreover, as late as 1958 he continued to distribute copies
of the forged Protocols of the Elders of Zion to his political friends.33
Traditional Mormon religious sympathy seemed to have had little influence
on his thinking about Jewish matters.
Both Grant and Clark had ties with the larger American business and
political communities, though they were hardly major players. McKay was
an educator whose perspective was more internationalist, undoubtedly en-
hanced by his trip around the world in 1921. But for all three, political
matters were considerably less significant than fulfilling the mission of the
Church, which was to bring the message of the restoration of the original
Christian church to the entire world and to gain as many converts as possible.
This, in the Mormon view, was the best—and, in the end, only—way to
bring peace in the world and individual salvation in the world to come.
Grant articulated his position succinctly, as he had done many times before,
in a radio address entitled "A Message to the World," broadcast by sixty-
eight stations in the United States and Canada on 12 May 1935 and later
published in Der Stern, the official voice for German-speaking Mormons.
He said the mission of the Church is "to preach faith in God and Jesus
Christ, to reaffirm the eternal nature of life and man, and to tell the world
that Mormonism was original Christianity restored with all its truths, au-
thority and ordinances."34 All else was secondary to Mormons. The Church's
policy toward governments reflected the traditional New Testament sep-
aration of powers between this world and that beyond, canonized in the
Twelfth Article of Faith as scripture: "We believe in being subject to kings,
31
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presidents, rulers, and magistrates, and in obeying, honoring and sustaining
the law." Virtually every Mormon in the world knew this statement and
considered it the official Church position on the matter. This view was fully
compatible with that of the Doctrine and Covenants's more extensive ex-
planation, also canonical:
We believe that governments were instituted of God for the benefit of
man, and that he holds men accountable for their acts in relation to them,
both in making laws and administering them, for the good and safety of the
society.
We believe that no government can exist in peace, except such laws are
framed and held inviolate as will secure to each individual the free exercise
of conscience, the right and control of property, and the protection of life.
We believe that all men are bound to sustain and uphold the respective
governments in which they reside, while protected in their inherent and
inalienable rights by the laws of such governments; and that sedition and
rebellion are unbecoming every citizen thus protected, and should be pun-
ished accordingly; and that all governments have a right to enact such laws
as in their own judgments are best calculated to secure the public interest;
at the same time, however, holding sacred the freedom of conscience.
We do not believe it just to mingle religious influence with civil govern-
ment, whereby one religious society is fostered and another proscribed in its
spiritual privileges, and the individual rights of its members, as citizens, denied.
(D&C 134:1-2, 5, 9)
While the thrust of these declarations clearly admonishes Mormons
to support civil governments, the command is not absolute; and certainly
Mormons created an impressive record of civil disobedience where polyg-
amy was concerned. Rather, Mormons are to "sustain and uphold the re-
spective governments... while protected in their inherent and inalienable
rights." Governments are also no longer worthy of support if they do not
"[hold] sacred the freedom of conscience" of their citizens. Joseph Smith
also pronounced supporting revelations: "That law of the land which is
constitutional, supporting that principle of freedom in maintaining rights
and privileges belongs to all mankind" and that "I, the Lord God, make you
free, therefore you are free indeed; and the law also maketh you free" (D&C
98:5-7).
Mormon doctrine had, further, justified the American Revolution and
the establishment of the American Constitution:
Therefore, it is not right that any man should be in bondage one to another.
And for this purpose have I established the Constitution of this land [USA],
by the hands of wise men whom I raised up unto this very purpose, and
redeemed the land by the shedding of blood. (D&C 101:79-80)
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Mormons were thus under obligation to support legal governments
but not at any price.
The tension between church and state had been heightened for Latter-
day Saints by more than a half-century of confrontation with the American
federal and state governments before 1900, as well as with virtually all
European governments in countries where Mormons had proselyted. The
policy of confrontation gave way to accommodation as the Mormons pub-
licly surrendered the practice of plural marriage, disbanded their political
party, and retreated from communitarian economics; in return Utah was
granted statehood in 1896. Mormons began to find their place in American
society, still believing they were to be "in" the world, but not "of" it. In
the process, the Church had grown in numbers and influence; it could in
this way better achieve its primary transcendent mission in an ever-secu-
larizing world, but also a world of increasing religious diversity and tol-
eration.
These changing conditions, plus decreased economic opportunities in
Utah, also influenced the Church to deemphasize its policy of "gathering"
new European converts to Zion in Utah. Furthermore, remaining in one's
homeland and building generations of the Church there had obvious
strengths.35 The First Presidency's awareness of a Mormon presence in many
countries may have later been one factor in their silence when they could
have spoken out supporting the rescue of German and European Jews.
Utah Senator Elbert D. Thomas, an active Mormon, was one of the few
in Congress in the sad days of the Holocaust to work for the Jewish rescue
effort.36 Thomas had been a long-term friend and supporter of Jews. One
35
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of his closest friends in Salt Lake City was Morris Rosenblatt, another son
of Nathan Rosenblatt. Along with Leo Marshall and Willis Ritter, later a
federal district judge, Morris had been a major influence in persuading
Thomas to run for the Senate against Reed Smoot in 1932.37
From at least 1936 on, Thomas was a good friend and correspondent
of Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, chairman of World Jewish Congress and American
Jewish Congress. Wise was the first person in America to learn in August
1942, through the famous Riegner telegram, that Hitler's government had
already begun the wholesale extermination of the European Jews and "dur-
ing September and October[,]... revealed both the Riegner and the Stern-
buch disclosures to several individuals—to government and Jewish leaders,
as part of a desperate behind-the-scenes effort to develop some sort of
action to help the doomed Jews, and also to a few close friends to ease his
own psychological burden." To a Protestant clergyman friend, Wise con-
fided, '"I am almost demented over my people's grief "38
While Thomas's papers in the Utah State Historical Society Library do
not refer directly to such a disclosure, it is likely that Thomas was one of
the people Wise talked to. In a well-received and widely publicized speech
entitled "The Hillsides and Valleys of Palestine Bloom Again," delivered 1
November 1942 in Carnegie Hall in New York on the twenty-fifth anni-
versary of the Balfour Declaration, Thomas describes his feelings for Jews,
recounts the long-standing Mormon sympathy with Jews, and strongly hints
that he may know more about the unfolding Holocaust catastrophe than
was commonly known. With his wife and baby daughter, he said, he had
wandered over the Holy Land as far back as 1912, "and one evening sat on
the Mount of Olives and read [Hyde's] dedicatory prayer. The impression
we received that night filled us so full with the idea and the mission of a
restored Jerusalem that never once since then has the Tightness of that idea
left me. I say that because I feel from the inmost depths of my soul that
Jerusalem will be restored and the great light of the Lord will go forth from
Zion."39 Thomas then posed the question, "What people in the world has
a greater right to expect that its homelessness, its landlessness, its help-
37
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lessness, shall be redressed?... Today, also, the urgency of the Jewish Com-
monwealth in Palestine for the postwar solution of the tragedy of the Jews
of Europe is more apparent than ever."40
The denouement of what Thomas had to say, however, came in the
last three paragraphs. "This is," he proclaimed,
the first year of the war for us in America. It is the 4th year of the war for
Britain. But it is the tenth year of the war for the Jewish people. It is the first
time in history that the physical extermination of a whole people—the Jewish
people-has become the declared policy, in fact, one of the major policies
and war aims of a powerful aggressive nation
Tonight should we not demand that an end be put to hesitation and
ambiguity? We want no more vague phrases and generalities. We want rec-
ognition to be accorded to the Jewish people
Only by doing so will we of the democracies meet our responsibility to
the Jewish people and discharge our obligation before man and God.41
Thomas's speech was well received throughout America, especially by
Jewish groups. Thousands of copies were ordered and distributed. Samuel
O. Bennion of the First Council of Seventy and Joseph J. Cannon from the
YMMIA general presidency and editor of the Deseret News wrote Thomas
personal letters of appreciation. Cannon said, "The thoughts are so com-
pletely in harmony with my own feelings that I appreciate your having
given eloquent utterance to them."42
Even more interesting was a letter from Apostle George F. Richards.
Although he mistakenly addressed Thomas as "Albert," the message was
still warming: "I have just read with deep interest and full accord your
address on the Jewish question I feel that in this address you are cham-
pioning a cuase [sic] dear to the hearts of the Latter-day Saints as well as
of the thinking, liberty-loving people of the democracies."43 Thomas's hand-
written comments in the margins of the Richards letter are revealing: "H'ray.
Good someone at 47 E. So. Temple has learned I preach Mormonism."
Thomas later served on the Emergency Committee to Save the Jewish
People of Europe and drafted legislation from that committee for a rescue
commission that was sent to Secretary of State Cordell Hull. He also was a
member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee which, in December
40
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1943, sent a stirring resolution to the full Senate: "The problem is essentially
a humanitarian one. It is not a Jewish problem alone. It is a Christian problem
and a problem for enlightened civilization. We have talked; we have sym-
pathized; we have expressed our horror; the time to act is long past due."44
Thomas was also well acquainted with President Heber J. Grant and
George Albert Smith, both of whom had set him apart for his mission to
Japan in the first part of the twentieth century, but I found no correspon-
dence on Jewish matters among Thomas's papers. Thomas also knew David
O. McKay very well; and while McKay wrote Thomas asking for help with
Church matters abroad, especially in Samoa, there is no mention of Jews.
At the same time, as will be later demonstrated, David O. McKay's speeches
seem to indicate that he understood better than most in Salt Lake City what
was happening to the Jews.
But simply put, during the late 1930s and early 1940s, the Mormon
leadership felt strongly motivated to "get along" with a widening variety
of governments, accepting some political limitations, to achieve their spiri-
tual objectives. Their only exception was a rigid rejection of Communism.
MORMON ATTITUDES TOWARD GERMANY
It is against this background that the Mormons confronted Hitler's
Third Reich, both in Germany and in the United States. Mormons had been
proselyting in Germany since 1850, but had had relatively little success
until after World War I. In the years immediately after the war, Mormon
conversions in Germany skyrocketed to between 1,100 and 1,800 each year
until 1924. By 1930, Germany had 12,000 Mormons, more than any country
in the world except the United States.45 In both countries, there was great
optimism for the Mormon future in Germany.
There was, notwithstanding the prejudices of World War I, a strong
corresponding pro-German sentiment among Mormons in Utah. Joseph
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Smith had admired the German language and the Luther translation of the
Bible. In addition, there was by 1933 a sizable, active, and respected first-
and second-generation German community in Salt Lake City as well as
literally thousands of former German missionaries.46 These men and a few
women had lived in Germany for at least three years, had learned the
language, and had come to love the people who had fed, sheltered, and
encouraged them. Many Mormons felt a strong identification with the coun-
try and people, admired many of the national character traits, and lauded
its culture as one of the greatest in the world. Even the most prominent
Jews in the community, both those like Alexander Neibaur of Salt Lake City
who had converted in England in 1837 and Moritz Rosenbaum, originally
from Posen, Prussia, who settled in Brigham City, as well as Zucker, Bam-
berger, the Simons, and the Auerbachs —all stalwarts in Salt Lake City's
Jewish community—were German emigrants who took pride in their her-
itage. In the Mormon community as elsewhere, before 1933, there was an
unusual compatibility between being pro-German and pro-Jewish.47
Mormon leaders were also sympathetic. J. Reuben Clark believed, with
John Maynard Keynes and others, that Germans had not received a fair deal
from the Allies in the Versailles Treaty and thought he understood why
Germans, in their desire for recognition and the restoration of their injured
national pride, had turned to Hitler.48 But although Mormon leaders or
members could support some ideas like the restoration of national pride,
the opposition to Communism, and the desire to overcome the moral
decadence of the Weimar era, there is no evidence that Mormon leaders
or members generally ever believed in or sympathized with National So-
cialist doctrines. They lamented the behavior of the Nazis toward the Jews
but, like countless others, did not understand the central role of the mur-
derous anti-Jewish hatred in Hitler and his Third Reich policies until it was
too late.
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From the beginning, official Mormon policy was to "get along" with
the Hitler regime. At least one missionary sensed growing hostility toward
the Mormons, both because of their Americanism and because of their
religion in 1933. He recorded in his diary: "From the way things are looking
it appears that we will be pulling out of Deutchland [sic] for sure. I expect
to get a letter from Pres. Budge tomorrow for sure."49 In fact, from 1933
to 1938 the Nazis proscribed and dissolved thirty-four sects including the
Jehovah's Witnesses, Anabaptists, Seventh Day Adventists—Reform Move-
ment, and the Bahai Movement.50
Historian Ernst Helmreich described the plight of most sects and small
churches: "It was not a question of who was persecuted or suffered the
most; the Nazis were not particularly partial. Certainly, the small sects, like
the Jehovah's Witnesses and many others that were dissolved and whose
property was liquidated, were treated the most severely. They were given
short shrift and no one spoke up in their behalf."51
One historian conjectures that the Mormon Church was not dissolved
because of a "conjunction of Weltanschaungen," or world views, between
Nazis and Mormons;52 but a far more probable explanation is that the Mor-
mons' comparative lack of interest in social movements and reforms, their
concentration on preaching the gospel, and their open policy of accepting
and cooperating with nationalist governments did not challenge the regime.
The major interests of the two did not collide.
Moreover, the 12,000 or so Mormons in the country hardly posed a
threat to the increasingly powerful Nazi juggernaut, especially after the
party had consolidated its power in 1934. Although the power of the Mor-
mons in the United States had also been growing, it was still hardly a serious
force. Ambassador William Dodd hypothesized that the Mormons in Ger-
many might have received some special consideration from the Nazis be-
cause of influential Mormons in Washington: "Hitler has not dissolved their
49
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organizations or expelled their active preachers. There are other than re-
ligious aspects to Hitler's let-up on the Mormons."53
Elbert Thomas corroborated Dodd but may have exaggerated his own
senatorial influence in moderating Hitler's prosecution of the churches. In
his "Spiritual Autobiography," given as a lecture in 1949 but not published
until 1969, Thomas described his role during a 1934 trip to Germany:
Early in 1934, before I went to Germany on the Oberlaender award,
President Roosevelt called me to the White House because he knew I had
been a missionary. The minor churches were having trouble with Hitler in
Germany. My own Church was not having trouble, because a wise mission
president was guiding affairs there. Roosevelt said, "Elbert, won't you tell me
what to do in these cases?" and I did the best I could. It turned out all right
and Hitler ceased abusing the minor sects. Great good came to our own people
in Germany as a result of advice I was able to give later in regard to Church
monies during the Hitler regime.54
Roy Welker, former president of the German-Austrian Mission, re-
ported to the October 1938 general conference that while thirty-four other
small religious denominations had been banned, the Mormons were able
to advertise their meetings freely. He said, "Mr. Hitler has learned of us and
has said that the Mormon people are doing the German government no
harm and he wants them let alone."55
Although Mormons were an American-based sect like the Jehovah's
Witnesses and the Christian Scientists, they did not deny support to legit-
imate government or refuse to bear arms. At the same time, while they
believed in the gifts of healing, which the Nazis objected to as unscientific,
this practice did not exclude seeking competent medical attention. Mor-
mons were thus, in these matters, more in the mainstream of Christianity,
though they held a different attitude toward Jews.
The First Presidency of the Church had given considerable authority
to the presidents of the two missions, one headquartered in Berlin and the
other in Basel, Switzerland.56 On 8 September 1933, a Gestapo investigation
team visited Berlin mission headquarters, where Dr. Oliver H. Budge, pre-
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sided over some 6,500 German Mormons and 90 American missionaries.
When they asked for the Mormon position "so far as the present National
Socialist government is concerned," Budge felt that a conciliatory reply was
appropriate: "We have our own Church and our own convictions concerning
what it advocates, and we expect to carry our convictions through for the
sake of our eternal salvation, so long as we do not come in conflict with
the fixed laws of the government." Clearly, Budge suggested, certain Mor-
mon principles could not be relinquished even in the face of death, including
belief in God and Jesus Christ, the restoration of true Christianity, loyalty
to Church leaders, and being part of the house of Israel. But it was also
true, Budge told his interlocutors, that Mormons are "taught, especially, to
be able to class themselves with the best citizens of the country, and to
support, in the fullest sense of the word, the ordinances and laws of the
town, the state, and the country in which they live. The authorities of our
church have no advice to give regarding party politics, leaving the members
free to identify themselves with whatever party they choose; but, in any
event, we teach that the present party in power, and the laws governing
the country, be supported by the church."57
In March 1933, six months earlier, Budge had written a letter to his
missionaries spelling out a neutral position for them and asking them to
inform German Mormons about the Church's official position:
By this country's officials and citizens we have been and are still being
treated with respect. You are hereby notified to refrain from discussing or
giving your opinion concerning the political situation, either in private or in
public. You are also warned against writing anything whatsoever concerning
politics or concerning the present situation in any of your local or foreign
correspondence, including letters to your parents and friends. Anyone of you
who fails to take this advice will have occasion to regret it.
There is no immediate occasion for uneasiness on your part. Just be wise
and humbly go about your business. Anything concerning our missionaries
will be handled from this office, if occasion requires.58
Thus, throughout the years of the Third Reich, the Mormon position
vis-a-vis the Hitler regime was rigorously nonpolitical. The leadership in
Salt Lake City, to whom all Mormons looked for guidance, considered the
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Hitler regime legitimate if, as J. Reuben Clark called it, "detestable";59 it
appeared to have the support of the German people, a powerful factor
because of Mormon respect for democracy. Moreover, what the German
government did to the Mormons was more an internal political matter than
an international moral one. The First Presidency's primary objective was
not unlike the Catholic position: to keep the Church in Germany intact, to
continue to try to gain converts among the Germans, even though the
increasing political turmoil made proselyting progressively more difficult
and unrewarding, and to avoid giving the government cause either to dis-
solve the Church or persecute its members. In 1985, I sent a five-page,
twenty-two-question survey to sixty former German missionaries living in
the United States, querying them about their experiences with Jews before
the Holocaust, and followed up with several oral histories.60 The survey
results confirm that the mission presidents and missionaries in Germany
fully supported the Church's position, as did Mormons in the United States.
It did not keep some missionaries from developing animosities toward the
regime; it was also true that some were positively impressed by Nazi achieve-
ments, especially in counteracting the impact of the Depression, bringing
optimism back to the people, and bringing order back to the country.
German Mormons were generally, as they had always been, more
Mormon than German, as established in a series of interviews and oral
histories with members that I have conducted since the middle 1970s.
German Mormons came overwhelmingly from the lowest social classes and
were almost completely unpolitical. They supported the Church's position,
although a small minority was nevertheless drawn to National Socialism
and another minority quietly—except for Helmuth Huebener—opposed
Hitler from the beginning.61 Only gradually and very belatedly did Mormons
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both in and out of Germany come to recognize National Socialism for what
it really was, a competing Weltanschauung, which made total claims on
human beings. First, the Nazis would destroy the Jews; then Christians,
including the Mormons, would be next.
My respondents report that before the outbreak of World War II,
Mormons generally were well aware of the Nazi exclusion of the Jews from
national life and of incidents of persecution. Missionaries and German Mor-
mons saw such events virtually every day; but, according to the survey
respondents, none of them ever dreamed that these would culminate in
the Final Solution. Still, as Douglas Wood, the last president of the West
German Mission before the outbreak of the war, told conference visitors,
"We had seen the treatment of the Jews and we felt that we must do all in
our power to see that those missionaries were safe."62
The First Presidency must have been very well informed about what
the Hitler government was doing to German and later Austrian Jews. They
received regular reports from the various mission presidents and mission-
aries as well as from other travelers. President Clark, himself a former
diplomat, maintained his contacts with friends such as Assistant Secretary
Wilbur Carr in the U.S. State Department. Carr's unwillingness to believe
that the Holocaust was taking place and his subsequent foot-dragging were
the major impediments to publicizing it in America or developing any
significant rescue efforts.63 President Clark seems to have shared Carr's
attitude, for "when Jewish families appealed to the First Presidency for
returned missionaries to sponsor their exit from Nazi dominions, President
Clark replied in January 1939 that 'we have so many requests of this sort
from various persons, including members of the Church, that we have found
it necessary to ask to be excused from making the required guarantee ' "64
mission and described the Nazi visible presence: "To stand up and speak facing a huge picture
of Fuehrer Hitler flanked by Nazi flags was a new experience for me." "My Tour Abroad," The
Instructor 72 (October 1937): 419-22, especially 421. For a more comprehensive study of
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New Clothes: Helmuth Huebener and the Mormons in die Third Reich," Sunstone 5 (November-
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Roy Welker, who replaced Budge as mission president in 1934 and
served until 1937, recorded that the missionaries assigned to Leipzig in-
troduced him and his wife, Elizabeth, to a Jewish woman, a Frau Kammerling,
who had often rented rooms to missionaries in the past. "She told us many
stories of the government's persecution of the Jews," he recorded in his
diary, "which revealed another side of things to us. We were surprised and
shocked at her stories."65 This experience must have been typical of the
experiences of the other six mission presidents who served at one time or
another between 1933 and 1939.
Missionaries responding to the survey and interviews paint a grim and
painful picture of life in Germany for their Jewish contacts. One missionary,
Wilfried Fluit, recounted how he and his companion learned from their
Jewish landlady that her son, a doctor who had served valiantly in World
War I, found it difficult to understand why after 1933 he was "despised and
hated." Later, Fluit remembered seeing a large crowd gather in Braun-
schweig to see storm troopers pursue the Jewish editor of the Braun-
schweiger Beobacbter to the roof of the newspaper's building. "When they
were almost close enough to grab him, he jumped to his death." Stanley
Rees, Welker's secretary and the son of mission president Alfred C. Rees,
also lived with a Jewish family who "were always cautious and careful. They
knew they were in constant jeopardy."
Some missionaries, though observing the requirements of political
neutrality, found opportunities to help some Jews they encountered. When
John Skola had an eye ailment, he sought out a Jewish doctor. "I was the
only patient he had." Rolland Rose knew a German Jew who owned a dye
factory, but the factory was not in operation because he had no employees.
"He talked to us because we were Americans; we would walk to a park to
talk." Rose later, with other missionaries, contributed enough money to
enable this man to leave the country.
Byron Belnap reported the plight of a Brother Goldberg, a Jewish
Mormon in Wuppertal-Elberfeld. Because he was married to a Christian,
Goldberg received no help from the Jewish community and none from any
other source: "At night he was often picked up by the police and sent to
the border. The next day the other nations would send him back, and this
continued to repeat itself. To my knowledge the only help he ever got was
65
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what we missionaries could do for him. At this time we were rationed to
% pound of butter a week, which we often gave to him."
Virtually every missionary in Germany observed the events of Kris-
tallnacht, or "The Night of Broken Glass," on 9-10 November 1938. The
storm troopers and police went on a rampage, burning synagogues through-
out Germany, looting Jewish businesses, and arresting some 30,000 Jews.
When Donald Petty and Rolland Rose reported the burning of the synagogue
in Bad Homburg to the Mission Office in Frankfurt-am-Main, they learned
that "the same situation had occurred in all parts of Germany and that we
were just to keep a low profile on these things and not criticize anything
that had happened."66
If missionaries saw much and were able to do little to deflect or relieve
suffering in pre-war Germany, the record of German Mormons is more
mixed. While a large majority followed the code laid down by Heber J.
Grant in 1921, there were some exceptions. Some anti-Jewish behavior
undoubtedly resulted from fear of the police, but other incidents may well
have represented personal prejudices. One local Mormon official in Ham-
burg put up a sign on the meetinghouse door that Jews were no longer
welcome there. Harvey Hatch, a missionary, remembered how local Mor-
mon leaders in Nuremburg refused to baptize a young woman because her
father was a Jew. Another missionary, Hyrum J. Smith, was astounded at
the overt anti-Semitism in the congregation where he was serving. As he
reported in his interview, some time in 1936-37 he invited a Jewish family
to Mormon services. The father escorted his young son to the meeting but
did not remain himself. The boy was snubbed by the members. "They told
me that no Jew boy was going to take the sacrament and that Jews were
not welcome in the meetings."
Because the police routinely visited Mormon services, German mis-
sionaries and members cautiously curtailed references to the house of Israel
and to the Jews in hymns and sermons. That some Nazis knew very well
the historic attachment of Mormons to Jews and were suspicious about it
was brought home in an 18 June 1933 article entitled "Jews and Mormons"
in the Aryan Rundschau, a radical Nazi ideological newspaper. The article
upbraided Mormons for their doctrinal and personal sympathies with Jews
and for having elected a Jew governor of their state. Mormons even call
66
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themselves "sons of Israel," the article continued, "and have always been
very friendly with Jews."67
In 1935 a Book of Mormon exhibit in Chemnitz, a city in Saxony with
one of Germany's largest Mormon congregations, incurred the wrath of a
city councilor who charged, "Mormons must be Jews since [they] used the
Israel [sic] and Hebrew languages."68 But neither in Germany nor in Salt
Lake City in the pre-war era did Mormon leaders speak out in support of
the Jews.
The Deseret News carried a series of reports on the Nazi boycott of
Jewish businesses and the flight of German Jews in 1933 but also reported
the Nuremberg Laws of September 1935 without comment.69 It carried
extensive coverage of the Kristallnacht and its aftermath, and an editorial
commented that the "bitter hatred toward the Jews" of the Germans was
"appalling."70 In 1937, Heber J. Grant, then eighty-one, visited Germany.
His purpose was to calm the fears of German Mormons and American
missionaries. After his return, he reported in his October general conference
address: "We had perfect liberty in holding our meetings in Germany,
notwithstanding the fact that more than thirty different denominations have
been prohibited from preaching there."71 Later, J. Reuben Clark, Jr., made
two visits, one in 1938 and one in 1939. At a meeting of the First Presidency
in 1939, Clark mentioned the possibility that missionaries could be "thrown
into concentration camps, with all the horrors that entails," showing that
he was conscious of the realities of German life.72 McKay's brother, Thomas
E. McKay, serving his third mission in Germany, in 1938, wrote him that
"the work of our missionaries and members is being more and more curtailed
in Germany and it is getting more and more discouraging all the time; and
67
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it may not be long until we, as well as other Christian churches, will be
squeezed out."73
Thus, the information was available about Nazism's disquieting pattern;
it is painfully apparent to us in hindsight. But Clark felt very strongly that
people from one nation, especially Americans, should not meddle in the
affairs of another—a widely held attitude which Hitler exploited. "There is
neither reason nor excuse," Clark said, "for our entry into this European
war. Rarely indeed are mere violations of neutrality legitimate cause for
war."74 Reinforcing this neutral position was the fear of endangering the
lives of the German Mormons and missionaries— unquestionably vulnerable
to police action—interrupting missionary work, and possibly jeopardizing
the existence of the Mormon community.
Other Mormon General Authorities — but only a few—took contradic-
tory positions. Apostle Melvin J. Ballard, in April 1938 general conference,
acknowledged that the Jews were in "another peril" but claimed that "even
Hitler is used as an instrument in the hands of God, of driving them where
the Lord wants them."75 By this, presumably, he meant they were to go to
Palestine. Levi Edgar Young, one of the Seven Presidents of the Seventy and
a professor of history at the University of Utah, described the Nazi perse-
cutions as being a "most terrible blotch on world history" in a newspaper
article.76
On 25 August 1939, just days before World War II broke out, all the
American Mormon missionaries and most of the mission presidents were
recalled to the United States. Thomas E. McKay remained in Switzerland
until late April 1940 to make preparations for turning the Church over to
the local Saints. After May 1940, German Mormons were left on their own,
cut off from contact with Church authorities in America.
MORMONS AND THE HOLOCAUST
Most German Mormons with whom I have spoken had seen many
examples of the brutal treatment meted out to the Jews in the pre-war era,
but they did not know about the Holocaust. Walter Speidel, Stuttgart native
73
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and retired professor at BYU, described how his Jewish schoolmates in
Stuttgart gradually disappeared.77 Even teenage Helmut Huebener, who com-
posed and printed handbills against the regime in late 1941 and January of
1942 and paid for it with his life in October 1942, apparently did not know
about the extermination of the Jews.78 Erich Bernhardt, a Mormon in Herne,
explained that most Mormons he knew thought the Jews were being taken
to concentration camps and would later be sent to Palestine. For this reason,
some of the more politically naive thought Hitler might, in the long run,
be helping the Jews. Bernhardt was not among them: "My father told me
that they were treated badly, [but] not that they were killed. I didn't know
about this [the annihilation] during the war and we thought it was propa-
ganda. The extent of what really happened was not known to the masses."79
Friedrich Gassner's experience was different; he knew. He had been
drafted in June of 1942 and sent to Russia. While waiting for a train, he
saw women and children working on the railroad. He asked a German guard,
"Where do these people come from?" He was told they were "from home."
"These are Jews. They work here and their numbers shrink every day.
They get less to eat every day and have to work hard and those who don't
die come into a different train."
At this time a train came into the station. "These are going to Bialystok
and there they are to be gassed." And this [was] the very first time that I had
heard that Jews were gassed.... But the broad masses in Germany didn't know
about it.80
Incidents of moral courage by Latter-day Saints in support of Jews are
not absent from the record. In 1932 a twenty-seven-year-old Latter-day
Saint, Wilhelm Skibbe, rented a room from a Jewish family named Eckdisch.
He remained there until 1939. After Hitler came to power in January 1933,
Skibbe, on the basis of convictions as a Mormon, encouraged his landlord
to sell his holdings and go to Palestine. Joseph Smith, he argued, had had
the land blessed precisely for the return of the Jews. Moreover, from Skibbe's
standpoint, Hitler's National Socialism posed a serious and dangerous threat.
Skibbe was vigorously rebuffed by his older friend: "Herr Skibbe, we Jews
have survived so many pogroms; we will also outlive Herr Hitler Nothing
will happen to us." In 1944, near the end of the war, the Skibbes received
77
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a postcard from the Warsaw Ghetto. Written by the eldest Eckdisch son, it
read: "Father dead, mother dead, Lotte dead. Jakob." Throughout the Third
Reich, Wilhelm Skibbe was a silent Hitler critic.81
Max Reschke, a shop steward in a pharmaceutical factory in Hannover,
was so overcome with grief at what was happening to Jews on Kristallnacht
that he wept. But he did more. He rescued his Jewish friends, the Scheu-
erenbergs, from a column being driven up the streets by armed guards and
eventually got them over the Swiss border whence they eventually made
their way to Shanghai. Reschke had less success in helping Kurt and Kaete
Lazarus. For hiding Kurt in his home, Max was sent to prison for a few
weeks in Ahlen; Lazarus perished in a maximum security prison in Hameln.
After trying to care for Kaete Lazarus, Reschke was forced to see her deported
eastward in 1941 with the remaining members of the Hannover Jewish
community. The full story of Reschke's heroism has yet to be told. Part of
Reschke's motivation, he said, derived from his Mormon conviction that
Jews were still God's chosen people.82
Another person who tried to make a difference was Walter Schmidt,
then a young man in Hamburg. When Solomon Schwarz, a member of the
same St. Georgi branch as Huebener, was excluded from their services,
Walter's father, Alfred, president of the Barmbeck Branch in Hamburg,
invited him to attend services there and, along with his whole family, refused
to be intimidated by the Gestapo. The entire branch fasted and prayed for
Solomon when he went to Berlin to plead the case that he was only "half
Jewish."83 But Schwarz was first jailed for refusing to wear the Jewish star
and later was confined to an all-Jewish home. Walter Schmidt made Schwarz's
welfare his concern. Though repeatedly threatened with detainment in a
concentration camp, Schmidt visited, cared for, and comforted Schwarz
until the latter was sent to a concentration camp, never to be heard from
again.84
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These events continued in Germany, reaching a crescendo of death
and destruction in Russia, Poland, and elsewhere after June 1941. Mean-
while, both Mormon and Jewish leaders in Salt Lake City failed to grasp the
scope and depth of the catastrophe that was in full spate by early 1942, in
spite of their experiences with Nazi treatment of Jews in Germany and
Austria in the 1930s and the multiplying and increasingly vivid reports and
editorials in national and local newspapers. Like people throughout the
nation, they apparently considered the reports of the extermination and
slaughter of the Jews as a tragic by-product of modern technological warfare.
Unlike Elbert Thomas, they did not realize that the cause of the Jews in
this, their greatest historic hour of need, was not a political problem or
even a war problem; it was an international, humanitarian, and moral issue.
Every day mattered if lives were to be saved, and the Western governments,
hopefully spurred on by the moral consciences of both Christians and their
churches, were a kind of last resort for help. From the Mormons, there was
no official statement like that made by President Grant in 1921, just as there
had been no statements against Nazi excesses in the 1930s in Germany.
Like many others, they may have known and not known at the same time.85
Given the information available, especially among Jewish organizations
and the press, Louis Zucker's 1973 account is both illuminating and mys-
tifying:
Utah and Idaho Jewry was clearly aware from 1933 on that the New Order
in Germany gave no quarter to the Jews in their power, and subjected them
as Jews to extreme cruelty. The worse fears were entertained for the fate of
the Jews of Poland, or wherever the Nazis overran. Was anyone here asked
to implore the Mormon Church to intervene or intercede, to stop the descent
to genocide, the extermination of the Jewish civilian population in Nazi Eu-
rope? I don't know. The genocide of the Six Million was not discovered until
after the war, and then we in Utah and Idaho were told about it, too.86
Still, David O. McKay's public pronouncements indicate more than a
superficial awareness of the situation. In his conference address in October
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1942, he referred to the "world-wide holocaust" and the "mad orgy of
death" that was going on. He told the "soldier boys" that they were "enlisted
in a war against wickedness, and.. . peace cannot come until the mad gangs-
ters, having in their hands science-produced explosives, mechanized equip-
ment and giant tanks, are defeated and branded as murders, and their false
aims repudiated."87
A year later, in November 1943, McKay stated: "There is now no
alternative but to push relentlessly forward until the murderous dictators
are apprehended and their ruthless power and subversive doctrines forever
overcome."88 In a Church of the Air Broadcast on 19 December 1943, he
denounced men who apply the laws of the jungle who "Hitler-like...
insanely arrogate to themselves the thought that Deity has divinely endowed
them with the right to be dictators"89 and called Hitler "the world's chief
gangster" who had developed "brutal instincts" in Germany's youth.90
McKay may have been, in part, responding to information carried in news-
papers like the Deseret News.
A 3 July 1942 Deseret News editorial began: "One of the most pitiful
of all the stories to come out of the war in Europe is that concerning the
hapless Jews It has been a consistent policy of the Nazis to obliterate
the Jews wherever they have gone." Four months later, on 25 November
1942, the Deseret News carried an extensive Associated Press report based
on an interview with Stephen Wise, reporting Wise's information—con-
firmed by the State Department—that more than two million Jews had
already been slaughtered in accordance with a race extinction order by
Adolf Hitler.91 Mormons and their leaders, like most Americans, found the
reports "beyond belief."92
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After World War II, a German Mormon, Hans Guertler, meditated on
his country's recent somber past in a history of the Hamburg Branch. His
lamentation might have applied to Mormons everywhere:
On the horizon it is getting black!
Only missing is the wind,
Then the disaster takes its course,
But we are blind, are blind.93
After the war, Mormon leaders and German Mormons learned with
the rest of the world the full extent of the catastrophe that had befallen
the European Jews.94 One U.S. soldier and former German missionary, Alvin
Schoenhals, who had openly criticized the Hitler regime as a missionary,
was among the first soldiers to visit the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp:
he was staggered by the experience.95 Perhaps as an expression of their
sense of negligence in recognition of the tragedy, Mormons vigorously
supported the Zionists in their drive to establish the State of Israel and
rejoiced when the dream became a reality.96 One has the feeling that the
rejoicing was no longer primarily an expression of fulfilled Mormon proph-
ecy but of genuine concern for the Jewish people.
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LESSONS FROM THE HOLOCAUST
There are important lessons for Mormons to learn from the Holocaust.
One is that even without a tradition of anti-Semitism, it was still possible
to be a moral bystander. Mormons lacked the power to prevent the Hol-
ocaust or to rescue the Jews, even if they had recognized what was going
on and had acted. But they were also blind, blind to a larger evil, perhaps
because they were focusing too narrowly on their own people and interests
and did not recognize a need for broader concern. Perhaps it would not
have saved lives, but it would have meant a great deal in terms of ethical
awareness if the Church had taken a moral stand in behalf of the Jews,
whom they professed to consider as siblings. From our perspective, their
vision was yet too parochial when God's other children, even his other
covenant people, were daily perishing. Yet being a serious Christian can
never be compatible with moral indifference and apathy.
It is true that we speak from the comfortable promontory of hindsight,
perhaps overlooking moral dilemmas that will leave another generation
aghast at our insensitivity. Perhaps we do not weight sufficiently the felt
responsibility of American General Authorities not to make statements that
might jeopardize the life and liberty of fellow German Saints. On the other
hand, is not the counsel attributed to Abraham Lincoln still accurate?-
"What is morally wrong can never be politically right."
The Christian message is a message of both transcendence and im-
manence. To gain eternal life with God remains the supreme goal of Chris-
tians in this life, but the concerns of human beings—God's children—in
the here and now form a seamless web with the infinite. Mormons believe
that what we do in mortality will determine the nature of our eternal
relationship with God. It was Jesus who told all that "inasmuch as ye have
done it unto the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me" (Matt.
25:40). The failure to act when our fellow beings face a catastrophe, like
the Jews overwhelmed by the Holocaust, may, in fact, constitute a violation
of the second great commandment, to love our neighbor as ourselves and,
by implication, also the first. Mormons have also been taught that a religion
that cannot save us in the here and now will not be able to save in eternity.
Parochialism and overemphasis on preaching the transcendent message may
have darkened the Mormon vision of their broader Christian duty toward
Jews. We may, indeed, have forgotten our obligation to God's "ancient
covenant people."
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The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints numbered less than a
million in 1933; it was an inconspicuous, if unusual, American sect. As of
1991, it numbers over 7.7 million and has been recogni2ed by some non-
Mormon scholars as the newest "world" religion.97 Recognizing our earlier
indifference toward the Jewish branch of Israel can become the basis of a
new world-wide view where not only Jews, but Arabs, black Africans, and
all of humanity can find in Mormons caring brothers and sisters. If so,
remembering the past can lead to a blessing for the future.
97
 Rodney Stark, "The Rise of a New World With" Review of Religious Research 26 (September
1984): 18-27; Jan Shipps, Mormonism: The Story ofa New Religious Tradition (Urbana/Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1975).
ULTIMATE TABOOS:
INCEST AND MORMON POLYGAMY
Jessie L Embry
POLYGAMY IS STILL, despite a century of official prohibitions and massive
public relations efforts, probably the most widespread image associated
with the LDS Church. While I was serving a mission in New Brunswick
during the 1970s, for instance, we often encountered people who associated
the Church exclusively with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and the former
practice of polygamy. One man, answering his door in St. John, queried,
"Isn't that the church where you can have more than one wife? Would both
of you be available?" Rarely have LDS missionaries terminated a door ap-
proach so briskly.
Polygamy has an enduring hold on the American imagination for a
number of reasons. Its linkage of spiritual claims and sexuality combine
two of the strongest human motivations. It has the association of exotic
cultures and bizarre practices. And set against the millennia-old Western
tradition of marital monogamy, it has the fascination of the forbidden.
Among the Victorian weapons marshalled to combat it in the nineteenth
century were appeals to the sanctity of the home, the exaltation of mo-
nogamy as the cornerstone of a moral society, and the glorification of the
spiritual nature of women. "[Woman] nurtured, sustained, and consoled,"
according to this image. "She maintained order and tranquility and was the
fixed point of reference in a chaotic and uncertain world."1 Harriet Beecher
JESSIE L. EMBRY is Oral History Program director, Charles Redd Center, Brigham Young
University, and author of Mormon Polygamous Families-. Life in the Principle (Salt Lake City:
University of Utah, 1987).
1
 Norton Juster, So Sweet to Labor Rural Women in America, 1865-1895 (New York: Viking
Press, 1979), 13.
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Stowe denounced polygamy as "a slavery which debases and degrades wom-
anhood, motherhood, [and] family. "2It was, perhaps, inevitable that nine-
teenth-century attacks on polygamy as a debased and debasing sexual prac-
tice became linked with the ultimate taboo—incest. And while most of
these charges have been discounted as perfervid hyperbole by historians
and social scientists, the association is being revived in the last quarter of
the twentieth century by some scholars interested in the history of incest
and sexual abuse. For much of this renewed interest, Mormons have one
man to thank—Theodore Schroeder, an attorney interested in Freudian
sexuality who lived for ten years in Utah and wrote a single influential article
on Mormon incest for a short-lived scholarly journal in 1915.
DEFINITIONS OF INCEST
It is important to realize that, although Mormons practiced polygamy
from the 1830s to the early 1900s, for fully half of that three-quarters of a
century, the practice was secret, even among Mormons, and handicapped
during both its public and private phases by intense opposition. Thus, there
was neither the time nor the social stability for a body of rules and governing
practices to develop in such areas as courtship, divorce, property settle-
ments, household divisions, and adoption and fostering within families. Two
of the most common regulatory myths about the practice are that a man
had to be called by an ecclesiastical superior to enter plural marriage —or
at least have ecclesiastical permission to do so—and that the first wife had
to give consent and, sometimes, be present to participate in the ceremony.
Neither of these controlling devices was universally true.3
It is also important to realize that incest is a social construction —
sometimes legal but more often religious. Though incest really is something
of a universal taboo, prohibitions on exact practices vary widely from culture
to culture. For example, Leviticus 18 spelled out some definitions of incest
for the children of Israel, prohibiting marriage between a man and his wife's
sister and half-sibling marriages. Under Mosaic law, then, the patriarch Abra-
ham would not have been allowed to marry Sarah, his half-sister; and Jacob
2
 In Jessie L Embry, Mormon Polygamous Families: Life in the Principle (Salt Lake City:
University of Utah, 1987), 94.
3
 For information on the practice of polygamy, see Embry, Mormon Polygamous Families,
and Richard S. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy: A History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books,
1986).
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could not have married both Leah and Rachel, sisters.4 Ethnopologist George
Peter Murdock studied 250 primitive societies and found that all of them
banned marriages within the nuclear family; but again, definitions of the
nuclear family varied among cultures. A few allowed half-brothers and
-sisters to marry; some permitted marriages between first cousins, and others
forbade marriage to some or all aunts, uncles, nephews, and nieces. Only
a small minority restricted everyone who was in any way related.5 Some
cultures prohibited marriage between first cousins; others encouraged such
marriages.6
The definition of incest has varied very little throughout American
history. Webster's 1828 dictionary defines it as "the crime of cohabitation
or sexual commerce between persons related within the degrees wherein
marriage is prohibited by the laws of a country." The Century Dictionary,
published in 1889, the year before the Manifesto, calls incest "the offense
of cohabitation or sexual commerce between persons related within the
degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by the law or established usage of
a country." Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1988) defines
incest as "sexual intercourse between persons so closely related that they
are forbidden by law to marry." The crucial point in incest, then, is not the
sexual act itself, as is commonly assumed in contemporary discussions, but
the fact that the parties cannot contract a legal marriage.7 This fact is true,
however, simply because it is much easier to regulate and control the
performance of weddings, which are usually public and social events, than
to control sexual relations, which are essentially private.
English common law, from which American law is most directly de-
4
 Clifton J. Allen, ed., The Broadman Bible Commentary (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1970),
2:49-50; F. F. Bruce, ed., The International Bible Commentary with the New International
Version (London: Marshall Pickering/Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1979), 204.
5
 K. C. Meiselman, Incest: A Psychological Study of Causes and Effects (San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1979), 4.
6
 Leslie A. White, "The Definition and Prohibition of Incest," in Patterns of Incest: A Psycho-
social Study of Incest Based on Clinical and Historical Data, edited by Robert E. L. Masters
(New York: The Julian Press, Inc., 1963), 234-35.
7
 S. Kirson Weinberg, in his 1965 study of Incest Behavior (New York: Citadel Press), spelled
out a limited definition: "Incest in this study means the heterosexual relations between blood
kin of the immediate family: mother and son, father and daughter, brother and sister." He used
this definition "because the incest taboo is more severe for the immediate family, because the
contemporary household usually is limited to parents and children and because state laws of
incest are more uniform for blood-related family members than for distant kin" (p. 3).
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rived, does not include a definition of incest. Instead of being seen as a
legal matter, interpreting what was considered to be incest fell within the
domain of the Church of England. The Anglican Church prohibited marriages
between people not only directly related but also related by marriage. "A
Table of Kindred and Affinity wherein whofoever [sic] are related, are for-
bidden in Scripture and our Laws, to marry together" in the 1761 Church
of England's Book of Common Prayer included two lists of thirty people
whom "a man may not marry" and whom "a woman may not marry." Ten
of the names on the list were direct relatives, ten were the spouses' relatives,
and the rest were in-laws or step-relatives.8 (All of Schroeder's examples
would be prohibited by this canonical law.) This religious definition of and
prohibition against incest stood until 1908 when Parliament passed a law
defining the proscribed behavior and prescribing a punishment. The Na-
tional Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children had lobbied for
such a law, focusing on females, who were, admittedly, usually the victims.
Another interesting exclusion, however, was stepchildren.9 In short, Par-
liament was attempting to protect daughters from their abusive parents and
other adults, rather than dealing with forbidden and permitted marriages.
In the United States, each state adopted its own definition. For example,
in 1924 it was against the law in Pennsylvania for an uncle and niece to
marry but the same union was accepted in Rhode Island.10 The 1887 Ed-
munds-Tucker Act not only included restrictions on polygamy but also
included the first definition of incest which applied to the Utah Territory.
This law forbade marriage, cohabitation, or sexual intercourse with "another
person within and not including the fourth degree of consanguinity."11 In
1892 the Utah Territorial Legislature passed a law which essentially dupli-
cated the Congressional prohibition against polygamy, including its defi-
nition of incest.12 This statute remained the law in Utah until 1907 when
8
 James B. Twitchell, Forbidden Partners: The Incest Taboo in Modern Culture (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1987), 141, 129.
9
 Ibid., 141; see "Incest," Corpus Juris Secundum (New York: The American Law Book
Company).
10
 District and County Reports, Containing Reports of Cases decided in all the Judicial
Districts of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: Legal Intelligencer, 1924), 3:669.
11
 "Edmunds-Tucker Act," United States Statutes at Large (Washington D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing, 1887), 24:635-41.
12
 "An Act to Punish Polygamy and Other Kindred Offenses," Utah Territorial Laws, 1892,
Section 4, Chapter 7, 6.
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the code was revised to include the fourth degree of consanguinity.13 Be-
cause polygamy was, in itself, a form of prohibited marriage, its association
with incest doubled the shock and, hence, the repugnance of people in the
larger culture toward it. Reports of incest thus became exceptionally potent
weapons in the fight against polygamy. J. H. Beadle grandly claimed that
Mormon "marriages of near relatives is so common that to remark on it
would itself be considered remarkable," while sociologist Kimball Young,
analyzing the phenomenon in 1953, hypothesized: "These [nineteenth-cen-
tury] alleged incestuous matings probably served to induce hostility, fear,
and determination to uproot this system as much as any single item in the
long repertoire of alleged Mormon crimes and vices."14 Strategically, the
incest-polygamy association can thus be seen as almost inevitable. As Theo-
dore Schroeder summarized, "Conditioned as were the early Mormons,
living as free from the ordinary conventional restraints of society as the
Indian and under the influence of a most intense revival excitement, when
every sermon and every example of practical life... was the will of God,
[such circumstances] directed attention to matters of sex. [I]t was as una-
voidable as the law of gravity that still other sex irregularities should follow.
One of these was the ecclesiastical justification for and the practice of
incest."15
THEODORE SCHROEDER'S MORMON INTERESTS
Who was Theodore Schroeder? In 1889, Schroeder, who had recently
completed a law degree, left Wisconsin and moved to Utah because he
13
 The Revised Statutes of Utah, 1898, still defined incest as excluding the fourth degree of
consanguinity. The 1907 law included the phrases "first cousin" and "within and not including
the fifth degree of consanguinity." The wording of Section 30-11 has not been revised since
then. Thus, the prevailing statute, drafted in 1898 and amended in 1907 (boldface words),
reads: "Marriages between parents and children, ancestors and descendants of every degree,
brothers and sisters of the half as well as the whole blood, uncles and nieces, aunts and nephews,
first cousins, or between any persons related to each other within and not including the fifth
degree of consanguinity computed according to the rules of the civil law, are incestuous and
void from the beginning, whether the relationship is legitimate or illegitimate." Utah Code
Annotated 1953, 1989 Replacement (Charlotteville, Va.: Michie Company, 1991, 2:113; The
Revised Statutes of the State of Utah 1898 (Lincoln, Neb.: State Journal Company, 1897), Section
1183, 329; Laws of the State of Utah Passed at the 7th Regular Session of the Legislature of
the State of Utah (Salt Lake City: Skelton Publishing Company, 1907), 31-32.
14
 Life in Utah, or, The Mysteries and Crimes of Mormonism... (Philadelphia: National
Publishing Co, 1870), 367; Kimball Young, Isn't One Wife Enough? (New York: Henry Holt
and Company, Inc.), 18.
15
 "Incest in Mormonism," The American Journal of Urology and Sexology 9 (1915): 409.
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wanted to study a new religious movement in its beginning stages.16 His
interest in religion seems to have complex roots. His German Lutheran
father and German Catholic mother had been, for all practical purposes,
disowned by their own parents when they married; and religion had re-
mained a source of conflict between them. Because of these experiences,
Schroeder's overall views of religion were negative. By the time he arrived
in Utah, he was essentially an agnostic. Yet he had a desire to help the
"underdog." He initially felt that the Mormons were being misrepresented
and was nobly "prepared to believe that every improbable anti-Mormon
tale was the product of a religious fanatic diseased intellect."
Schroeder was admitted to the Utah territorial bar in 1889 and even-
tually practiced with three firms, Stephens and Schroeder (until 1892),
Jones and Shroeder (1893-99), and Rives and Schroeder. He specialized,
according to his biographer, in "routine debt collection and land claims."
He also invested in mines and real estate. In addition to his legal practice,
he served as a presiding judge of elections for Salt Lake City's first precinct,
helped organized the First Unitarian Society of Salt Lake City, and was one
of the first forty members of the Democratic party in Utah, supporting,
among other candidates, Moses Thatcher's quest for the Democratic nom-
ination to the U.S. Senate in 1896.
However, Schroeder's support of the Mormons soured, perhaps over
the post-Manifesto practice of polygamy. During 1895 and 1896, he cor-
responded with Apostle Joseph F. Smith and George Reynolds, secretary to
the First Presidency, then began writing anti-Mormon articles; he also pub-
lished Lucifer's Lantern, an anti-Mormon periodical, from 1898 to 1900. In
1899, Schroeder, who had supported B. H. Roberts's 1885 candidacy to the
territorial senate, testified against seating Roberts in the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives because of his plural marriages. In a 1908 article, "The Sex
16
 Biographical material in this section comes from David Barry Brudnoy, Liberty's Bugler:
The Seven Ages of Theodore Schroeder (Ph.D. diss., Brandeis University, 1971), iii-iv, 5, 13,
25-26,37,41,45,62,81-83,113-14; Lesley Kuhn, Theodore Schroeder's Last Will (New York:
Psychological Library, 1958), n.p. B. H. Roberts, without any reference to their former asso-
ciation, refers to Schroeder as "a Mr. Theodore Shroeder" who had "been disbarred" from
practicing law by Utah's supreme court "for unprofessional conduct" and returned to the East
when he inherited a bequest. There he "so ingratiated himself' with the Historical Magazine
that it published his attack on the Book of Mormon, reprinted in the Salt Lake Tribune. The
Autobiography ofB. H, Roberts, edited by Gary James Bergera (Salt Lake City: Signature Books,
1990), 225. The biographical details do not appear in the two Schroeder sources cited above.
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Determinant in Mormon Theology: A Study in the Erotogenesis of Religion"
(published in Alienist and Neurologist), he concluded that in "one gen-
eration, sex abnormity [sic] was being cultivated which perhaps might be
transmitted to the next, as a congenital hypertrophy of sex organs, which
combined with continual suggestion present with sex over-valuation
created an abnormal predisposition to eroticism." Polygamy and "every
feature of the Mormon cult" had "a sexual reason... at the foundation."
Very little is known of Schroeder's personal life. In 1891, he married
Mary Parkinson in Madison, Wisconsin; then the couple made their home
in Utah where their daughter, Theodora, was born. In 1896, Mary died
following surgery. Theodora died in 1901 after an unsuccessful appendec-
tomy. Schroeder was already planning to return to the East and moved to
New York City that fall where he became a supporter of the free speech
movement. But his twelve years in Utah greatly influenced his life. After his
study of Mormon polygamy and other religions, he became convinced that
all religion was the "misinterpretation of an unidentified sex ecstasy." He
became a self-taught psychologist, arguing in his writings for the sexual
foundations of all religions.
Although Schroeder shifted much of his focus from the Mormons after
he left Salt Lake City, he continued to publish some articles on the subject,
especially concerning polygamy, religion, and the sexual bases for those
beliefs. "Incest in Mormonism," published in 1915, was one of his last
Mormon articles. The American Journal of Urology and Sexology was a
short-lived periodical, founded in 1904 as The American Journal of Urology,
Venereal and Sexual Diseases. Later it was combined with the American
Practitioner and published under the shorter name until 1920 when it was
absorbed by Medical Life, The journal solicited articles on "diseases of the
bladder and sex disorders." William J. Robinson, the editor in 1915, worked
in the Bronx Hospital and authored books on sexual disorders. He and
Schroeder both supported Emma Goldman, who advocated free love in a
context of emotional commitment and lectured on homosexuality and birth
control from 1910 to 1915. Although Schroeder's article was historical
rather than clinical, it is similar to other papers which were published in
the journal.17
17
 Copies of The American Journal of Urology and Sexology are available from the Center
for Research Libraries. I examined three volumes from the 1910s and also gathered information
about the journal and its editor from the University of Utah card catalogue and Nathan G. Hale,
Jr., Freud and the Americans: The Beginnings of Psychoanalysis in the United States, 1876-
1917 (New York: Oxford, University Press, 1971), 269-71.
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Schroeder's article cites fifteen sources reporting cases of Mormon
incest; these accounts had been published between 1856 and 1904 by
tourists traveling through Utah, government officials in the territory, and
disillusioned former Mormons. Although he gave only abbreviated or par-
aphrased titles, I have been able to identify thirteen.18 Two, which he
identifies as Waite's Mormon Prophet and Polygamist Mormons, are ap-
parently miscited or copies have not survived. I also found two period
sources which included similar material but to which Schroeder did not
refer.19
18
 The thirteen confirmed sources cited in Schroeder's footnotes are, in chronological order
of publication:
1. Benjamin G. Ferris, Utah and the Mormons: The History, Government, Doctrines. Cus-
toms, and Prospects of the Latter-day Saints from Personal Observance during a Six Month
Residence at Great Salt Lake City (New York: Harpers and Brothers, 1856).
2. John Hyde, Jr., Mormonism: Lts Leaders and Designs (New York: W.P. Fetridge and
Company, 1857).
3. "Editor's Olio," Emerson Magazine and Putnam Monthly 1 (September 1858): 322-
23.
4. Jules Remy and Julius Brenchley, A Journey to Great Salt Lake City (London: W. Jeffs,
1861).
5. William Hepworth Dixon, New America (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1867).
6. John Hanson Beadle, Life in Utah, or, The Mysteries and Crimes of Mormonism...
(Philadelphia: National Publishing Co., 1870).
7. Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, Expose of Polygamy in Utah (New York: American News Co.,
1872).
8. Ann Eliza Young, Wife No. 19... (Hartford: Dustin, Gilman, and Co., 1876).
9. Walter Gore Marshall, Through America; or Nine Months in the United States (London:
Sampson, Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington, 1881).
10. T. W. Lincoln, "Polygamy," in Hand-book on Mormonism, edited by John M. Coyner
(Salt Lake City: Hand-Book Publishing Co., 1882).
11. Jennie Anderson Froiseth, ed., The Women of Mormonism or the Story of Polygamy as
Told by the Victims Themselves (Detroit: C. G. G. Paine, 1886).
12. Rev. M. W. Montgomery, The Mormon Delusion: Its History. Doctrines, and the Outlook
in Utah (Boston: Congregational Sunday School and Publishing Society, 1890).
13. T. B. H. Stenhouse, The Rocky Mountain Saints: A Full and Complete History of the
Mormons, from the First Vision of Joseph Smith to the Last Courtship ofBrigham Young (Salt
Lake City: Shepard Book Co., 1904).
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REPORTS OF "INCESTUOUS" MARRIAGES
An analysis of these fifteen sources reveals a range of situations—some
incestuous only by the broadest definitions, others considered illegal even
within contemporary Utah. The three degrees of consanguinity forbidden
by the Edmunds-Tucker Act include children, grandchildren, great-grand-
children, parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, brothers and sisters,
nephews and nieces, and uncles and aunts.20 By this standard, not all of the
cases Schroeder cited would have been considered incest. Marriage to a
direct relative (a daughter, brother or sister, or niece) would be incest.
However, marrying a wife's relative would not. The relation of first cousins
represents the fourth degree of consanguinity and was allowed by Utah law,
though forbidden by the traditional standard of Anglican canonical law.
Schroeder includes cases of a man marrying a wife's relative—her sister,
her daughter from a previous marriage, or her mother; daughter-father
sealings; daughter-grandfather sealings; brother-sister marriages; uncle-niece
marriages; and the marriages of first cousins. How valid were these reports
of Mormon incest? Examining the cases cited in the sources can help in
answering that question.
Marriage to Wife's Relatives
Seven of Schroeder's sources refer to men marrying their wives' rel-
atives. The most common of these marriages were men marrying sisters.
These unions would not have been allowed by the Church of England or
Leviticus 18, although Utah law has never prohibited monogamous mar-
riages to successive sisters nor has any other state, to my knowledge. Ac-
cording to Beadle, one of Schroeder's sources, "To marry a mother or one
or more of her daughters is not even thought meritorious; and the Mormon
authorities often advise a man to marry sisters as they usually agree better
than others."21 In 25 percent of the families I surveyed for my study, Mormon
Polygamous Families: Life in the Principle, and 20 percent of the cases
cited in Kimball Young's Isn't One Wife Enough?, men married sisters.22
Other societies that practice polygamy vary in allowing sororal marriage.
Some encourage it because "sharing the same background... may induce
20
 Jesse Duckeminier and Stanley M. Johanson, Family Wealth Transactions: Wills, Trusts,
and Estates, 2d ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1971), 50.
21
 Life in Utah, 365.
22
 Embry, Mormon Polygamous Families, 141; Young, Isn't One Wife Enough?, 126.
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co-wives to cooperate." Others prohibit it because "it may also breed jeal-
ousy" and competition.23
Four of the fifteen nineteenth-century sources claimed that a man
married a grandmother, mother, and daughter; and nine listed men who
married a widow and one or more of her daughters. Ann Eliza Young, who
claimed to be Brigham Young's nineteenth wife (she was actually his fifty-
second24), claimed, "The marriage of mother and daughter to one man was
of so common an occurrence that it ceased to be regarded as anything out
of the ordinary course of events." She emphasized the horror of one of
these marriages by describing an unnamed woman who married a Mr.
McDonald "with the express understanding that [her two] daughters should
be sealed to him as soon as they were of a proper age. The little girls knew
of the arrangements, and used to talk openly of 'marrying Pa' and in very
much the same way they would speak of their intention to take tea with a
friend." Ann Eliza Young then appealed to the American public, "Fancy [the
mother's] feelings, knowing that she was bringing up her daughters as wives
for her own husband."25 Although she cited no specific cases, Jennie Ander-
son Froiseth, editor of the Anti-Polygamy Standard, a newspaper published
in Salt Lake City, maintained, "There are cases well known in the annals of
polygamy where three generations of women have been married to one
man."26
Schroeder's sources rarely listed complete names; but when they did,
it became possible to verify most of them. For example, John Hyde, in his
1857 expose, charged that Curtis E. Bolton, his former mission president
in France, had married a woman and her daughter.27 Family group sheets
show that, in fact, Curtis Edwin Bolton, a farmer, married Rebecca Baks
Bunker Merritt in 1839, and her daughter Ellen Coil Merritt in 1846.28 It
was also possible to identify a second case. James Hulett, Kimball Young's
23
 In Embry, Mormon Polygamous Families, 141.
24
 Jeffery Ogden Johnson, "Determining and Defining 'Wife': The Brigham Young Households,"
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research assistant, recorded that Mrs. Franklin S. Harris of Toquerville, Utah,
told him, "Levi Savage, Jr., married the mother on condition that he would
marry the daughters when they came of age. The mother agreed. She was
very poor. He married the two girls, one eighteen and one sixteen."29 Family
group sheets for Levi Savage, Jr., show that he married Ann Brummell Cooper
in 1863, and then married her two daughters by George Cooper, Aldela
Cooper and Mary Ann Cooper, in 1868.30
Marriages of First Cousins
Though forbidden by Anglican canonical law, the marriage of first
cousins was not forbidden by the Edmunds-Tucker law or by Utah law until
1907.31 Thus, Mormon first-cousin marriages were hardly scandalous or
even remarkable. Only two of Schroeder's sources allude to them, and only
one gives an example of a Mormon man marrying his first cousin: John Hyde
reports that an S. W. Richards (probably Samuel W. Richards who was
mission president in England when Hyde returned from France) married
his cousin, "a mere girl."32 Clearly, Hyde's indignation seems to be prompted
as much by the bride's age as by the first-cousin relationship.
It is not difficult to find other documented cases in readily accessible
genealogical records. For instance, Edna Cannon Lambert, a daughter of
Rose Matthews Cannon Lambert and an adopted daughter of George Q.
Cannon, married Charles Cannon Lambert, the son of Mary Alice Cannon
Lambert, who was George Q. Cannon's oldest sister.33
Brother-Sister Marriages
By modern standards, marriages to successive sisters or among cousins
probably would not long sustain public indignation. But sibling incest is
more patently offensive. With very little imagination, a nineteenth-century
29
 Levi Savage, Jr., notes, Kimball Young Collection, Manuscript Division, Harold B. Lee Library,
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writer could hypothesize a tangle of polygamous inbreeding that would
make brother-sister marriages likely within a generation or two. Such a
scenario was made even more likely by the fact that one well-publicized
marriage of half-brother and half-sister existed; six of Schroeder's sources
cite it as one of the horrors of polygamy.34 This was the marriage of George
D. Watt, secretary to Brigham Young, to his half-sister, Jane Brown.
The Watts were an English family. After George's father died, his mother
married a man named Brown. George was placed in a poorhouse, served
an apprenticeship, and later lived with his mother and stepfather where he
became acquainted with his half-sister, Jane, fourteen years his junior. Watt
and his mother joined the Mormon Church, and Watt served a mission,
married his first wife, and immigrated with her to the United States. On a
subsequent mission to Great Britain, he brought his mother and half-sister,
Jane, to Utah when he returned. Once in Utah, Watt and Brown desired to
marry. Using the example of Abraham and Sarah from the Bible, Watt asked
Brigham Young, then president of the LDS Church, for permission. In an
undated letter to Young, Jane Brown added her plea: "[George] has made
me acquainted with your counsel touching our union which alas is unfa-
vorable to the same. What am I to do? My whole affections are placed upon
him. His manly bearing, his untiring kindness and unshaken faithfulness as
a brother and a friend has won my love over which I have no control to
love another."35
Young apparently gave his consent, or they married without it. Ronald
G. Watt, a great-grandson and biographer of Watt, affirms that Watt and
Brown married and confirms the irregularity of the union: neither public
nor family records have been found to establish either the date of the
marriage (which he estimates as January 1852) or the birth date of the
oldest of their three children. This ambiguity is exploited by three of the
nineteenth-century secondary sources. They claim that Young married
Brown first, then discovered she was pregnant with Watt's child.36 In 1864,
34
 Ferris, Utah and the Mormons, 253-54; Hyde, Mormonism: Its Leaders and Designs, 56-
57; Remy and Brenchley, A Journey to Great Salt Lake City, 140; Beadle, Life in Utah, 367-
68; Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, Expose of Polygamy, 77; and Young, Wife No. 19, 310.
35
 Jane Brown to Brigham Young, n.d., photocopy of typescript in my possession.
36
 Ferris, Utah and the Mormons, 253-254; Hyde, Mormonism: Its Leaders and Designs,
56-57; Remy and Brenchley, AJourney to Great Salt Lake City, 139-140; Beadle, Life in Utah,
367-368; Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, Expose of Mormonism, 77; Ann Eliza Young, Wife No. 19,
310. Ferris, Remy and Brenchley, and Beadle are those who claim that Brigham Young married
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Watt and Brown divorced. Brown married Adam Saladen, a soldier who was
in Utah during the Civil War, and left with him, taking her three children,
who thereafter used Saladen's name.37
Two sources report an additional example of men marrying their half-
sisters; but in both cases, the husband and wife were related through mar-
riage rather than blood. John W. Young, a son of Brigham Young, married
Luella Cobb, one of Brigham Young's stepdaughters.38 Jennie Froiseth re-
ported the second, without names—a man who married his half-sister and
her mother.39
Probably because the possibilities of sibling incest are more repugnant
than any other liaison, with the possible exception of parent-child incest,
several of Schroeder's sources stressed that Mormonism would not dis-
courage increasing numbers of brother-sister marriages in the future. Beadle
claimed that "a prominent Mormon," Victor Cran, told him, "As it was with
Abel and Abraham, so it will be again. The day will soon come, when brothers
and sisters will marry. Shouldn't I prefer my own blood to any other? Don't
I love my own blood best?"40 Schroeder does not quote Beadle's statement,
although he refers in general to "non-Mormon sources of utmost reliabil-
ity."41 He adds, however, Mormon sources confirming his allegation by
quoting an address of Orson Pratt given in Salt Lake City 7 October 1874:
"The Lord saw proper when he brought the children of Israel out of Egypt
into the wilderness to regulate the law of marriage [by Leviticus 18]." Up
until then sisters had not only been allowed to marry the same man, but
"it had also been lawful for a man to marry his own sister, as in the days
of Adam, for you know there were no other ladies on the face of the earth
for the sons of Adam except their own sisters and they were obliged to
Jane Brown first. Schroeder does not resist this piece of gossip, though he cautiously phrases
it as hearsay: "It is said that Brigham Young's reason for casting the young wife off so easily
was because her delicate condition gave evidence that the amorous half-brother had anticipated
marital privileges." "Incest in Mormonism," 413. Jeffery O. Johnson, who has established the
most definitive list to date of Brigham Young's wives, told me that there is no evidence Young
ever married Jane Brown (Conversation, August 1990.)
37
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marry them or to live as bachelors."42 William Hepworth Dixon, a visiting
journalist, wrote in 1867 that Brigham Young told Dixon that he saw no
objections to brother-and-sister marriages "except prejudice."43 Beadle ar-
gued that Brigham Young even preached openly that brothers and sisters
would marry. "The doctrine was first advanced by Brigham from the pulpit
several years ago, but was received with such undisguised manifestations
of surprise and disgust that he ceased to pursue it further, closing with the
remark: 'Well it's a little too strong doctrine for you now; but the time will
be, when you will take it in fully.' "44
Although I have been unable to find public reports that substantiate
Brigham Young's advocacy of brother-sister marriages, Abraham H. Cannon,
an apostle, recorded in 1886 that he talked with "Pres. [Lorenzo] Snow
about various doctrines. Bro Snow said I would live to see the time when
brothers and sisters would marry each other in this church. All our horror
at such an union was due entirely to prejudice and the offspring of such
union would be healthy and pure as any other. These were the decided
views of Pres. Young when alive, for Bro. S. talked to him freely on this
matter."45 While Brigham Young might have held these views and, on that
basis, authorized the Watt-Brown marriage, Ronald Watt searched unsuc-
cessfully for other examples or statements. He concluded that Young
avoided the situation after allowing George D. Watt to marry Jane Brown.46
Uncle-Niece Marriages
Four of Schroeder's nineteenth-century sources reported uncle-niece
marriages. Beadle termed such marriages "a Mormon custom" and cited a
Bishop Smith in Brigham City who married his brother's daughters. There
was no Bishop Smith in that city; but almost certainly Beadle is referring
to Samuel Smith, Brigham City mayor, a probate judge, and a counselor to
Lorenzo Snow, then stake president. Of his five wives, two were sisters
(Sarah and Frances Ann Ingram) and the last two were his nieces, Jenetta
42
 Ibid., 412. The Pratt address, which Schroeder quotes correctly, appears in Journal of
Discourses, 26 vols. (Liverpool and London: Latter-day Saint Book Depot, 1856-86), 17:222.
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44
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the article.
45
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46
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Maria and Caroline Smith, daughters of Samuel's brother George. They were
seventeen and sixteen when they married their thirty-nine-year-old uncle
on the same day.47 Ann Eliza Young stated that a Bishop Johnson of Springville
had married six nieces; two, she said, were promised to the bishop as wives
when they were born and were married at age thirteen.48 According to
family group records and a local history, Aaron Johnson, the first judge in
Utah County, Springville's first postmaster, and bishop of Springville Ward
for twenty years until his death in 1877, had twelve wives, five of whom
had Johnson as their maiden surname. Three were the daughters of Johnson's
brother Lorenzo and his first wife Mary Lyman. The nieces were each fifteen
when they married their uncle, who was in his forties and fifties.49
Surprisingly, all fifteen sources missed a case which was actually pros-
ecuted as incest. Seventy-year-old Henry Sudweeks married his brother's
daughter, forty-year-old Emma Sudweeks, in 1890. He was convicted of
incest and sentenced to a three-year term; he served over a year.50
Father-Daughter Marriages
Nineteenth-century sources that Schroeder missed also report ex-
amples of father-daughter incestuous relationships, some of which included
plural marriages. In the first case, Fred Bennett, a deputy U.S. marshal in
Idaho, cited "reports that he had.. . from Mormon friends of his" describing
an "old fiend" who wanted to enter polygamy and "determined to take his
47
 Life in Utah, 367. No bishop named Smith is identified in Andrew Jenson, Latter-day Saint
Biographical Encyclopedia, 4 vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1901-36) or the Brigham
City Ward, Manuscript History, Series 11, Historical Department, Church of Jesus Christ of
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1951), 75; Daniel William Smith, George Smith, and Samuel Smith, Family Group Sheets, Fourth
Generation Program, Family History Library.
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own daughter in as his second wife. She was taken into Salt Lake City and
was there regularly sealed to her father in the Endowment House, her name
having been changed for the purpose of the marriage." Bennett accused,
"The system that renders such a terrible thing possible is an outrage on
civilization, and... its lawmakers and lawgivers are criminally negligent."51
Schroeder, in a 1909 article on Mormons and prostitution, told of a
case—without enough details for corroboration—of a father who seduced
his daughter, who then became a prostitute.52 In his 1915 article on incest,
Schroeder found a basis in Mormon doctrine for father-daughter marriages.
Citing the same 1874 speech by Orson Pratt, in which the apostle further
asserted that civil marriages outside of the temple were "illegal and that in
the sight of heaven, the children springing from such a marriage were
bastards,"53 Schroeder argued, with a considerable leap of logic, "It is there-
fore not illogical to conclude that rather than marry a Gentile who cannot
get her into Heaven's most exalted state, and whose offspring cannot claim
divine favor,... it would be better that she be 'sealed' as a wife to her own
father by whose priesthood and through whose children by her she can
secure an exaltation." Schroeder continued that he was "reliably informed"
that an apostle, whom he does not identify, taught such doctrine. He also
argued that since Mormons used Abraham and Jacob as "divine precedents
for moral guidance, so will also the example of Lot's relations with his
daughters be made an evidence that incestuous sexuality is the reward that
God offers for piety and tithe-paying. "54 Schroeder offered no documentation
for his expansion of Pratt's argument. In fact, he ignores Pratt's next par-
agraph, which explains that such children will not be "bastards" because
of temple adoption rituals.
Ironically, all fifteen sources overlook a 1901 case in which Jonathan
Hunt, a polygamist with three wives—all deceased by the time of this
incident, was actually sentenced to the penitentiary for ten years for incest
when his daughter Nancy gave birth to an illegitimate child. Nancy insisted
51
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that she had been "drugged and ravished by a stranger," but failed to
convince her ecclesiastical leaders.55
MODERN EFFECTS OF SCHROEDER'S ARTICLE
Schroeder's article, reporting some of his own observations or hearsay
cases that came to his attention, links polygamy and incest directly. Some
of these examples, such as the Johnson uncle-niece marriages or the Watt-
Brown marriage, still seem shocking, while others, such as marriages to the
wife's sister, seem unobjectionable. Still others, such as the marriages of
first cousins, obviously represent shifts in cultural standards. Schroeder's
omission of incest cases that did not include marriage or polygamy, as in
the Hunt and Sudweeks cases, underscore that his attention was focused
primarily on the horrors of polygamy itself and that incest was simply an
additional monstrosity produced by the system.
Recent research suggests, however, that nineteenth-century incest
stemmed from other causes than even so unconventional a marital system
as polygamy. According to Thomas E. Jordan, author oiVictorian Childhood,
"One of the seamiest problems of all generations is sexual abuse of children,"
which included incest. He pointed out the deplorable but common cases
of "a farm laborer expecting his oldest daughter to assume the sexual role
of her pregnant mother" and "the stress of overcrowding, so that brother-
sister relations were fostered by the lack of privacy and an unavoidable
intimacy, with consequent sexual license."56 In The Best Kept Secret, Flor-
ence Rush called the nineteenth century "a time of unprecedented industrial
advance and scientific achievement. It was also a century replete with
gentlemen who had an overwhelming predilection for little girls." After
describing child prostitution, she also probed pathological father-daughter
relationships.57 Louise DeSalvo, in her study of Virginia Woolf, went so far
as to assert that incest was "part of... an historical pattern-the treatment
of daughters within a middle-class Victorian family."58 Anthony S. Wohl, a
55
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historian of Victorian society, points out: "Overcrowding and other de-
mographic pressures resulted in various forms of urban social and moral
pathology-infanticide, drunkenness, murder, theft—and to this we must
add, however tentatively, incest. Its existence, though limited, may have
created enormous individual strains and may cast light on the family as an
association, in Peter Crominos' phrase of 'dominance and submissive-
ness.' "59
Even though the public practice of Mormon polygamy had definitely
waned by the time Schroeder's article was published, it formed a link with
the emerging fields of psychology, sociology, and sexuality that made pre-
dictable its reemergence as a scholarly topic in the last quarter of the
twentieth century.
It is clear that by 1915, Schroeder had been keenly influenced by
Freud's popular new psychoanalytic theories. Both Schroeder's interest and
the American Journal of Urology and Sexology were manifestations of a
Western fascination with sexual psychology that amounted to obsession.
Sigmund Freud had begun discussing sexual aberrations with colleagues in
1902. A. A. Brill, an American physician, visited psychoanalytic clinics in
Europe in 1905, studied with C. G. Jung in 1907-08, and helped organize
the New York Psychoanalytic Society in 1911 after lectures in 1909 by
Freud and Jung at Clark University had intensified the already lively American
interest.60 In Totem and Taboo (1912-13), Freud argued that "incestuous
strivings are found in every child in a veiled and distorted manner" from
birth and that "from these[,] so-called normal sexuality... emerges by a
significant development through manifold states."61
Schroeder argued that Mormons practiced incestuous polygamous
marriages because they had not matured. All people have a "pre-adolescent
sex-life," he asserted, "and the love between parent and child is largely the
manifestation of this immature sexuality. If physical maturity is unaccom-
panied by a corresponding maturing of the mental attitude, infantile psy-
59
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chosexual attractions tend toward incestuous relations." After character-
izing what he saw as Mormon incest, he concluded, "The story of this
incestuous tendency therefore, suggests to my mind that many of the Mor-
mons, including many of their leaders, had a fixation of psycho-sexual at-
titude in the pre-adolescent evolutionary level."62
More sophisticated modern views of Freud have, if anything, confirmed
the widespread and damaging nature of sexual abuse in the family. From
the 1960s on, researchers interested in the rights of children have been
interested in establishing cultural and historical contexts for incest. At least
seven of these contemporary studies have, as part of a literature search,
discovered Schroeder's article on Mormons and incest. All of their references
are brief—most have only a sentence or two—and historical in nature. But
all discuss Mormon incest in the context of the sexual abuse of children,
rather than in the context of prohibited marriages, as Schroeder and his
sources did.63
The earliest of these modern studies is the 1965 analysis of S. Kirson
Weinberg, a professor of sociology. He cites Schroeder, summarizes his
62
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claims in two paragraphs, concludes that "the Mormons sanctioned almost
all types of incest," and then goes even further by claiming, "From their
theology, they believed that the only available marriage partners of Adam
and Eve's children were siblings."64 Four years later Christopher Bagley,
from the Institute of Psychiatry in London, also referred to Schroeder's
article, concluding, "The value system of Mormon society was alien to that
of the wider community. Whether incest developed because of persecution
or whether incest was one of the factors which enraged the outer community
is difficult to say." Then without citing any numbers, he asserted, "By in-
creasing fecundity and the number who could be internally socialized into
the Mormon way of life, [incest] was clearly functional for Mormon soci-
ety."65 Bagley mistakenly asserts that incest was criminalized by "the state
of Utah, in 1872." The law was passed in 1892, and Utah was a territory
until 1896.
Blair Justice and Rita Justice's The Broken Taboo (1979) is one of the
few sources that has more than one or two sentences on Mormon incest.
The authors explain, "Incest was practiced among the Mormons in Utah
reportedly as a means for assuring that daughters and sisters would not
have to marry outside the church." They then summarize several arguments
by Schroeder's, whom they cite in their notes.66
Alvin A. Rosenfeld, a physician, also cites Schroeder in a 1980 U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services volume and labels polygamous
incest as "a religious reaction against the general society."67 Jean Renvoize's
Incest: A Family Pattern (1982) gives several examples of societies prac-
ticing polygamy, including Egyptians, Hawaiians, Incas, Adam's children,
primitive societies in Africa, and Mormons. His quote about Mormons very
closely resembles the one by the Justices but repeats Bagley's error about
Utah as a state.68
Nor does the pattern among recent works show either a more detailed
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analysis of Schroeder's claims or a lessening interest in the topic. Judith
Cooney, tabulating myths in 1987 about incest, buttresses her point that
"sexual abuse" is not merely "a twentieth century phenomenon," by point-
ing to the Mormons: "Incest was an accepted practice among Mormons
through the end of the nineteenth century in the United States."69 James
B. Twitchell, a sociologist, tacks on to a discussion of the Oneida's com-
munity "complex marriages" the rather improbable generalization that Mor-
mons "never restructured the family in such a way as to make siblings'
intercourse a possibility."70 While Twitchell cites Bagley in his bibliography,
he does not repeat Bagley's argument for Mormon incest, nor does his
statement do much toward communicating the legal, rather than sexual
abuse, context in which Schroeder's discussion of Mormon polygamous
incest occurred.
But was incest, in fact, a serious consequence-or coincidence—of
Mormon polygamy? No. Finding incest in Mormon polygamy is largely an
artifact of definitions. Marriage to the wife's sister, defined as incest only
by Anglican canon law, is the only form of polygamous marriage of the
categories in Schroeder's article that occurs in significant numbers. It seems
unlikely that even the marriages of first cousins, not banned by Utah law
until 1907, were frequent. Kimball Young's major sources, notes of inter-
views with eighteen polygamous husbands, fifty-five polygamous wives, and
eighty-three children born to polygamous couples, include no examples of
incest by today's standards,71 nor does my Mormon Polygamous Families,
which was based on 250 oral history interviews with the children of polyg-
amous couples.
Schroeder's article can best be seen as a case study of sexual values
during the 1910s rather than as historical documentation about Mormon
sexual practices. Even the nineteenth-century sources that point with horror
at Mormon incest referred in all instances to marriages and not sexual abuse.
Greater attention to this fact on the part of modern students of family abuse
would produce a more accurate historical picture-of both polygamy and
incest.
69
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THE MORMON BOUNDARY QUESTION
IN THE 1849-50
STATEHOOD DEBATES
Glen M. Leonard
THE THIRTIETH CONGRESS AND THE MEXICAN CESSION
ON 2 FEBRUARY 1848, MEXICO signed away to the invading forces of the
United States its two northern provinces of Upper California and New
Mexico. This agreement, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, gave the United
States a vast southwestern territory known as the Mexican Cession.1 Con-
gress immediately set about the task of providing government for the peoples
of this vast new territory: the merchants of the Santa Fe trade along the
upper Rio Grande, the Mormons on the benchlands above the Great Salt
Lake, and the old-timers and newcomers of the ranching and mining regions
west of the Sierras. But the effort failed and Congress adjourned.
When the second session of the Thirtieth Congress met in December
1848, it had President James K Polk's earlier encouragement to provide
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Map 1. Early Boundary Options. The Thirtieth Congress considered his-
torical precedents, including conflicting claims of Texas and New Mexico.
government for the conquered territory.2 Congress believed at first that
new boundaries should not depart from precedent. Using available maps
and reports, the Senate Committee on Territories looked for existing pat-
terns within the Southwest. (See Map 1.) Discussants disagreed over whether
those proper boundaries should be found in recent or earlier history. Some,
like Illinois Senator Stephen A. Douglas, chairman of the Senate Committee
on Territories, argued that since the Mexican Cession had been defined by
treaty as a single entity, it should remain so.3 Others claimed that the pre-
existing provinces of New Mexico and Upper California set a precedent
requiring two political units. Also needing attention was the long-standing
boundary dispute between Texas and Mexico for territory east of the Rio
Grande, a claim which had all but eliminated traditional New Mexico. And
wherever Congress applied boundary-making principles, one issue could
not be ignored—the extension of slavery westward.4
2
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901.
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In discussing various statemaking options for the Mexican provinces,
lawmakers in the Thirtieth Congress all but ignored the Mormons.5 It was
Alabama Congressman Henry W. Hilliard who reminded his colleagues in
early January 1849 that a region within Upper California known as Utah—
after the Ute Indians living there—had, for two years, hosted a growing
number of settlers interested in creating their own government. This in-
formation shifted thinking in Congress from a reaffirmation of existing Mex-
ican boundaries to a recognition of clusters of people. Lawmakers realized
that the governing principle for defining states was one of population cen-
ters. Anywhere a community with shared political interests and sufficient
numbers existed, those people deserved a distinct government.6
As the March recess neared, the Senate Judiciary Committee —the
group responsible for statehood proposals—concluded that Congress had
no authority under the Constitution to create states—only to admit them.
Congress agreed to wait and examine requests from the peoples of the
Mexican Cession.7 The debates closed with an unwritten understanding that
the single territory Congress had created by treaty would be defined by
the citizens living within its boundaries. That process, already underway,
would, the Congress envisioned, guarantee at least three new American
territories or states. Ultimately, the Thirty-first Congress granted statehood
to California and created the territories of Utah and New Mexico.
THREE PEOPLES SEEKING A GEOGRAPHICAL IDENTITY
Santa Fe: A New New Mexico
The local statemaking process began first in Santa Fe, a Spanish outpost
for 250 years among the Pueblo Indians and center of a well-established
population along the upper Rio Grande. Mexico had reinforced these ancient
boundaries with independence in 1821. Texas's traditional western bound-
Owned New Mexico to the Rio Grande," New Mexico Historical Review 8 (April 1933): 65 -
75; and Leonard, "Western Boundary-making," 243-73.
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but the effort was quickly defeated and forgotten (House, 11 December 1848 and 3 January
1849, Congressional Globe, 30th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1848-49, 26, 147.
6
 House, 22 January 1849, ibid., 319-20, and Appendix, 104.
7
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ary had been the Nueces River.8 But with the fall of the Alamo in 1836,
Texas declared its independence from Mexico and soon claimed the New
Mexican territory east of the Rio Grande, challenging the well-established
historical limits of the Mexican province of New Mexico.
Though solutions were proposed between the two regions, the un-
resolved Texas-New Mexico boundary dispute landed in the lap of Congress
in 1846 when the United States annexed Texas and conquered New Mexico,
ostensibly with its traditional boundaries. The Potomac politicians knew
what Texas wanted —territory beyond her recent historical limits—and
sided with Texas expansionist claims. But what were the wishes of the new
American boundary-makers in Santa Fe?
The process of creating a constitution and deciding on boundaries for
New Mexico took nearly four years, the efforts of a small group of Mexican
and Anglo traders. The occupying U.S. forces set up a temporary civil gov-
ernment in August 1846. In October 1848 and again in September 1849,
small citizens' conventions submitted territorial plans. New Mexicans clearly
preferred a territorial government, but Congress refused to listen. Then, in
May 1850, with behind-the-scenes promptings from President Zachary Tay-
lor and after extensive public wrangling over the options, a formal Santa
Fe convention drafted a statehood plan.9 Compared with the geographical
claims of Texas and Deseret, the New Mexicans proposed modest bound-
aries. (See Map 2.) At the east, the state included what we now recognize
as the panhandle regions of both Texas and Oklahoma. The western line
was drawn from the Gila to the Colorado along the 11 lth degree of longitude
through modern Tucson. At the north, delegates allowed the Arkansas
River and a connecting line to the Colorado to define the border. Santa Fe
sat near the geographical center of the proposed state.10
In short, the politicians of New Mexico preserved the old province as
8
 See Donald W. Meining, Imperial Texas-. An Interpretive Essay in Cultural Geography
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969).
9
 Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (San Francisco:
The History Co., 1889), 425-28,441-48, 453; P. M. Baldwin, "A Historical Note on the Bound-
aries of New Mexico," New Mexico Historical Review 5 (April 1940): 117-37; William Campbell
Binkley, "New Mexico and the Texan Santa Fe Expedition," Southwestern Historical Quarterly
27 (October 1923): 85-107; and Dale L. Morgan, "The State of Deseret," Utah Historical
Quarterly 8 (April, July, October 1940): 67 note 1.
10
 Constitution of the State of New Mexico, 1850 (1850; reprint ed., Santa Fe: Stagecoach
Press, 1965), 2-3, 13.
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OVERLAPPING BOUNDARY PROPOSALS
/ ^ CALIFORNIA | | j NEW MEXICO
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I
Map 2. Overlapping Boundary Proposals. The competing claims of Texas,
New Mexico, Deseret, and California meant that Congress would draw
lines between these four population centers.
the core of a new territory, expanded to include an unsettled buffer zone
described by a combination of natural and straight-line boundaries. The
plan both honored the original finger of civilization and expanded it. Mean-
while, first Utahns and then Californians drafted and submitted their own
statehood constitutions and boundary proposals. Congress received the
1850 New Mexico statehood plan last of the three.
Salt Lake City. The Kingdom of Deseret
While the New Mexicans tugged and pulled toward a consensus within
a small competitive body in Santa Fe, a more cohesive group of Mormon
leaders met late in 1848 to plan an appeal to Congress for a government
for their people. Utah's boundary makers, like those in New Mexico, ignored
resident Native Americans, who had established their own territorial metes
and bounds on the western landscape. Utahns also lacked a desire to consult
with distant conventions in Santa Fe and Monterey. The Mormons aimed
to secure their own territorial claims and win Congressional acceptance
for a protective buffer zone large enough to accommodate intended ex-
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pansion. In drafting the memorial, they worked through an existing secret
theocratic body, the Council of Fifty, organized in Nauvoo for just such
activities. The Mormons espoused no desire for a Texas-style independent
republic. Ever since 11 March 1844, the intent of the Council of Fifty had
been "to settle our people in some distant and unoccupied territory...
under the protection of our own laws, subject to the Constitution."11
Deseret's proposed boundaries did not hatch full-grown in the winter
and spring of 1848-49. Deliberations toward what became a petition for a
Territory of Deseret actually began in the Nauvoo Temple three years earlier,
when Brigham Young and his associates studied John C. Fremont's newly
published report and map of his 1842 and 1843-44 western exploring
expeditions, a gift of Illinois Senator Stephen A. Douglas. At Winter Quarters
a year later, they broadened their understanding with additional maps of
Texas, Oregon, and California.12 Seeking not just a place of refuge in the
West, Mormon leaders wanted to define that sanctuary. As early as August
1846, Brigham Young imagined a Promised Land in Mexican California
extending from the Rockies to the Sierras and from Oregon to whatever
boundary was settled with Mexico.13
Church leaders held to this concept for a grand interior empire when
they petitioned Congress for a territorial government. The Council of Fifty
launched the process on 9 December 1848. Even before a memorial had
been drafted, Thomas Bullock began collecting signatures; and after four
days, a subcommittee of nine, headed by Brigham Young, chose a text
drafted by Willard Richards over several other proposals. By late March
1849, Bullock had 2,270 signatures. He copied them and the petition onto
a twenty-two-foot document for the signatures of the First Presidency.14
11
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Map 3- Proposed Territory ofDeseret. The initial Mormon boundary pro-
posal, drawn on Fremont's 1848 Map of Oregon and Upper California,
differed from the later statehood plan in type and location of boundaries
(compare Map 2).
The suggested Territory of Deseret (see Map 3) stretched from the
42nd parallel boundary with Oregon on the north to the 32 nd parallel on
the south, or wherever the Mexican treaty line happened to fall. For a
western limit, the Mormons followed the crest of the Sierra Nevadas and
continued south to the ocean to claim the strip of California coast between
Los Angeles and San Diego. In the northeast, they extended the line up to
the 43rd parallel, above South Pass, and out around the Rocky Mountains,
then traced the controversial Texas boundary at the Rio Grande southward
to the Mexican border.
This boundary has been mostly ignored by historians; for although
History Company, 1889), 444-46. The Journal History for 13 December identifies the memorial
committee as Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball, Willard Richards, John Taylor, John M. Bernhisel,
Joseph L. Heywood, Daniel H. Wells, William W. Phelps, and Thomas Bullock.
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John M. Bernhisel carried the territorial proposal to Washington, he never
presented it. Two factors influenced the decision. First, when Bernhisel left
Salt Lake City on 4 May, he carried with him Willard Richards's letter of
instructions to Thomas Kane. Significantly, Kane—who was to advise and
assist Bernhisel—was authorized "to extend, if consistent, the proposed
northern boundary line or the territory to latitude 43 degrees north, and
to modify the eastern line, and the lines extending to the Pacific Coast, as
might seem expedient or necessary." When he saw the plan, Kane imme-
diately advised against seeking territorial status. He believed that the pro-
visional state government or a permanent state with locally elected officers
was a much wiser situation than a territory, whose officers would be federal
appointees and not necessarily Mormons or their sympathizers.15 Second,
because the Mormon leaders shared this view, the Council of Fifty responded
by organizing a state government with boundaries somewhat different than
those of the proposed territory. The Provisional State of Deseret was a
temporary expedient, similar to the interim civilian arrangements in New
Mexico and California, set up to govern until Congress could act. Deseret's
state constitution superseded the territorial memorial as the official Mormon
request.
The Council of Fifty initiated planning for the State of Deseret as an
ad hoc convention representing Upper California east of the Sierras. To
draft the constitution and determine Deseret's limits, the council spent two
busy weeks in early July. Short on time before the Congress convened, they
created fictitious minutes of a representative March 1849 convention and
subsequent election—all apparently to convince Washington that the people
of Deseret had spoken through a democratic process. The provisional State
of Deseret so created was implemented in December as a temporary, locally
initiated "free and independent government."16
The constitution drafted by Deseret's statemakers followed the time-
honored precedent of borrowing directly from other states, particularly
Iowa. Similarly, the boundary was an adaptation from the Deseret territorial
petition. The architects of both of Deseret's proposed boundaries under-
15
 Morgan, "State of Deseret," 82-83, 90, 114-16; Richards to Kane, in Journal History, 2
May 1849.
16
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stood western geography from available maps. Thus, when they spelled out
boundaries in their state constitution, they referenced them to a specific
document, Fremont's 1848 Map of Oregon and Upper California (drawn
by Charles Preuss and published by Congress in 1848).17
Like the Santa Fe boundary makers, the Salt Lake Saints began with an
established population core. For a buffer they encompassed a region larger
than modern Texas. The State of Deseret eliminated most of the straight
lines used in the territorial plan and followed instead the imperfectly plotted
shape of the interior basin and range province visible on Fremont's 1848
map. Deseret's western and southern limits were the same river and moun-
tain boundaries found in the territorial proposal. But the state's northern
border ignored the 42nd parallel and followed instead the dividing ridge
between the Columbia and Great Basin river drainages. The east line sim-
ilarly forgot geodesic niceties and followed nature's boundary along the
continental divide through modern Colorado and New Mexico. In doing
so, it honored New Mexico's traditional river valley province.18
The Mormons were hopeful that their boundary proposal would please
Congress. They had followed the precedent of Fremont's congressionally
authorized geography for their kingdom in the Great Basin and Colorado
Plateau country. Deseret had left for the coastal Californians a fertile strip
of land between the mountains and the sea. Besides, Brigham Young had
quietly avoided the slavery issue, insisting privately that the natural oper-
ation of the common law would settle the question in the future—in favor
of freedom for slaves.19
Almon W. Babbitt, elected as Deseret's delegate to Congress, left for
Washington 27 July with the statehood memorial. Senator Stephen A. Doug-
las presented the request to the Senate on 27 December. Bernhisel informed
Brigham Young in April that the Mormons would likely soon be given a
17
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territorial government.20 But Deseret's boundaries would not have priority.
The Mormon request overlapped existing Oregon territorial lines and was
soon challenged as well by conflicting claims from California and New
Mexico. A final decision would await a combined consideration of the three
statehood requests and would result in a grand compromise.
Monterey: Precedent or Population?
California convened its constitutional convention at Colton Hall in
Monterey in September 1849. Forty-eight delegates assembled in response
to a call issued by interim Governor Bennett Riley. They represented the
ten judicial districts established by Mexico in the area west of the Sierra
Nevada range and the Colorado River. Three-fourths of the delegates were
U.S. immigrants—many of them recent arrivals—the others, Spanish-speak-
ing farmers and ranchers. Fourteen were lawyers, nine businessmen. From
John Ross Browne's complete published report of the debates, it is possible
to reconstruct in detail their deliberations.21
When the Monterey delegates settled down for business, they resolved
certain questions easily. In only one ballot, they decided to organize a state,
rather than a territory. In a single unanimous vote, they chose to exclude
slavery.22 But when it came to drawing an eastern boundary for California,
they could not agree. Over time, twelve of them offered plans, and each
scheme underwent constant amendment. Fully two-thirds of the deputies
had something to say about the proposals.23 What finally helped them define
their new American state was the Mormon question.
In their search for precedent to guide their definition of California,
the Monterey boundary-makers discovered three options. (See Map 4.) First,
20
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21
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Map 4. Proposed California Boundaries. States of three sizes were proposed
in California's constitutional convention, with boundaries at the Rocky
Mountains, through the Great Desert, and along the eastern slopes of the
Sierra Nevadas.
they could create a large state if they used the boundary at the Rockies as
drafted on available maps, including Fremont's. This plan, following the
same design already used by the Mormons, was promoted by former Mis-
sissippi Congressman William M. Gwin and acting California Secretary of
State Henry W. Halleck. Even though they made an argument many in
Congress already had found unconvincing, Gwin and Halleck stubbornly
insisted that Congress would be predisposed to accept such a large state
since it used the very boundary authorized in the war treaty and already
marked on Fremont's congressionally sponsored map. Certainly, they said,
local residents had no right to challenge this American precedent by sub-
dividing the existing Upper California.24
Second, if delegates sought an older, Spanish precedent, they could
24
 Browne, Report, 169, 185-88, 193, 433.
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find it in the center of the Great Desert. This line, supporters said, had been
established by Spain in 1781 for judicial jurisdictions. This option included
the eastern slopes of the Sierras, where miners (with interests similar to
those of the Forty-niners on the western slopes) were already beginning
to gather. The convention's five-member boundary committee, headed by
Sacramento promoter Lansford W. Hastings, sponsored this moderate-sized
state with a line along the 116th meridian. The committee believed that
this was the authentic California and that it would please Congress because
it was small enough to be easily governed.25
A third kind of boundary proposal defined an even smaller state
bounded by the Sierras and Colorado River. Within this limit, Mexico had
created ten judicial districts—the same as those represented in the con-
vention. Its chief proponent, William E. Shannon, an Irish-born lawyer from
New York, found here a precedent established by Mexico and recognized
by Governor Riley. Certainly, he argued, Congress would recognize a Cal-
ifornia already functioning. Besides, he said, its natural limits at the crest
of the Snowy Mountains had been ordained by God himself.26 (The California
delegates did not know that the Mormons had already agreed upon the
appropriateness of at least part of the same boundary.)
With these three choices, the convention could follow American prec-
edent with Mexican roots for a large state, Spanish boundaries observed by
Mexico for a moderate one, or Mexican limits affirmed by interim American
officials for a small California. But which of these precedents should be
given precedence? Almost immediately after the Hastings committee pro-
posed its line through the desert on 18 September, the convention splin-
tered. It shifted support first to one plan and then another. Strongest was
interest in the large- and moderate-state plans. After sporadic discussion
over a week's time, the delegates on 24 September accepted the most
American of political decisions—a compromise. With fewer than half the
delegates voting, the convention decided, on a 19-4 vote, in favor of an
amended Gwin-Halleck package. The plan recommended a Rocky Mountain
boundary but included an option: If Congress did not want to preserve a
large California, it could create a moderate-sized state defined with a line
anywhere through the Great Desert. Because they erroneously believed
25
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their compromise would please Washington, the Californians had decided
to let Congress decide.27
That might have been the conclusion of the Monterey deliberations
on boundaries had not the question been reopened on 8 October as the
delegates attempted to apportion the state legislature. As had happened in
the Thirtieth Congress, someone changed history by reminding delegates
about the Mormons. The Great Salt Lake settlers had been included in the
new California without being represented in the constitutional convention.
With this action the convention had violated a cardinal principle of repub-
lican government. The Monterey assembly wondered, Was it right now to
magnify this error by refusing the Mormons representation in the state
legislature?28
Advocates for a smaller California challenged the approved boundary,
pointing out the expense of reimbursing travel costs for Mormon repre-
sentatives. Besides, the Mormons had created their own plan for govern-
ment. Said Hastings, "Theirs is a distinct proposition, originating from a
distinct population, having distinct interests."29 The small-state advocates
argued that Congress had no authority to draw the boundaries; thus, the
two-part Gwin-Halleck plan with its open-door option was unacceptable.
The large-state proponents countered this assault with arguments of
their own. "We represent California," Henry Halleck retorted, "and if any
portion of the people neglect or refuse to send delegates to this convention,
we are not responsible for it." "The majority must rule," another delegate
added.30 Gwin noted that besides the unrepresented Mormons, California
included dozens of tribes of Indians and many miners. "We do not propose
to extend the laws of the State or any district to them," he said. "We do
not propose to send tax collectors or government officers there. We await
their own action." Gwin argued that unrepresented minorities must let their
voices be heard if they wished to participate in a state where the majority
had and would govern.31
As a result of these discussions, Gwin's and Halleck's large-state/me-
dium-state coalition began to fall apart. In twelve ballots over a three-day
27
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period and with almost all of the delegates now present and voting, the
Monterey convention altered its decision. Moderate-state supporters of the
desert boundary withdrew to the Sierras in support of a small-state plan
introduced as a compromise. When drafted as a formal measure by James
M. Jones, a twenty-five-year-old Kentucky-born lawyer, large-state propo-
nent William Gwin accepted the compromise. His colleague Henry Halleck
refused to capitulate and abstained on the final ballot.32
In a 32-7 vote, the convention accepted what its chairman, R. Semple,
called "the limit formed by nature for this state."33 But to tidy things up a
bit, the delegates then imposed upon this natural barrier a geometric line
along the 120th meridian and a dog-leg from the 38th parallel to the Col-
orado River. This, they believed, would please Congress because it followed
the Missouri boundary precedent of using straight lines. Besides, according
to small-state proponent William Shannon, the 120th meridian and dog-leg
extension ran approximately parallel with the Pacific and created a har-
monious shape, a state nearly uniform in width. The convention moved
Shannon's dog-leg north from the 38th to the 39th parallel, bringing into
California more of the eastern slopes of the Sierras and Death Valley. But
because delegates relied on the Fremont map, they were misled into be-
lieving that the boundary included all of the east-slope mines.34 With the
Mormon question thus serving as the catalyst to force reconsideration of
its original compromise, the convention on 10 October accepted the small-
state California and left the rest of Upper California to the Salt Lake Saints.
The Whig Two-for-One Plan
But the story of the Mormon-California boundary question included
an additional attempt at reconsideration. Zachary Taylor had sent delegates
to all three constitutional deliberations to encourage statehood rather than
territorial applications. It had been reported during the Monterey debates
that Congress preferred a large-state plan for California. That word came
from Thomas Butler King, a member of Congress visiting in California. King
had told the convention chairman, "For God's sake leave us no territory to
legislate upon in Congress."35 Opponents of the large-state plan read this
32
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for what it was—interference by the Taylor administration. The Whig pres-
ident knew that by-passing territories and immediately creating states would
avoid further debate in Congress over the slave question. Californians be-
lieved in popular sovereignty and opposed slavery; they shunted the mes-
senger aside. When the Monterey log-rolling failed, Taylor sent U.S. Indian
agent John Wilson to Salt Lake City. He presented Taylor's proposal to
preserve a large-state California on 6 September 1849. It was examined by
John Taylor, Charles C. Rich, and Daniel Spencer, who recommended ac-
ceptance.36
This decision takes on added interest in light of discussions a year
earlier. In October 1848, Brigham Young's nephew Evan M. Greene had
recommended that the Saints postpone their request for self-government.
Greene proposed that Governor Riley be asked to create a judicial district
in eastern California for the Mormons. Had this plan been enacted, Riley
would have invited Mormon delegates to the California convention. Perhaps
their votes would have helped sustain the original Gwin-Halleck large-state
plan or some form of temporary large-state amalgamation. Their presence
would have resolved the issue of representation and made unnecessary (on
those grounds, at least) reconsideration of the first plan adopted. But
Brigham rejected his nephew's notion—as he had shunned Sam Brannan's
San Francisco colonizing plan—in favor of isolation from West Coast gen-
tiles.37
Now, nearly three months after the Monterey convention adjourned,
Mormon delegate Amasa Lyman presented himself to the newly elected
California governor, Peter H. Burnett. Apologizing for his late arrival, Lyman
proposed that the constitutional convention be reconvened so the Mormons
could be represented in the deliberations. Why would the Mormons, who
had already formulated their own plan of government, seek a united plan
of action? Burnett wondered. Lyman proposed Zachary Taylor's plan without
revealing its source: Admit all of California as a single free state; then, after
two years when Deseret's population justified a separate state, petition
36
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Congress to annul the marriage of the two incompatible populations.38 It
was, in Brigham Young's mind, a viable back-door approach to statehood.
Burnett hesitated. California voters already had endorsed the proposed
constitution and boundaries and had elected officers. Besides, what about
travel costs for Mormon delegates living 1,500 miles inland? And, finally,
Brigham Young had his eye on the southern coastal port for commerce and
immigration; the Mormons wanted San Diego for their future State of Des-
eret. If southern Californians were allowed to choose which way to shift
their allegiance when the large state subdivided in January 1851, what
would be the result? Could—or would—the Mormons successfully import
enough settlers to create a pro-Mormon majority in the south? Despite these
hesitations, Burnett presented the amalgamation plan to the interim state
legislature then in session at San Jose, but delegates shelved the notion.39
California and Utah already had sent competing plans to Congress. New
Mexico's would soon arrive. The debate now shifted to Washington.
CONGRESS AND COMPROMISE: THE AMERICAN WAY
Freedom's Boundaries
In the drawn-out deliberations of 1849-50, the Thirty-first Congress
found itself forced to postpone adjournment until 30 September before it
could complete work on its hard-won Compromise of 1850. Facing bound-
ary-making tasks left unfinished by the previous Congress, the senators and
representatives struggled with the slavery aspects of the unresolved Texas-
New Mexico dividing line above El Paso and the conflicting geographical
claims of the new statehood proposals: Texas wanted half of New Mexico;
the Mormons wanted parts of Oregon Territory and the proposed states of
Texas, New Mexico, and California; while Texas, New Mexico, and California
each wanted part of the suggested State of Deseret.
What were the proper boundaries for this new American West? Con-
gress had intended to let the people draw their own dividing lines within
the Mexican Cession. Although initiated locally, the statemaking process
required congressional action to sort out overlapping claims. Some legis-
lators wanted to leave the question to the Supreme Court, others to a special
commission. Still others proposed that Congress itself divide the entire
38
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southwest between a slave Texas and a free California.40 But in the end
Congress stuck by its constitutional mandate to admit, not create states.
Though they disagreed over details, three American presidents agreed with
this approach -James K. Polk, a Democrat, who died in October 1849 during
the Thirtieth Congress; Zachary Taylor, a Whig, who died in July 1850,
midway through the Thirty-first Congress; and Millard Fillmore, a New York
Whig, who saw the process through to the September Compromise.41
In the long run, it was Senators Henry Clay and Daniel Webster who
worked out the omnibus bill combining the three local statehood proposals
(plus the Texas issue) into one solution.42 In August, President Fillmore
reminded Congress of its duty to define New Mexico (and, by implication,
the other proposed units): "No government can be established for New
Mexico, either state or territory," he said, "until it shall be first ascertained
what New Mexico is, and what are her limits and boundaries."43 The first
order of business, then, was to draw lines between the peoples of the
Mexican Cession.
What Congress ascertained for Texas was a reduction of the territorial
claims of the Austin revolutionaries. Numerous options were considered,
including several plans to create immediate or future divisions into two,
three, or more Gulf states. The final compromise recognized both the South's
quest for territory and New Mexico's traditional claims. Congress dropped
three degrees of longitude off New Mexico's eastern boundary proposal;
Texas gave up nearly four in the compromise and was compensated nearly
$5 million for its willingness to compromise.44
Thomas Hart Benton saw the issue as clearly as any: "This is not merely
a question of territory, but of people," he said. "We give government to
40
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people —not to woods and prairies." Benton opposed the Texas claim to
the Rio Grande all the way north to the 42nd parallel, because, as he pointed
out on the maps, "almost the whole population, at least the whole business
population, is on the east side of the river, beginning at Taos and coming
down to El Paso." He proposed that the issue be resolved by giving New
Mexico its own people and that the Texas boundary likewise include pop-
ulation centers belonging to that state.45
The important notion of population governed as well in settling other
competing boundaries. For example, Southerners attempted to define sev-
eral distinct populations within the proposed coastal California to create a
separate slave state in southern California. They saw an agricultural (i.e.,
"slave") California served by the port of San Diego and a mining (i.e., "free")
California around San Francisco. The line could be drawn along the con-
troversial Missouri Compromise line, 36° 30' north latitude, or even par-
allels further south. Senator Douglas proposed three Californias. Opponents
to dividing California reminded colleagues that popular sovereignty meant
that Congress should respect the recommendations of the hardworking
California convention. For lack of support, the Southern strategy and other
subdivision plans died, and Congress adopted Monterey's proposed bound-
aries.46
During these Congressional debates over California, Utah's boundaries
were naturally part of the discussion. Jefferson Davis attempted unsuc-
cessfully to give Texas its claims westward to the Rio Grande and California
its requested eastern boundary, and to abolish New Mexico by designating
everything remaining for Utah.47 Most of Davis's colleagues were more
interested than he in containing the Mormons within the corridor they had
already settled. Some argued for eliminating Utah entirely by merging Mor-
mon country with an enlarged New Mexico territory, or with California.48
Despite these proposals, the principle of honoring distinct populations pre-
45
 Senate, 31 July 1850, Congressional Globe, 31st Cong., 1st Sess., 1849-50, 1381 and
Append., 1475-76; see also W. J. Spillman, "Adjustment of the Texas Boundary, 1850," Texas
State Historical Association Quarterly 7 (January 1904): 177-95.
46
 House, 28 August and 7 September 1850, Congressional Globe, 31st Cong., 1st Sess., 1849—
50, 1686, 1697, 1770; Senate, 24 July 1850, ibid., 1448. Jefferson Davis's views are noted in
Stephenson, "California and the Compromise of 1850," 116-17.
47
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48
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vailed. The question became one of locating the extent of those populations
and then drawing an appropriate line around them.
Oregon and California defined two acceptable limits for Utah. There
were no serious claimants competing for the eastern Rocky Mountain ter-
ritory, though some in Congress wished to limit the Mormons to the Wasatch
Range. Bernhisel successfully defended the desired boundary along the
continental divide. The final issue was a line between Utah and New
Mexico.49 As might be expected, Southerners attempted again to extend
the Missouri Compromise line and were narrowly defeated; however, leg-
islators noted that this controversial line was not far from where the bound-
ary ought to be located, if population were considered.
Having already adopted a mountain dividing ridge for Utah's eastern
boundary—the one proposed by the Mormons—lawmakers looked for a
similar natural dividing line for a southern Utah limit. They found one on
Fremont's map. It was a southern dividing ridge for the Great Basin running
nearly due east and west between the thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth par-
allels.50 Both House and Senate adopted it. But Douglas didn't trust Fremont's
sketchy map. Fremont had not explored the region but had only speculated
on what he had seen from a distance. Douglas told the Senate: "It is uncertain
where that range of mountains is situated, and hence I have come to the
conclusion to insert the thirty-eighth parallel of latitude instead of that
uncertain place called 'the mountains.'" This wise substitution shifted dis-
cussion back again to a geodesic line. Senators wanted one that would
include all of the Mormon settlers. Several alternatives were offered, in-
cluding again, 36° 30'. Douglas said he preferred the 38th north latitude,
because lines north of that one excluded some Mormon settlements. "I
thought the thirty-eighth parallel would include them all [But] I am
willing to take 37° or 37° 30'. That will certainly include all the [Mormon]
settlements." A North Carolina Whig immediately suggested 37°, and Jef-
49
 John A. McClernand proposed the western Rocky Mountain ridge marked on Fremont's
map (House, 3 April 1850, Congressional Globe, 31st Cong., 1st Sess., 1849-50, 628-29); the
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50
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COMPROMISE
OF 1850
Map 5. Compromise of 1850. Congress settled conflicting claims with its
hard-won compromise, but left open for later adjustments the boundaries
of Utah and New Mexico territories.
ferson Davis supported it. He told Douglas he had heard that Mormons
were living far south of the lowest degree of latitude so far proposed, some
of them below the southern tip of the Sierras. Douglas conceded that pos-
sibility.51
While the Senate considered other sections of the bill, Douglas, with
encouragement from Bernhisel, quietly inserted the 37th parallel boundary
into his bill. Wrangling over the issue continued for some time, but senators
rejected the alternatives and accepted the Douglas compromise proposal
to halt Mormon political expansion southward at the 37th parallel.52 At last,
Utah had its boundaries. (See Map 5.) As territories, Utah and New Mexico
would be admitted to the union with the clear expectation that the two
"Senate, 31 July 1850, Congressional Globe, 31st Cong., 1st Sess., 1849-50, Appendix,
1481-83.
52
 Ibid., 1483-84. Bernhisel told Brigham Young in a 9 August 1850 letter: "For more territory
I durst not venture to ask, lest we should receive none exterior to the Basin" (in Morgan, "State
of Deseret," 125). Also see Malcolm Comeaux, "Selection of the Arizona-Utah Boundary,"
Journal of Arizona History 24 (Autumn 1983): 237-54.
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congressionally governed political units would at some future time be fur-
ther subdivided and allowed to apply for statehood.
Three Peoples—and More
The Compromise of 1850 recognized three peoples in the Mexican
Cession and created three nation-states. The boundaries thus created ob-
served certain precedents. Natural boundaries influenced many of the lines,
and population cores determined the number of units to be created. The
politicians hammered out compromises to keep peace at home and to
provide the peoples of the New West with appropriate boundaries.
The compromisers of 1850 thought that the territories of Utah and
New Mexico, as well as the states of Texas and California, were too large
to remain forever undivided. Congress anticipated later subdivisions for all
four units. But the citizens of the Lone Star State built up a tradition of
bigness that resisted division.53 Californians also rejected sporadic efforts,
extending to our own time, to further subdivide what remained of the old
Mexican province.54
Not so for the temporary territories. New Mexico grew with the ad-
dition of the Gadsden Purchase in 1853 but lost a northern slice to Colorado
in 1861. Meanwhile new population centers developed around Phoenix
and Tucson in the Gila River basin, suggesting to some a northern and
southern territory. But New Mexico's western half emerged as Arizona
Territory in 1863, divided coincidentally near the boundary that had once
separated the Mexican provinces of New Mexico and California.55
"The Texas Constitution of 1836 includes a provision for subdivision. For a rare suggestion
that it be invoked, see "Texas May Push for 4 New States," UPI dispatch, Deseret News, 26
August 1978, A8.
'"William Henry Ellison, "The Movement for State Division in California, 1849-1860," South-
western Historical Quarterly 19 (March and June 1940): 1-26,157-84; W. N. Davis, Jr., "State
of Jefferson,'" California Historical Society Quarterly 31 0une 1952): 125-38; "Divide Cal-
ifornia?" UPI dispatch, in Deseret News 14 April 1971, A13; Arthur B. Laffer, "California Should
Be Split Like AT&T," Scripps Howard News Service, ibid., 20 July 1991, A6.
"Developments can be followed in Adlai Feather, "The Territories of Arizona," New Mexico
Historical Review 39 (January 1964): 16-31; Baldwin, "A Historical Note on the Boundaries
of New Mexico," 125-29; B. Sacks, Be It Enacted: The Creation of the Territory of Arizona
(Phoenix: Arizona Historical Foundation, 1964); Frank M.Johnson, "The Colorado-New Mexico
Boundary," Colorado Magazine 4 (May 1927): 112-15; LeRoy R. Hafen, "Status of the San Luis
Valley, 1850-61," ibid., 3 (May 1926): 46-49; and Donald W. Meinig, "America's Wests: Preface
to a Geographical Interpretation," Annals of the Association of American Geographers 62
(June 1972): 170-72.
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Similarly, in western Utah the Virginia City silver discovery in 1859
lured miners to the east slopes of the Sierras. A distinct—and distinctive —
people there wanted a government separate from Salt Lake City. In stages
over the decade of the 1860s, Utah lost its western desert to the people of
Nevada, first a territory, then, in 1864, a state.56 On the eastern frontier,
Colorado claimed the Rockies as its backbone with creation of a territorial
government in 1861, two years after the Pike's Peak gold rush. With that
decision, Utah's boundary was moved near the 109th meridian, a line de-
fended as the limit of agrarian Mormonism's expansion eastward.57 Finally,
the cowboy territory of Wyoming came into being along the Union Pacific
railway lines in 1868 and was given a corner of Utah in order that, its
proponents argued, Wyoming be symmetrical. Utah's own vertical oblong
was left with a distinctive bite out of the northeastern corner.58 Later efforts
to dismember Utah and thus disperse polygamous voters kept the Utah
boundary question alive in Congress for another twenty years.59 But ulti-
mately, Utah gained statehood in 1896 within boundaries that had remained
untouched for nearly thirty years.
Because nineteenth-century statemakers used population centers to
establish boundaries within the Mexican Cession, it is tantalizing to speculate
on what might have been. Had substantial Mormon populations existed
beyond Utah's present borders whenever any of these boundary changes
were under consideration, Utah likely would have been a larger state today.
Had San Bernardino been a flourishing Mormon metropolis by 1850, had
Carson City or Las Vegas become a Mormon regional capital a decade later,
had Fort Bridger or Fort Lemhi developed into substantial outposts, or had
56
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Colorado's southern San Luis Valley been dominated by a Mormon Manassa
colony, the Mormon Corridor might have defined a different state of Utah.
But history was on the side of the ore-diggers of the mountains and cattlemen
of the plains. Brigham Young's settlement program for filling up Deseret
came too late with too little. The principles of boundary-making honored
other distinctive peoples in their geographical settings with boundaries
appropriate to their distinctive nation-states.60
In the long-range Latter-day Saint historical view, the Utah-Mormon
boundary didn't much matter. The Corridor Saints outgrew their propensity
for political kingdoms prescribed by protective legal boundaries. Their
religious kingdom, like Daniel's stone, rolled forth from the mountain-top
territory in the American West. The Mormon ecclesiastical sphere became
an overlay on other political, social, and cultural empires. In the same way
that Mormonism earlier had left behind its Midwestern geographical Zion,
the Latter-day Saints in the twentieth century outgrew their western ter-
ritorial refuge, their Promised Land.
Today they approach another century intent on expanding Mormon
boundaries by rolling forth to "fill" the whole earth.
60
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TANNER LECTURE
MORMON "DELIVERANCE" AND
THE CLOSING OF THE FRONTIER
Martin Ridge
I FEEL HIGHLY HONORED TO BE INVITED to present the Tanner Lecture this
year. When the Tanner Lectureship was established, I was genuinely im-
pressed. The basic idea of this lectureship—to bring annually to the Mormon
History Association an outsider—seemed to me both a mark of maturity
and sophistication. No other learned society that I know of has the courage
to do this. But when I began to think about what I would say today, I must
confess that I came to feel this was essentially a shrewd Mormon plot to
take a good, self-respecting gentile academic, and make him reread his old
notes, look at new sources, and think far more deeply about Mormonism
than he had in the past.
I also want to say a few things that do not fit into my formal presentation,
although they may be annoying or perhaps even offensive to some of you.
First, I remain completely astonished at how few historical landmarks exist
in Utah that relate to some of the most significant and intimate aspects of
Mormon history. For example, I could not find the site of the prison camp
for cohabs in Salt Lake City without the help of a local historian, and he
assured me that there were a score of other significant sites that remain
equally hidden. What a pity! What a shame! Should not this organization
make a case to the city of Salt Lake or to the state of Utah to act in this
matter?
Second, in the clash of competing cultures that took place between
MARTIN RIDGE is Senior Research Associate at the Huntington Library in San Marino and
professor of history in the California Institute of Technology.
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Mormon and gentile societies, the fact that Mormonism, as it existed prior
to 1890, lost out, is no sign of dishonor. That cultural conflict itself is an
important part of the history of our evolving plural society. The sites and
events of that struggle warrant as much recognition as Southern states give
to the Confederate memorials of the Civil War.
Third, the record of what occurred during the first half century of
Mormonism is not exclusively an LDS story; it belongs to our national history.
In fact, from the point of view of civil liberties, it is one of our nation's
darkest hours. If Jews throughout the world can point to the Holocaust and
say: "Never again," surely American students of Mormonism should, if history
has any meaning, be the strongest advocates of the First and Fifth amend-
ments to the Constitution.
Fourth, half a decade ago, in commenting on recent books dealing
with the Mormon experience, I wrote that
Mormon historiography may not be a 'dark and bloody ground' for most
American historians but it is virtually terra incognita for many of them.
... Non-Mormons who have been willing to approach the field objectively
have rarely had access to sources. At the same time, a past generation of
Mormon historians were either entirely defensive or even more questioning
of the Church than some outsiders. Contemporary non-Mormon historians,
who have wanted to understand how the Mormons fit into both the American
experience and a subset of American historiography, whether it be the Amer-
ican West or the history of religion, have come to rely on the new generation
of Mormon scholars who demonstrate unusual sensitivity, tact, and honesty
in dealing with their own past.1
As a non-Mormon who teaches the history of the Latter-day Saints, I
have trusted to the validity of their work, even as they contend with one
another about both the facts and the proper interpretations of Mormonism.
I must, however, take exception with Melvin T. Smith's view that non-
Mormon scholars "rarely if ever, reveal and explicate those special and
immediate qualities that made believing Mormons and Latter-day Saints what
they were and what they still are today."2 To agree with Smith would be
to create a privileged history: something that I must emphatically reject. I
do not believe that the history of any race, class, gender, or religion is
privileged. I must also reject Mario S. De Pillis's assertion that "all non-
1
 Ridge, "Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and a Religious Tradition," Reviews in American
History U (March 1986): 25.
2
 Smith, "Faithful History: Hazards and Limitations," Journal of Mormon History 9 (1982):
61.
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Mormon historians are anti-Mormon in so far as they reject that truth."3
There are many historical and anthropological methodologies that can re-
solve the problem of dealing with acts of faith in religions other than that
of the scholar.
Now, let me turn to my paper.
In Hubert Howe Bancroft's Book of the Fair, published in 1893 to
commemorate the Chicago World's Columbian Exposition, he points out
that the Territory of Utah was represented by a fine pavilion with white
pillars. It also boasted an Eagle Gate, replica of that in Salt Lake City, and
a statue of Brigham Young. Bancroft notes that the funds for the Utah
exhibition came from Mormon sources, stating that they did not come from
the territorial government.4 Although he does not mention it, the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir also performed splendidly at the fair.
The Chicago Fair was also the site of the World's Congress of Historians
and Historical Students, a rather immodest title for a small meeting of
professional and amateur historians who presented scholarly papers, most
of which are fortunately now forgotten. I do not know if any Saints attended
these historical meetings; but if they did, they were probably shocked at a
paper given by a young historian from the University of Wisconsin named
Frederick Jackson Turner.5 The primary thrust and theme of his essay—
that American democracy was born on the frontier—would have brought
a taste of gall and wormwood to the palate of any Mormon during the 1890s.
Moreover, if any older Saints were in the audience that evening, Turner
must have caught their attention when he paraded a litany of circumstances
and behavioral characteristics of the Americans as a frontier people. On
Turner's frontier, men and women were few, and arable land was abundant;
pragmatism was the dominant philosophy of life; innovation and experi-
mentation were common practices; attachment to place was unimportant
if not insignificant; wasting natural resources was an acceptable credo;
culture and tradition were abandoned in the process of making a living;
materialism was the prevailing creed; hard work was a persistent habit; and
skill rather than anything else was the critical factor in defining an individ-
3
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ual's status. The frontier, too, was a powerful force for assimilation. Turner's
Mormon audience would surely have seen how thoroughly the Saints were
Turner's true American frontier people and yet how different was their
overall experience.
Turner's paper, "The Significance of the Frontier in American History,"
is a landmark in American scholarship,6 but it should have a special rela-
tionship to Mormon history, because Turner predicated his essay on what
he saw as a major disjunction in the history of the United States. He quoted
from the Superintendent of the Census for 1890 who observed in a bulletin
"that there can hardly be said to be a frontier line." "This brief official
statement," Turner added, "marks the closing of a great historic movement."7
The closing date of the frontier has a unique meaning to Latter-day
Saints because by 1890 eastern America had steadily closed in around them
and compelled such drastic changes in Mormon thought and action that
the Church would never be the same again. Without a new frontier to which
to retreat, Mormons had no place to move. They found themselves de-
fenseless. The only deliverance seemed to be statehood, in the hope that
it would give them enough self-government to protect their institutions.
There is a strange irony in this because the Saints, who lived an in-
digenous American religion, had previously escaped persecution by living
outside the mainstream of American life. Protestant America had dictated
that they do this; but by 1890, isolation was neither possible nor acceptable;
the government now demanded a virtual revolution in Mormonism before
it could be incorporated within the nation state. How did this come to
pass?
As a Mormon missionary would say: "It all began in the year 1820
when a young man named Joseph Smith, Jr., went into a wooded grove to
pray."8 What followed during the next-quarter century is a story of the
founding, growth, and persecution of the Church and its members. The
Saints found little support in New York, where the Smith family lived; but
after they started their celebrated move westward into Ohio, the Church
grew rapidly. Neither upstate New York nor Ohio may have been frontier
6
 Martin Ridge, "The Life of an Idea: The Significance of Frederick Jackson Turner's Frontier
Thesis," Montana: The Magazine of Western History 41 (Winter 1991): 2-13.
7
 "The Significance of the Frontier in American History," The Frontier in American History
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regions, depending on your definition of a frontier, but they were certainly
primitive, underdeveloped rural areas marked by social disorientation,
where the rapidly changing social status of many fortunate individuals cre-
ated a fluid society.9
Traditional religious and social organizations suffered in this environ-
ment, as they did everywhere on the frontier. This was a fertile field for
seers, evangelical revivalists, mystical gold hunters, visionary seekers, and
founders of religions, new sects, and new communities. As Gordon Wood
has observed, "The remains of eighteenth-century hierarchies fell away, and
hundreds of thousands of common people were cut loose from all sorts of
traditional bonds."10 Many people sought something that would bring mean-
ing and order to their lives. This was a setting well suited to the Mormon
style as well as the Mormon message. Discipline, emotion, reason, self-
interest, and a unique egalitarianism were some of the weapons in the arsenal
of conversion.11 Mormonism successfully gathered followers not only in the
agrarian West and South but also among the disenchanted of the urban East.
From the inception of Mormonism, Joseph Smith propounded the idea
of "continuous revelation," an element that proved essential to the Church's
vitality and success because its doctrines could be dynamic.12 Therefore,
during the years of migration from upstate New York to Kirtland, Ohio, to
Far West, Missouri, and back to Nauvoo, Illinois, the Church gradually came
to embrace a body of essential doctrines that ultimately defined its identity:
stewardship, polygamy, millennialism, and the "gathering." It also accepted
the idea of a unique political entity—the kingdom of God—which, although
quasi-independent, was empowered to exercise control over the temporal
Mormon world.
Whether the concept of plural marriage had its origin in Ohio is not
so important as what it meant to the Church. No doctrine was more con-
9
 Marvin S. Hill, "The Rise of Mormonism in the Burned-over District: Another View," New
York History 61 (October 1980): 417.
10
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troversial, even to our day, unless it is the Book of Mormon itself.13 The
fact that plural marriage was only one aspect of Joseph Smith's concern for
the family, for extended kinship ties, and for social solidarity-after all, he
wanted to establish a tribe in the Old Testament sense—was not lost on
both his contemporaries and later generations.14 Plural marriage created a
deep moral chasm between Mormons and non-Mormons that could not be
bridged and that led to repeated episodes of persecution.
The idea of the kingdom of God, a theocratic structure intimately tied
to millennialism, was not a heavy hand within the Mormon community, but
it was significant to Mormon thought and subject to easy misunderstanding
in the gentile world.15 Joseph Smith sought to establish a cohesive new
order in which the Mormon spiritual and temporal worlds were united. If
it had a democratic dimension, it could only be described as a "guided
democracy." Thus, although Mormonism seemed in many ways quintes-
sentially American, it stood "in radical opposition to the prevailing American
religious and social pluralism."16 It rejected the American ideal of the sep-
aration of church and state.
Moreover, it stood in opposition to the emerging spirit of manifest
destiny that dominated mid-nineteenth-century America. Mormons never
recognized the gentile concept of a great political democracy extending
from pole to pole in the western hemisphere. Theirs was a different Zion.
The Saints never expected more than a small fraction of gentiles to heed
their millennial call. "The gathering" would be for those who could accept
and live in the truth. Almost by definition, then, Mormons perceived all
non-Mormons as anti-Mormon. As the United States struggled toward a
variety of pluralism, the Mormon community increasingly moved in the
opposite direction toward homogeneity. It was a counter-cultural force.17
Those who were not with them were against them; and those who were
13
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against them constituted Babylon, even if they spoke for an enlarged and
tolerant American republic.
In Mormonism the ordinary American saw custom, kinship, and law
replaced in their entirety. Americans not only saw the Saints as cult followers
with a different view of the future; they also recognized the Saints as a
people with a new revelation, scripture, and priesthood, who rejected or-
thodox capitalism and federal authority. Little wonder then that even with-
out Mormon economic success or increased political influence, the Church
drew the wrath of the Protestant evangelical community, which viewed the
Church as a serious threat.18 Unable at the outset to manipulate effectively
the tools of government to attack Mormonism, this community resorted to
mob violence. This came as no surprise to the Saints, who believed that
the greater their effectiveness, the harder Satan would fight against them.
In this context, the martyrdom of the Prophet and other leaders seems to
have been inevitable.
The Mormon trek from Nauvoo to the Salt Lake Valley came to sym-
bolize both a religious and a temporal triumph in Mormon history and
mythology. This flight to the Great Basin frontier proved a trial of faith. It
may not have proven so arduous as has been sometimes stated; but for the
participants, it was as much deliverance under God's hand as was depicted
in the book of Exodus. It also led to the development of a spirit of identity
and territoriality that differentiates Mormons from other religious groups.19
It reinforced the significance of the West as the place of "the gathering."
Moreover, it was a continuing and revitalizing process, as each year another
group of Saints entered Zion, having shared with their brethren and sisters
the cross-plains journey. Richard Jensen captured the spirit of joy associated
with the overland trail's end and the integrating of the old and the new
settlers when he wrote, "The wagons coming out to meet the immigrants
with fruit and baked goods, and the throngs that met them as they arrived
in Salt Lake City... [were] a welcome part of the process of assimilation."20
They had arrived at the "place prepared."21
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There is little reason to doubt Mormon assertions that for more than
a decade prior to their departure from Nauvoo the LDS leadership already
held a deep religious conviction that the Saints were destined to find a
refuge and sanctuary outside of the United States in the Rocky Mountains.22
Since Brigham Young, like Moses, believed that God would guide him in
his quest for the prepared place, his decisions were based as much on
spiritual as practical detailed information. Even after reaching the Salt Lake
Valley, despite what cynics might argue, Young waited for a divine confir-
mation that this was indeed the place.
The Mormons had leap-frogged the frontier line in 1847, and they
were for the first time free from the restraints of gentile society. They had
entered Zion and were now virtually responsible for their own actions.
Therefore, Brigham Young and the Mormon host had no pangs of conscience
in taking Indian land because the Church believed that it was "both God's
will and a positive virtue" to do so.23 The leadership, under Brigham
Young, instituted a theo-democratic legal system of ecclesiastical courts
and a scheme of government that combined the temporal and the spiritual
to create an orderly community where polygamy, the kingdom of God, the
communal goal, and "the gathering" could be emphasized.
The Mormons struggled to implement communal goals that had been
established in Nauvoo. For example, they based their use of the region's
natural resources on stewardship and mutual benefit instead of on individual
gain; they planned their economy around cooperation and sought to achieve
self-sufficiency.24 They confronted an entirely new physical environment,
however, in which Mormonism could not survive without adaptation and
innovation. Indicative of innovation and the co-mingling of spiritual and
temporal power, the Mormons laid out their irrigation system by linking it
to religious directives. In any less cohesive community, this would have
diluted the sacred; but in early impoverished Utah, where no one knew
how to farm successfully in the desert, spiritual control of temporal power
made sound economic sense.25
There were other changes. The Latter-day Saints' strongly patriarchal
22
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system was restructured under frontier conditions. The pressing need for
labor in an underdeveloped economy overcame quickly Mormonism's fun-
damental belief that women were primarily the guardians of the home and
the family. This meant more than merely sharing the family farm workload.
Despite the fact that the priesthood remained entirely in male hands, women
were ultimately encouraged to enter professions and even assume large
responsibilities of leadership within the female sphere. They were also
among the first women to be enfranchised in the United States.
Even LDS doctrine regarding redeeming the Indians had to yield in
the face of frontier reality. The Indians refused to be what Mormon theology
said they were. Despite their brightest hopes, Mormon missionaries found
Indians living in conditions loathsome yet difficult to change. When efforts
to convert them resulted in open and protracted resistance, Brigham Young
conceded that it was almost pointless to send missionaries among them
because that generation of Indians would never be converted. He remained
optimistic, but he found his policy of food not fight taxing.26
Jan Shipps, drawing an analogy between the Israelites and the Mormons
on the Utah frontier, has posited that, for a brief period in their history,
Mormons had escaped secular time.27 This may be correct in a spiritual
sense; but in a physical sense, the gentile world intruded early and harshly
into Zion. Gold-seeking adventurers on their way to California were soon
followed by pioneers from the very Mississippi Valley states from which
the Mormons had been driven. The United States Army was not far behind,
nor were a string of journalists, curious about Mormonism's "peculiar in-
stitution."
There is no need to catalogue all the hostility and recrimination that
the encounters between Saints and gentiles produced during this time. One
incident is so graphic and so problematic as to suffice. Even stripped of
questionable evidence and disputed interpretations, the Mountain Meadows
massacre is a monstrous example of frontier violence and retribution. Levi
Peterson, who feels it represents a Mormon loss of innocence, and Maureen
Beecher, who disagrees with him, may debate over this dark and bloody
ground on how the Saints want to explain themselves to themselves and
perhaps to others; but in terms of the frontier experience, no one has ever
26
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believed that the frontier was a peaceable kingdom.28 The English, the
French, and the Spanish all used Indians as allies when they waged war
against each other. White men killed each other throughout the history of
the frontier when cultures clashed. Only a naive romantic can deny that
brutality was commonplace on the frontier.
The Utah War of 1857-58 should have served as a timely warning to
the Mormons that the United States government had the power to reach
deep into the frontier, especially after the Mexican War and the annexation
of the Oregon country. It demonstrated that Utah's isolation was more a
matter of convenience than reality. The United States could at any time
exercise full authority and impose its national institutions and customs. But
as long as transportation and communication remained difficult and as long
as other parts of the frontier offered greater opportunity, expediency pre-
vailed and the Mormon kingdom was left basically to its own devices.
The Utah War demonstrated the internal cohesion and discipline of
the Saints, but it also disclosed critical economic weaknesses. Although
official Church policy called for almost total economic self-sufficiency,
Brigham Young and other Church leaders realized that it was impossible.
Thus, they sought, as far as possible, to limit Mormon commercial ties to
the outside world to prevent endangering the essentially communal char-
acter of their economy and to prevent making it dependent on the outside
world by tying it marginally to the emerging capitalist society of the East.
They remained, however, under steadily increasing pressures during the
decade of the 1860s. The United States Army post at Camp Floyd provided
a market for Mormon products, and the opening of the mining frontier in
Colorado, Nevada, and Idaho gradually turned Salt Lake City into a frontier
commercial and business entrepot. Furthermore, individual enterprise, even
if Mormon-controlled, was on the rise.
The arrival of the railroad at Ogden in 1869 was the final blow to
Mormon frontier isolation. The railroad's operations meant the introduction
of a society of non-Mormon working-class males; and it also resulted in the
arrival of business leaders who advocated competitive capitalism, sought
to gain access to the territory's economy, and intended to develop the
region's resources. The railroad encouraged Methodists and Episcopalians
28Levi S. Peterson, "Juanita Brooks: Historian and Tragedian," Journal of Mormon History
3 (1976): 51-52; and Maureen Ursenbach Beecher, "Comment," ibid., 105-6.
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to settle in Ogden and opened its depots for denominational services.29
When gentiles opened schools to attract Mormon children, they set the
stage for a controversy over control of the public schools.30 For those Saints
who still hoped to preserve Utah, or at least Ogden and Salt Lake City, as
Mormon bastions or parts of the kingdom of God, the railroad locomotive
engine's bell sounded a warning— perhaps even a death knell—to Mormon
culture as it had existed. For along with the railroad came a slow but steady
end to the self-sufficient, homogeneous, and relatively egalitarian Mormon
economy. Shrewdly aware of the implications of the coming of the railroad,
Church leaders sought to profit as much as possible from it, and they did
their best to stave off its direst portents through collective action.
The completion of the railroad also revolutionized the emigration
patterns of Mormon converts. As Mormons spread over the valleys of Utah
in search of more arable land, Saints proselytized vigorously abroad. An all-
steam company was organized in 1869 that brought converts from Liverpool
to Ogden in twenty-four days, a far cry from the era of the three-to-five-
month trip. The story of the Mormon immigrant changed from that of the
overland covered wagon to that of the modern voyager.31
Mormon converts differed from other immigrants in that, during the
process of conversion, they had turned their backs not only on their former
churches but also on their past cultures. In Utah the Church's process of
integration meant the creation of a whole new English-speaking American
way of life. A new Saint's mother-tongue was rejected along with other
vestiges of Babylon.32 It was the avowed aim of the LDS Church to assimilate
immigrants and resettle them as rapidly as possible.33
Persistently high migration rates to Utah led to the progressive un-
dermining of the Mormon social structure. By the 1880s the Church had
virtually given up trying to establish cooperative communities. Utah was
filling up. Young Mormon men were being forced to move elsewhere if
they wanted to farm for a living. There was an increase in individual or
29
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sibling-based migrations, and after 1875 the emphasis in migration was on
economic advantages rather than building the Mormon kingdom. Although
the Church still attempted to supervise and assist new communities, its aid
came after rather than prior to the establishment of a town.34 By 1890 the
growth of the Church came primarily from within existing areas of settle-
ment as colonization, both domestic and foreign, slowed.35
Equally indicative of the change in the Mormon community was a shift
in attitude when John Taylor succeeded Brigham Young to the presidency
of the LDS Church in 1877. Young was a firm adherent of self-sufficient
communitarianism as the best form of human association. Taylor favored
individualism and looked to legal incorporation and personal liberty. Under
Taylor the Church did not turn to unrestrained laissez-faire, but it did
encourage greater individual enterprise among the faithful.36 The ease of
this transition from staunch communitarianism to modified individualism
suggests that the frontier had begun to break down romanticized com-
munalism, at least in Mormon cities.
As gentiles joined Mormons in Salt Lake City, as the shift from coop-
eration to individualism persisted, and as attacks on polygamy increased in
the 1880s, two types of Mormon community emerged. Charles Peterson
put it aptly: "As Salt Lake City Mormons resisted the federal government
they entered into a variety of interactions with their 'foes,' adopting many
of the enemies' ways as they, in effect fought fire with fire.... Like it or not,
the City of the Saints had become a 'city of two peoples,' its history more
the story of an American conflict than an escape from society."37 Traditional
LDS ideals were preserved in the outlying Mormon villages, where the ward
and the village were one unit and where temporal and ecclesiastical affairs
were intermingled.38
Leonard Arrington is doubtless in some measure correct in asserting
that by 1884 the Church's well-directed program of protecting the Mormon
34
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way against the changes wrought by the railroad achieved a good deal of
success. A great deal of economic autonomy and spiritual integrity was
preserved. The boycotting of gentiles, severe financial retrenchment, social
investment in domestic capital programs like railroads, and Church coop-
erative efforts did, after all, produce results. "The joining of efforts through
the United Orders, temple construction, and Zion's Central Board of Trade,"
Arrington wisely observes, "left the Mormons... nearer the realization of
their ancient goal than when the ox-cart was outmoded in 1869."39 Even
more important, the Mormons had managed to retain the quasi-religious
nature of large-scale private enterprise by keeping decision-making power
in the hands of the Church's official family. Eighteen-eighty-four, however,
may have been some kind of watershed, as Arrington notes.40 By 1890 there
had been significant change. Private enterprise was profit seeking and not
necessarily concerned with the religious community's goals.
Modern Mormons like to think that where they live is not so important
as how they live, but this was scarcely true in the earliest days and is strictly
the result of the closing of the frontier. Zion was a specific place more than
a style of life.41 Then the cry was, "Let all who can procure a loaf of bread,
and one garment on their back, be assured there is water and pure by the
way, doubt no longer, but come next year to the place of the gathering,
even in flock, as doves fly to their windows before a storm."42 Mass im-
migration, however, had made that impossible. In 1887 the Perpetual Em-
igrating Company was disincorporated. The elders were now told to explain
that migration was an individual calling. Zion now meant the pure in heart
and where the people and condition of the pure in heart live—a far cry
from "redeem the faithful and bring them singing into Zion."43 By the 1890s
the original Mormon meaning of "the gathering" was no longer being
preached.
By 1890, also, the failure of the Council of Fifty-the temporal-religious
arm of the community—to restrain the federal government's attack on the
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LDS Church and its members because of plural marriage led to the ultimate
weakening of the idea of the kingdom of God.44 In 1890 the First Presidency
of the Church could truthfully state that it did not claim that it controlled
a temporal kingdom of God, and it reaffirmed that the Church and civil
governments were distinct and separate bodies. An inevitable corollary of
the decline of the idea of the temporal kingdom of God was a decline in
millennial enthusiasm. It meant that the Saints were in transition from
believers in the immediacy of divine deliverance to adherents of a creed
not unlike those of other American religious groups.
The great struggle in the 1880s to defend polygamy was in a sense
the armageddon of frontier Mormonism. Only the salvation of the ideal of
plural marriage offered hope for retaining the Mormons' special view of a
temporal and spiritual kingdom of God on earth. In the balance, too, probably
hung that powerful millennial drive that had nurtured the Church from its
inception. Hope of "the gathering" at a "place prepared" had already been
virtually abandoned. The communal order was in increasing measure giving
way to a more individualistic society, except perhaps in the Mormon villages
where near-frontier conditions still prevailed. But even in villages, in many
instances tithes were being paid in cash.
Plural marriage was the linchpin of what remained of the old order,
except for the vestiges of the cooperative spirit and civic virtue. It was the
most controversial aspect of the Church, as well as the source of continuing
persecution of all the Saints, even those who were monogamous. For both
Mormons and non-Mormons, it came to identify what the Church was. The
defense of plural marriage, therefore, was critical. The desperate hope that
Saints could escape the power of the federal government, if the Utah Ter-
ritory could become a state and retain polygamy, prompted the Church
leadership to engage in political lobbying activities on an unprecedented
scale. Although many Eastern politicians seemed receptive to the idea,
neither the Republican nor Democratic party when in power was willing
to award the Saints statehood despite the Church's promises of future sup-
port.45
Instead, beginning in the early 1880s, the full might of the federal
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government was gradually unleashed against both the LDS Church and its
members. The Edmunds Act and the Edmunds-Tucker Act plus the Supreme
Court's decision in Davis v. Beason (which, appropriately enough, was
decided in 1890) were disastrous assaults on the First Amendment as well
as the Fifth. The results were catastrophic. The federal government was
empowered to seize the assets and property of the Church. The Morrill Act
of 1862 had already made polygamy illegal in the territories. Now, the Saints
were disfranchised and forbidden to hold office or serve on juries, unless
they took an oath to repudiate polygamy. Polygamous Saints fled into exile,
suffered imprisonment, and accepted fugitive status rather than give up a
sacred principle.
Never was the leadership more troubled or divided or in need of
guidance. On 25 September 1890, President Wilford Woodruff issued a
Manifesto that advised Latter-day Saints to refrain from contracting any
marriage forbidden by the laws of the land. On 6 October 1890, the Man-
ifesto was sustained by the Church's general conference. For the many
Saints who refused to yield on the question of polygamy, the Manifesto of
1890 was and is "deliverance unto Babylon."
The Manifesto no more marked the end of polygamy than did the
Superintendent of the Census's statement mark an end to available free land,
to economic opportunity, and to the growth of the democratic spirit in
America. The Manifesto served its purpose in paving the way for statehood
and political deliverance. This was yet another yielding To governmental
power, since the Church leadership had earlier expressly stated that Saints
were free to join the political party of their choice. It also called for the
disbanding of the old People's party, which had been the Mormon party in
the territory.
These actions were to have serious broader and perhaps unanticipated
consequences for the Church. Without "the gathering," without a com-
pelling millennialism, without an overly intrusive temporal kingdom, and
especially without polygamy, the Church stood at a threshold of a new
century without much that it had developed during its frontier era. Of
course, much remained—the tradition of the exodus of the overland trek,
the repudiation of Babylon in individual conversion, the martyrdom of
Joseph and Hyrum Smith, the Book of Mormon, the village—but it was not
the Mormonism of the people of the "peculiar institution" who had arrived
in the Salt Lake Valley under the guidance of Brigham Young and who had
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felt that they were carrying out the divine mandate of their prophet Joseph
Smith. The Church, like the nation itself, would confront an urban plural
society on a new footing after 1890. But that is another story.
If there were Mormons sitting in the audience when Frederick Jackson
Turner remarked that 1890 witnessed the "closing of great historic move-
ment," they could certainly appreciate his words in more ways than one.
They could wonder how their church would now endure. It had, after the
immediate migration to the Salt Lake Valley, enjoyed the benefits of frontier
isolation. The time had been used well and the kingdom well established.
But by 1890, that was over; the members of the Church were now not only
in the world but also of the world. Mormons who had found in the frontier
a means to escape secular time and the secular world had been recaptured
by both.
In the frontier context, the secular historian must ask what Mormon
"deliverance" actually meant after the closing of the frontier in 1890. The
answer must first and in some way come from Mormons themselves before
an historical assessment can be made. Perhaps, for the time being, it would
be enough if Mormon historians were to recognize the inextricability of
the Mormon "deliverance" and the closing of the American frontier.
"A KINSHIP OF INTEREST":
THE MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION'S
MEMBERSHIP
Patricia Lyn Scott, James E. Crooks,
and Sharon G. Pugsley
ON 9 SEPTEMBER 1965, AGROUP of interested historians met at Utah State University
to discuss the formation of a Mormon history organization. One of their
first items of business was the selection of a name for the new organization.
Three names were suggested: the Organization of Mormon Historians, the
Mormon History Association, and the LDS History Association.1 The group
immediately dismissed the Organization of Mormon Historians as not re-
flecting their aims, although the final decision was not made until later.
On 28 December 1965 in San Francisco, Leonard J. Arrington presided
over the association's formative meeting, held at the American Historical
Association's annual conference. When someone asked whether member-
ship would be restricted to Mormons, he responded: "The original thought
was that it should include all persons who are interested in Mormon history,
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regardless of their church affiliation. It should also include professional
historians who may not be doing actual writing in Mormon History, but
who have a kinship of interest." The minutes reveal the group's agreement:
membership is based on this "kinship of interest" plus, as the bylaws state,
"payment of one year's dues."2
WHAT THE MEMBERSHIP LISTS SHOW
We undertook this analysis in four phases. First, we searched associ-
ation records for membership lists and other relevant information, compared
and analyzed these lists, created a survey which was mailed in the January
1991 Newsletter, and sent a modified survey to people whose memberships
had expired in 1988.
The first membership listing appeared in the association's third news-
letter on 19 January 1966. Twenty-seven persons had paid the full two
dollars; another thirty-three had paid one. To encourage fuller dues-paying,
the newsletter announced that anyone paying the two-dollar fee by 1 Feb-
ruary 1966 would be designated a charter member.3 By December 1966,
the newsletter gave a membership of 107. The next membership figures
appeared two years later in the 12 December 1968 newsletter; the mailing
list included 131 names, but only 28 had paid their 1967-68 dues. An
accompanying article declared "an Israelitish Jubilee and forg[a]ve all past
dues." It also established the membership year to begin each September.4
Late payment seems to be a fairly persistent problem. When we checked
membership lists against mailing lists for ten years, we found that approx-
imately one fourth of association members continue to pay dues from four
months to one year late. In 1990, fifty-eight memberships were renewed
that had expired in 1988.
Our research was hampered by a gap in the membership records for
1970-73. During these years, membership grew from under 200 to over
600, more than a 300 percent increase; but we cannot document it more
precisely. A second problem is that, between 1975 and 1985, the number
2
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Table 1
Membership Composition 1966-90
Year Women Men Institutions Couples
1966
1977
1983
1990
7%
17%
19%
22%
89%
77%
75%
69%
3%
7%
7%
7%
2%
1%
2%
2%
of members was reported two or three times annually, showing great fluc-
tuations. For example, in 1981, there is a difference of 213 members between
the April (507) and December (820) figures; but by May 1982, membership
was down to 612 and did not reach 800 again until 1985. Since 1987,
membership figures have remained fairly stable at around 760 members,
although an encouraging 10 percent rise brought 1991 membership over
800 again. (See Appendix 1.)
The association reached its peak membership of 1,042 in 1980, an
obvious aberration which can easily be explained. Because 1980 was the
sesquicentennial of the founding of the Mormon Church, an exceptional
number of individuals joined the association and attended the annual meet-
ing in Canandaigua, New York. Furthermore, MHA sponsored a series of
lectures throughout Utah which were partially funded by the Utah Endow-
ment for the Humanities. Over 60 percent of these new members (168)
did not renew in 1981.5
The first complete membership list is undated but is probably that of
1966.6 We also analyzed lists for 1977,1983, and 1990, for gender, residency,
and changes over MHA's twenty-five year history. As Table 1 illustrates, men
consistently outnumbered women members, ranging from 88.7 percent in
1966 to 69 percent in 1990.
This small percent of women members can be largely accounted for
by the "patrilineal convention that many couples [join] in the man's name"
5
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and the fact that more men than women are professional historians.7 Of the
135 membership cards for 1968 originally kept by MHA president George
Ellsworth, 82 (61 percent) either included the title, "professor" or used a
university address. However, female membership increased gradually from
7 percent in 1966 to 22 percent in 1990.
As another interesting pattern, institutional membership (largely li-
braries or university historical departments) has remained virtually un-
changed in twenty-five years. For most historical journals, institutional mem-
bership is more significant. Two factors seem to explain this situation. First,
the Journal of Mormon History has been abstracted by ABC-CLIO only
since 1986. It is not included in Religion Index.8 Most academic libraries
will not subscribe to unindexed journals. Second, during the 1960s and
early 1970s, most institutional members were seminaries and Institutes of
Religion; but in 1990, most were academic libraries. This shift reflects the
LDS Church Education System's policy, internally announced in April 1985,
that it would not defray the costs of employees attending the association's
conferences, forbidding the use of institutional funds for Journal subscrip-
tions, and banning citations from the Journal in teaching materials.9 Fur-
7
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thermore, MHA's deliberate policy of providing a forum for a wide range
of speakers offended some members because "their view of history
was. . . not reinforced at MHA."10
A significant shift in MHA members' residency patterns has occurred
between 1966, when 50 percent lived in Utah, and 1990, when this figure
fell to 37.4 percent. No one geographic area benefitted from this shift, though
membership in the Midwest increased from 13.4 percent in 1966 to 196
in 1990.
We also attempted to identify how long current MHA members have
affiliated with the organization by comparing the 1990 membership with
previous lists and cards. Excluding the 1970-73 gap, our comparison shows
that 4 percent have been members for more than twenty years, 15 percent
from ten to nineteen years, 33 percent for six to nine years, and 48 percent
for under five years. Fourteen percent of the current membership joined
between October 1989 and October 1990. These ninety-eight new members
are 57 percent male, 37 percent female, 2 percent couples, and 4 percent
institutional. Nineteen percent are from Utah; 40 percent are from the
Midwest.
Since current membership numbers have remained fairly stable since
1987, the lack of an increase stems from a high turnover. In 1988, 168
individual memberships expired and were not renewed. Seventy-three per-
cent had been members for fewer than five years. In 1989, 192 individual
memberships expired and were not renewed. Eighty-five percent had been
members for fewer than five years. Thus, fewer than half of the new members
remain longer than five years. We attempted to discover why and answer
other questions through a survey.
THE SURVEY
We collaborated on compiling the survey, also benefitting from a read-
ership survey conducted by Dialogue in 1984. In October 1990, we gave
the survey to the MHA Executive Council, then met with the council in
November for discussion. The council approved the survey, with some
Provo conference in 1984 were criticized for "deficiencies in methodology," it was "the last
straw." However, because the policy was transmitted verbally and no written document is
available, enforcement of this policy has not been uniform. (Interviews with MHA members,
June and October 1991, notes in possession of the authors.)
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revisions, for distribution in the January 1991 MHA Newsletter. The final
survey contained forty-three questions which allowed for over 300 re-
sponses. Appendix 2 contains contains the questionnaire minus two ques-
tions.11 The questionnaire would have benefited from pre-testing (for in-
stance, some apparently misunderstood the question about charter mem-
bership, since many more claimed membership than the number docu-
mented on the membership lists); however, most areas could be handled
without difficulty during the coding process.
Eight hundred surveys were distributed, and 340 completed surveys
were returned. Two surveys were so severely damaged by postal equipment
that they could not be tallied, leaving 338 usable surveys, a 40 percent
return. This percentage is quite high, considering that we sent neither return
postage nor followups. Members seemed to take the survey very seriously;
responses seemed candid, many included lengthy explanations and com-
ments, and no surveys were discarded for "frivolous" responses. We coded
the surveys in April and analyzed the data using SPSS/PC + 4.0, a well-known
statistical software package.
From the responses, we constructed a composite portrait of a typical
member: a middle-aged professional male who has a college degree, makes
over $40,000 a year, lives in the Western United States, is active in the LDS
Church, and has belonged to MHA for over five years. Even though this
typical member has attended at least one annual conference, he has never
served as a conference session chair or commentator, presented a paper,
served on a committee, or been an officer.
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The first section asked for information on gender, age, race, marital
status, income, residency, and occupation. Seventy-five percent of respond-
ents were male; 25 percent were female. These figures are almost identical
to the 76 percent and 24 percent identified through the analysis of the
1990 membership rolls when institutional members were excluded, assum-
ing that couple memberships were largely registered in the husband's name.
Thus, members apparently responded in the same proportion as they exist
in the association.
11A question concerning "other hobbies" provided little significant information. We also
discarded "What is your occupation?" and instead used responses from a question that supplied
categories of occupations.
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The age break-down was significant: 5 percent were under thirty, 25
percent were in their forties, 37 percent were between fifty and sixty-five,
and 15 percent were over sixty-five. Eighty-one percent of respondents
were married, 13 percent had never married, and 6 percent were divorced
or widowed. Residency of respondents corresponded almost identically to
residency of 1990 membership; however, 7 percent fewer Utah members
responded, while members from the Midatlantic and Midwestern states and
foreign countries responded at a slightly higher rate (1 to 2 percent). No
completed surveys were received from New England members.
Over 50 percent of members had professional careers. Twenty-four
percent were employed at universities, 13 percent in business or industry,
and 11 percent in government. Both ends of the career pattern were bal-
anced: 13 percent were retired and 13 percent were students. Sixty percent
earned more than $40,000 a year.
Members were highly educated. Only 3 percent had not attended
college, while 88 percent had earned a degree or professional certificate.
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY
Because scholarly activity has been viewed with official reserve, some-
times bordering on suspicion, as potentially harmful to faith, we included
a section on religious affiliation and beliefs. MHA membership was 77 per-
cent LDS, 13 percent RLDS, and 1 percent other Restoration churches. Four
percent indicated no religious affiliation while 5 percent listed other reli-
gions. Eighty-seven percent of respondents identified themselves as active
members of their respective churches. In response to the question, "What
impact has your MHA membership had on your church activity?", 80 percent
said "no impact," while 11 percent had "become more active." A second
question asked, "What impact has your MHA membership had on your
religious faith?" Twenty-seven percent said it "increased" their faith, 60
percent noted "no impact," and 3 percent said that they had "lost faith."
Seventy-two percent subscribe to The Ensign, the official LDS Church mag-
azine, while 17 percent subscribe to Saints Herald, the official RLDS Church
publication. Thirty percent identified their religious views as liberal, 39
percent as moderate, 8 percent as "traditionalist," 13 percent as conserv-
ative, 8 percent as orthodox, and 2 percent as "radical reformer." However,
we did not provide definitions of these terms, and the possibility of one
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person's "moderation" looking like another person's "conservatism" pre-
vents any generalizations from these responses.
PERSONAL INTERESTS
The fifth section of the survey asked about members' interest in study-
ing Mormon history, reading habits, memberships in other organizations,
and visits to Mormon historical sites. When we asked why the respondent
studied Mormon history (and to check all answers that applied), we received
these responses: 92 percent are interested as a matter of personal study/
research, 29 percent for professional research, 34 percent write on Mormon
topics, 25 percent publish, 4 percent identified themselves as a "professional
critic," and 1 percent were financial sponsors. "Kinship of interest" and a
personal interest in Mormon studies obviously provide a high degree of
motivation for involvement.
Correspondingly, MHA members are avid readers and travelers. Over
50 percent of respondents subscribe to BYU Studies, Dialogue, and Sun-
stone, and own more than one hundred books on Mormon studies. The
categories in which MHA members had the most books were LDS history
(24 percent), comprehensive history (16 percent), and theological studies
(13 percent). An interest in Mormon history also seems to foster an interest
in related fields: 41 percent of MHA members also belong to the John
Whitmer Historical Association, 36 percent to the Utah State Historical
Society, 23 percent to genealogical/family associations, and 22 percent to
local historical societies. During the 1960s and the 1970s, the majority of
association members were also members of the American Historical As-
sociation (AHA) and/or the Organization of American Historians (OAH),
but today only 10 percent belong to AHA and 9 percent to OAH. These
comparisons underscore that most members are not professional historians
but have diverse interests.
All Mormon historical sites listed on the survey have been visited by
members. The most frequently visited sites are Salt Lake City (94 percent)
and Independence (72 percent). More than half the members have also
visited Carthage, Far West, Kirtland, Nauvoo, and Palmyra. The least visited
sites are those associated with James Strang: Beaver Island, Michigan (6
percent), and Voree, Wisconsin (5 percent).
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Years of
Membership
0-5
6-10
11-19
More than 20
Table 2
Length of Membership
Membership
Analyses
48%
33%
15%
4%
Survey
Findings
41%
23%
15%
9%
MEMBERSHIP PARTICIPATION
The survey's final section asked questions about participation, length
of membership, reasons for joining, conference attendance, and readership
of the Journal of Mormon History.
Six percent of respondents identified themselves as charter members.
This is slightly higher than the proportion identified from the 1990 mem-
bership list, probably because charter members were more likely to return
their surveys. Table 2 compares years of membership as identified by both
survey and membership lists/cards. The figures are remarkably similar, even
considering the gap in membership records, and confirm that new members
are joining but not staying.
Members initially joined the association for a variety of reasons: interest
in Mormon history (89 percent), research interests (32 percent), friends
who were members (28 percent), as a condition for subscribing to the
Journal (20 percent), and a job related to Mormon history (16 percent).
Participation beyond conference attendance is small. Seventy-six per-
cent of the survey respondents had never chaired a session nor commented
on a paper. Sixty-nine percent have never presented a paper. Only 18 percent
have served on an MHA committee, and 9 percent have been an officer.
However, 51 percent indicated they would like to serve on a committee,
and 31 percent wanted to serve as a MHA officer.
We included nine questions on conference attendance. Thirty-seven
percent reported they have never attended an annual conference, but rea-
sons varied widely. Forty-one percent gave more than one response, while
23 percent added additional reasons. Fifty-two percent felt that cost was
significant in the annual meetings they missed. (See Table 3) However,
individuals who personally pay all of their conference costs are more likely
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Conference
Attendance
Never
Occasionally
Frequently
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Table 3
Income and Conference Attendance
Below $30,000
37%
35%
38%
$30-$49,999
42%
38%
33%
Over $50,000
38%
33%
30%
to attend an annual conference occasionally (88 percent) or frequently (63
percent) than those who depend on institutional support. This finding in-
dicates that income is not the most significant factor in attendance and that
at least a core of MHA members is remarkably committed and determined.
However, education correlates highly to attendance at annual meet-
ings. Overwhelmingly, individuals with at least a master's degree attend
annual conferences occasionally or frequently. Sixty-seven percent of mem-
bers without a high school diploma, 50 percent with a diploma, and 52
percent with some college have never attended an annual conference. Only
8 percent of members with more than one master's degree and 18 percent
with a doctorate have never attended an annual conference. Eighty-two
percent of members with a doctorate have attended annual conferences
occasionally or frequently, compared to 51 percent of members with only
a high school diploma. Members may feel that conferences are designed
for the highly educated; and those without degrees may feel uncomfortable.
In response to the question, "What is your favorite conference?" two
members wrote that they enjoyed them all. Out of the twenty-two different
sites in which annual meetings have been held, sixteen were named as
"favorites" more than twice. The 1987 annual meeting in Great Britain, the
first conference held outside the United States, was listed as first choice for
26 percent, with those in Nauvoo/Quincy in 1989 and Laie, Oahu, garnering
21 and 13 percent of the vote respectively. Respondents' most frequently
stated reason for listing any specific conference location was the availability
of LDS and RLDS historical sites. Other reasons given were the time spent
with other members, that it was the only conference this person had at-
tended, or because it was "close to home."
The most common reasons for missing the last three conferences were
work conflicts, family complications, and too many commitments. One
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member remarked, "The conferences since 1985 have been so far from the
MHA [LDS] membership center that they have become activities for the
well-heeled (yes, I know that 1986 was in Salt Lake City and 1988 was in
Logan)." Others mentioned they knew no one and did not want to go alone.
Another member commented, "I have been discouraged in attending the
annual meetings due to so many negative aspects of some of the confer-
ences." This respondent singled out the severe criticism leveled at a par-
ticipant's paper in Canandaigua as an example.
However, when members attend the annual meetings, they are serious
conference-goers. Sixty-nine percent attended over 70 percent of all con-
ference sessions. Concurrent (36 percent) and plenary (29 percent) ses-
sions were both identified as the most interesting conference sessions, with
the Tanner lecture (32 percent) and the Sunday devotional (25 percent)
named as the least interesting. Respondents felt that most speakers provided
a "good mix" (80 percent) of "faith-promoting" and "critical," although 11
percent indicated that most speakers are not critical enough. Virtually equal
numbers found the speakers too critical (4 percent) and too faith-promoting
(5 percent). Overall, respondents identified most papers being informative
(64 percent), while 11 percent of respondents called them uneven.
Only 23 percent of respondents suggested changes for the annual
meeting. One cluster of approximately eight respondents had scheduling
suggestions, phrased variously as: "provide more free time," "don't schedule
so tightly," "be more selective," "eliminate repetition," "have fewer con-
current sessions," and "have higher quality and fewer papers." Others sug-
gested that more papers be published or that copies be available. Three or
four suggested special sessions to encourage greater graduate student par-
ticipation. Others wanted more amateur historians and "not so many pom-
pous professors," "roundtables" with greater audience participation, more
music and drama, and less time "sitting and listening to papers." In addition,
many noted that they often received conference materials so late that making
arrangements was very difficult.
When we asked for proposals about sites of future conferences, 383
respondents listed over 200 places. The most common were various sites
in Utah (25 percent), California (7 percent), Arizona (7 percent), Missouri
(6 percent), Canada (5 percent), Colorado (5 percent), Illinois (5 percent),
and New York (5 percent). Four percent each nominated Ohio, Idaho, New
England, and Washington, D.C. Three percent requested Mexico and Nevada.
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Exotic locations like Iceland, Japan, Nigeria, New Zealand, Tahiti, and Den-
mark were also mentioned. A sizeable number, 40 percent, wanted to hold
more conferences in the Intermountain region while about 10 percent
recommended alternating between Salt Lake City and Independence. Many
recommended going to Independence for the annual meeting during the
dedication of the RLDS temple.
Another cluster of suggestions, offered by a half-dozen respondents,
was to be more sensitive to university schedules and public schools. One
member wrote, "England and Hawaii are nice, but what percentage of your
membership showed up? How many college students can afford to fly to
those sites? You discourage the development of future Intermountain his-
torians (college students) by your 'elitism'." One college professor wrote,
"Hold more conferences in the Utah area. I'd like to have some of my history
class students be able to attend a session or two."
The survey had several questions devoted to the Journal of Mormon
History. Only 15 percent of the respondents had ever submitted a manu-
script, but 64 percent had had their manuscript accepted. Readership was
quite high: 26 percent read "all articles," while 49 percent read "selected"
articles and "skimmed" others. Only 1 percent "seldom" read anything.
When asked to appraise articles as too scholarly, too critical, or too sym-
pathetic, 85 percent found them "about right." Overwhelmingly, members
expressed a desire for a reader's forum like letters to the editor, either in
the Journal (62 percent) or in the MHA Newsletter (78 percent).
PROJECTIONS
How healthy is the Mormon History Association? Our analysis shows
a high turnover in membership and relatively low participation. One mem-
ber wrote candidly, "This is a very elitist 'Buddy Buddy' group. It is hard
to feel part of it." Although a complex range of factors may account for the
pattern of disaffiliation- including perceived mistrust from LDS General
Authorities, disillusionment following the Hofmann forgeries, and perhaps
less-than-successful attempts to reach both a broad popular constituency
and yet remain a professional organization—we focused on two obvious
areas for a closer look: gender and age.
In 1973, Jan Shipps became the first woman to serve on the associa-
tion's executive council and, in 1980, its first female president. In the
association's twenty-six-year history, nine council members (19 percent)
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have been female and three women have served as president, constituting
12 percent of all MHA presidents.12 While both figures are below current
gender ratios, they do represent a continuing effort since 1977 for greater
women's representation. For example, the executive secretary since 1983
has been a woman, while all previous executive secretaries had been male.
Although our analysis found few significant differences between male
and female members, 88 percent of female members have been members
for fewer than sixteen years, compared to 75 percent of male members.
Only two women respondents had been members for more than twenty
years, compared to twenty-seven male members. An analysis of gender and
age found no significant difference—no more than a 3 percent difference—
between male and female members. In short, it seems unlikely that women
shun MHA or drop out of membership more quickly because they find it
a male-oriented organization.
Reasons for joining the association vary only slightly by gender. Both
men and women were primarily motivated by their interest in Mormon
history (87 percent for women, 90 percent for male members). Women
are more likely to join because of the efforts of another member (37 percent
of female members compared to 27 percent male), for research needs (38
percent female, 30 percent male), and curiosity (14 percent female, 9
percent male).
The relationship between gender and participation is fairly insignifi-
cant. Seventy-five percent of both men and women respondents had never
served as a session chair or commentator. Service on committees showed
identical responses (18 percent yes) and as an officer (9 percent yes) for
men and women. Although men were significantly more likely to present
papers than women (78 percent of female members have never presented
a paper, compared to 66 percent for men), 13 percent of the women had
submitted papers to the Journal of Mormon History, compared to 16
percent for the men. In short, there is room for some improvement in
women's involvement in MHA, but they generally participate in the same
percentage as they appear in the association's membership.
The second area involves the "graying of the profession," a phrase
used at the 1990 annual meeting. Thirty-seven percent of the members,
the largest cohort out of our six age groupings, was between fifty and sixty-
12
 Bitton, "Taking Stock," 13, 16.
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five, with an additional 15 percent above age sixty-five. These two categories
together constitute 52 percent of the membership.
By itself, this grouping does not necessarily denote a problem. By
performing various cross-tabulations and analysis, we tried to get a more
detailed picture. When we analyzed years of membership by age, we found
that people who were members for fewer than five years clustered in the
middle age ranges: 11 percent were in the over-sixty-five category; 31
percent were in the fifty-to-sixty-five category; 22 percent were people in
their forties; 27 percent were people in their thirties, and 9 percent were
people in their twenties. Thus, MHA apparently drew most of its members,
not from students, but from those with more established careers. The dis-
tribution of reasons why a respondent initially joined MHA was fairly con-
sistent with one exception: 57 percent of those in their twenties joined
because of research—15 percent higher than the second highest percentage
(those in their forties) and almost double that of any other age groups.
Almost certainly, this peak can be accounted for by the number of students
in this age category.
Perhaps the most interesting age-related finding is its correlation with
participation. No one under thirty had chaired a session or served on a
committee. In fact, most chairs and committee members were over fifty.
However, the twenty-eight respondents who had been officers showed a
wider distribution by age: one was in his or her twenties, four were in their
thirties, six were in their forties, thirteen were in the fifty-to-sixty-five group,
and four were over sixty-five. These figures represent the respondents'
current ages, of course; detailed follow-up on age at the time the individual
was an officer might show a different pattern. This analysis of paper-
presenting respondents by age is summarized in Table 4.
According to these figures, respondents from the fifty-to-sixty-five
group have presented the most papers, followed most closely by those in
the forty-to-forty-nine age group. Once again, since we did not ask for the
respondent's age at the time he or she presented the paper(s), this age
distribution is naturally lopsided toward those with more mature careers.
Analyzing the actual participation of each age group shows an evener
distribution. The fifty-to-sixty-five age range continues as the most active,
but not by a large percentage. Twenty percent of all respondents in their
twenties had presented papers at an annual conference compared to 25
percent of those in their thirties, 29 percent of those in their forties, 35
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Table 4
Papers Presented at the Annual Meeting
by Age of Presenter
Once
Twice
3-5 times
6 or more
Not accepted
Never
Age 20-25
4%
6%
0%
0%
16%
5%
30-39
23%
13%
10%
14%
16%
20%
40-49
19%
16%
38%
42%
33%
25%
50-65
38%
50%
38%
16%
33%
35%
over 65
15%
16%
14%
16%
0%
15%
percent of the fifty-to-sixty-five age group, and 29 percent of those over
sixty-five. In all age groups, more than 60 percent have never presented a
paper.
FORMER MEMBER SURVEY
In an effort to gather data on disaffiliation, we sent a modified survey
randomly to one-third of those whose memberships had expired in 1988.
Of the seventy-five surveys, fifteen were returned by the post office for
lapsed or incorrect addresses and eighteen were completed—a 24 percent
return or 10 percent of members who chose not to renew their memberships
in 1988. Even though this is not large, the number is somewhat remarkable,
since former members would presumably feel less loyalty to MHA. The
generalizability of its results is limited, but we assume it accurately rep-
resents those former members who retain an interest in the association.
The first part of the survey asked questions on gender, age, race, marital
status, income, residency, occupation, religious affiliation, reasons for joining
initially, why membership was discontinued, and whether the respondent
would join again. The second part of the survey, labeled as optional, was
the same as that completed by current members; but all eighteen completed
the entire survey.
Of the respondents, 28 percent were women and 72 percent were
men. These figures are remarkably close to the figures obtained from the
analysis of 1990 membership rolls and from the analysis of the membership
survey. Seventy-eight percent were over fifty, 83 percent earned over
$40,000,89 percent were LDS, and 72 percent had been members for fewer
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than five years. The reasons for discontinuing membership included: forgot
to pay (28 percent), could no longer afford dues (28 percent), interests
had changed (28 percent), and disagreed with the philosophy of the as-
sociation (5 percent).
Seventy-eight percent responded that they would "consider rejoining,"
while 11 percent "definitely would not." Some who indicated that they
probably would not rejoin noted personal reasons, such as age and health.
No one explained a refusal to consider rejoining because of alienation from
the association; however, a few said they did not recall receiving a notice,
suggesting that more active follow-up would produce some useful results.
Lack of interest did not seem to be a problem—rather, lapses in membership
seemed to stem from personal reasons over which neither the individual
nor the association had much control. However, we cannot determine
whether these responses represent all former members.
CONCLUSION
In 1965, the Mormon History Association was founded by a group of
historians with an interest in Mormon history. Since those early beginnings,
membership has become more diverse, representing both greater geo-
graphic and professional ranges. Most members are no longer professors,
but attorneys, physicians, librarians, archivists, teachers, homemakers, stu-
dents, and business people brought together in a "kinship of interest."
The clearest recommendation emerging from these data is that MHA
needs to broaden participation by actively recruiting more papers from the
membership at large and choosing as chairs and commentators people who
might not otherwise be involved. If MHA is also serious about valuing and
retaining its double constituency, then its program may need to reflect
greater diversity. At annual meetings, more sessions on researching and
writing could be designed for history buffs or new professionals, special
sessions could deal with topics in a "popular" as opposed to a "scholarly"
way, more informal formats could be explored, and more audience-partic-
ipation sessions could be designed.
Second, the association could also, apparently, benefit from more ag-
gressive recruiting of members and greater efforts to contact members who
allow their memberships to lapse.
Third, MHA should consider steps to intensify the feeling of "kinship."
Possible ways of doing this are to provide an introduction/orientation to
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new members at annual meetings or a "welcome" brochure that includes
an explanation of the organization, its benefits, ways to become more in-
volved, names of officers, and names of other MHA members in the im-
mediate vicinity. And finally, the association should evaluate itself regularly
by undertaking surveys every five or ten years. The membership records
provided a glimpse of what we were, while the analysis of the membership
survey looks at who we are now. The responses provide an opportunity to
reevaluate the Mormon History Association and to recommit for the next
quarter century.
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APPENDIX 1
MHA MEMBERSHIP TOTALS 1966-90
Note. No membership records have been found for 1970-72. Figures
for 1973 and 1974 are estimated from executive council minutes and
newsletters. For example, two reports indicated that membership in 1975
had increased by 200 from 1974 but without giving specific dates or
numbers.
10 January 1966 28 30 April 1981 507
31 August 1966 107 12 October 1981 782
12 December 1968 28 16 December 1981 820
10 September 1969 142 4 May 1982 612
1973 405 December 1982 684
1974 431 29 April 1983 604
8 January 1975 631 1 October 1983 705
1 April 1975 692 1 October 1984 685
9 October 1975 452 31 March 1985 893
30 April 1976 748 1 October 1985 624
23 April 1977 842 1 October 1986 642
29 September 1978 477 1 April 1987 762
3 January 1979 822 30 April 1988 720
11 February 1980 991 16 October 1989 762
30 April 1980 1,042 12 October 1990 765
9 October 1981 613 17 October 1991 834
APPENDIX 2
MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
Note. In items marked * the total does not equal 100 percent. The
number represents the percent of total respondents who checked this an-
swer along with at least one other. For example in Section D, Question
3: "Check all Mormon historical sites you have visited," the data read as:
4 percent of the 331 respondents have visited Beaver Island, 80 percent
have visited Nauvoo, etc.
A. Personal Data
1. Gender: 25% female 75% male
2. Age: 1% under 20 25% 40-49
4% 20-29 37% 50-65
18% 30-39 15% over 65
3. Race: 1% American Indian, Eskimo, Aleutian
1% Asian, Pacific Islander
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1% Black
1% Hispanic
94% White
2% did not answer
4. Marital status:
81% married 13% never married
4% divorced 2% widowed
5. Income level (annual):
5% under $14,999 2% $15,000-19,999
8% $20,000-24,999 8% $25,000-29,999
17% $30,000-39,999 20% $40,000-49,999
40% $50,000 +
6. Residence: 94% United States 3% North America (not U.S.)
1.8% Europe .3% South America
.6% Australia .3% Asia
7. What is your occupation? [We did not tally these answers.]
8. Where do you work?
13% business/industry 3% homemaker
24% college/university 4% student
8% public/private education 6% professional firm
11% government 13% retired
8% self-employed 1% unemployed
9% church
9- If you are a professional historian, is Mormon history your primary field?
43% yes 50% no
If no, what is your primary field?
10% U.S. West 6% intellectual history
6% Southern history 78% 15 different fields with no
more than 3%, i.e., theater,
U.S. diplomatic history,
economics, etc.
10. Are you a student?
87% no 6% full-time
7% part-time
B. Education
1. What is your highest level of education?
1% less than high school di- 2% high school diploma
ploma
8% some college 9% BA./B.S.
15% some graduate work 25% MA./M.S.
4% more than one master's 29% Ph.D.
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7% other professional degree/
certificate
C. Religious Affiliation
1. What is your religious affiliation?
77% LDS 13% RLDS
1% other Restoration church 4% no religious affiliation
5% Other: Episcopalian 3, Methodist 2, Presbyterian 1, Roman
Catholic 2, Russian Orthodox 1, Unitarian 3, "cultural Mor-
mon" 2, fundamentalist LDS 1, LDS excommunicated 1, Mor-
mon not LDS 1
2. Do you consider yourself an active member of your church?
87% yes 13% no
3. What impact has your MHA membership had on your church activity?
80% no impact 1% become less active
11% become more active 8% do not know
4. What impact has your MHA membership had on your religious faith?
60% no impact 27% increased faith
3% lost faith 10% do not know
5. How do you characterize your religious views?
2% radical reformer 30% liberal
39% moderate 8% traditionalist
13% conservative 8% orthodox
6. Why do you study Mormon history? Check all that apply.*
92% personal study/research 29% professional research
34% write 25% publish
4% professional critic 1% financial sponsor
D. Interests/Hobbies
1. To which of the following journals do you subscribe? Check all that apply.*
60% BYU Studies 60% Dialogue
72% Ensign 17% Saints Herald
12% Student Review (BYU) 54% Sunstone
2. To which of the following organizations do you belong? Check all that apply.*
10% American Historical Association
41% John Whitmer Historical Association
9% Organization of American Historians
36% Utah State Historical Society
13% Western History Association
23% genealogical/family history organizations
22% local historical society
16% state historical association
3. Check all Mormon historical sites you have visited:*
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4% Beaver Island, Michigan 80% Nauvoo, Illinois
76% Carthage, Illinois 61% Palmyra, New York
57% Far West, Missouri 39% Palmyra Pageant
26% Harmony, Pennsylvania 94% Salt Lake City, Utah
72% Independence, Missouri 32% Sharon, Vermont
60% Kirtland, Ohio 5% Voree, Wisconsin
44% Winter Quarters, Nebraska 33% Lamoni, Iowa
4. How many books on Mormons and/or Mormonism do you own?
15% 0-49 16% 100-199
14% 300-499 20% 50-99
16% 200-299 10% 500-999
9% 1,000 and over
5. Rank the focus of your personal Mormon book collection (rank strengths with
primary focus as 1). [Values represent only the primary focus with a rank of
1]
16% comprehensive history 4% RIDS history
7% history 1830-1844 7% subject specialization
24% LDS history 5% biography
13% theological studies 2% other
3% fiction 5% Inspirational or faith pro-
moting literature
E. MHA Participation
1. Are you a charter member?
6% yes 94% no
2. How many years have you been a member?
41% 1-5 23% 6-10
15% 11-15 12% 16-20
3% 21-24 6% 25
3. Which term most appropriately describes your membership?
82% continuous 10% when I remember to pay my
dues
3% when I can afford to 5% just joined
4. Why did you initially join MHA? Check all that apply.*
89% interest in Mormon history
16% job responsibilities/occupation
28% knew other members
32% research interests
13% attended a meeting
20% wanted to subscribe to Journal
10% curious
8% other. Sample responses here included: invited to join by Roger
Launius; option offered byJWHA (5); asked to propose a paper
for 1991 annual meeting; took a Mormon history class at BYU;
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husband a member before he died, etc.
5. Are other members of your immediate family (spouse, children, parents) mem-
bers of MHA?
17% yes
How many?
11% 1 5% 2
6. Have you served as a chair or commentator for any MHA conference session?
76% no 11% once
1% twice 12% more than twice
7. Have you ever presented a paper at an MHA annual meeting?
68% no 8% once
10% twice 6% 3-5 times
4% 6 times or more 2% too many times to remember
2% submitted proposals, but
not accepted
8. Have you ever served on an MHA committee?
18% yes 82% no
If not, would you like to?
51% yes 49% no
9. Have you been elected an MHA officer?
9% yes
If not, would you like to be?
31% yes
Have you attended an annual conference?
36% never
28% frequently
What was your favorite conference?
25% Oxford, England
20% Nauvoo
10% Canandaigua/Palmyra
91% no
69% no
36% occasionally
7% Hawaii
7% Logan
6% Kirtland
25% other (Independence, Salt Lake, Omaha, Lamoni, Ogden, Provo,
Rexburg, St. George)
Why? [Most common responses include: RLDS/LDS historical sites, tours, or
history of that site (29); good program, speakers, quality of papers (15); time
with others, talking on bus trips, good spirits (15); location close to home
(12); only conference attended (12).]
11. If you have not attended any of the last three annual conferences, what was
the reason? [29% checked 2 answers; 12% checked 3 or more.]
7% too costly 9% unable to travel
10% too far away 4% not interested
i 6% wrong time of year 23% other
Most common responses were: new member (9); scheduling con-
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flicts (17); didn't know about them (3); and health (2).
12. Do you attend only conferences in your region?
39% yes 61% no
13. Is cost a major factor in your attendance at MHA annual meetings?
52% yes 48% no
14. What percentage of conference costs do you personally usually pay?
7% less than 10 percent 7% 10-25 percent
4% 26-50 percent 4% 51-75 percent
78% 76-100 percent
15. What percentage of conference sessions do you usually attend?
23% 100 percent 46% over 70 percent
16% over 50 percent 6% over 24 percent
6% less than 25 percent 3% no sessions-I only go to
visit historic sites
16. Rank activities according to how valuable they are to your Mormon history
studies (1 = highest, 7 = lowest). Reported in order of ranking with average rank-
ing in parentheses.
concurrent session (2.2)
plenary session (2.8)
interaction with colleagues (33)
presidential address (3.6)
historic sites (3.7)
Tanner lecture (4.2)
Sunday devotional (5.8)
17. Which sessions do you find the most interesting?
29% plenary sessions 10% Tanner lecture
36% concurrent sessions 3% presidential address
3% Sunday devotional 6% interaction with colleagues
13% historic site tours
18. Which sessions do you find least interesting?
11% plenary sessions 32% Tanner lecture
10% concurrent sessions 13% presidential address
25% Sunday devotional 4% historic site tours
5% other
19. How do most speakers treat Mormon history?
4% too critically 11% not critically enough
80% good mix 5% too faith-promoting
20. How would you describe most MHA papers? [10% selected 2 answers; 2%
selected 3 or more answers.]
2% boring 64% informative
2% too scholarly 1% too general
11% uneven 8% diverse
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21. What improvements would you like to see made in conference programs?-
[23% responded. The most frequent suggestions were:]
11% buff or student sessions
11% fewer sessions
7% a greater range of topics
5% looser scheduling with more time between sessions
5% less time on controversial topics
3% greater opportunity to meet and mix with others
3% greater selectivity in conference sessions
3% publish more sessions; make transcripts available
19% "just fine"
22. Have you ever submitted a manuscript to the Journal of Mormon History?
15% yes 85% no
Was it accepted for publication?
64% yes 36% no
23. How would you describe your reading of the Journal? [15% selected 3 or
more answers.]
2% skim articles
4% glance through it
49% read selected articles, skim others
13% read all articles
3% read all footnotes and bibliographies
1% seldom read articles
13% read all articles and all footnotes
24. Would you like the Journal to publish letters to the editor commenting on
articles and/or meetings?
62% yes 38% no
25. Would you like theMHANewsletter to publish letters to the editor commenting
on articles and/or meetings?
78% yes 22% no
26. In your opinion, the treatment of Mormon history in mostjournal articles is:
2% too critical 7% too sympathetic
4% too scholarly 2% too general
85% about right
27. At what locations would you like to hold future MHA meetings? [Respondents
made over 383 suggestions. See text for summary.]




